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From the Managing Editor 
The conventional thinking about war and violent conflict in Africa is informed by 
patriarchal hegemony. The African continent has experienced a sizeable number of 
conflicts since the late twentieth century and has been at the forefront of gender 
mainstreaming in peace and security. The African Union, regional economic com-
munities and their respective member states, think tanks, nongovernmental organi-
ZATIONS .'/S	 AND WOMENFOCUSED COMMUNITYBASED ORGANIZATIONS ARE ENGAGED
in advocating and adopting strategies for gender mainstreaming in peace and secu-
rity mechanisms. In the security sector, there has, indeed, been an increase in the 
number of women, adoption of gender-sensitive legal and policy frameworks, and 
gender training, but these are uneven across regions, countries, and security sector 
institutions. 
There is widespread disagreement on the fundamental explanation for gendered 
PEACEBUILDING 4HE 5. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION  	 ON WOMEN PEACE
and security ‘expresses the concern that civilians, particularly women and children, 
account for the vast majority of those adversely affected by armed conflict, including 
as refugees and internally displaced persons and increasingly are targeted by combat-
ants and armed elements and recognizing the consequent impact this has on durable 
PEACE AND RECONCILIATION /THERS ARGUE THAT THE @SOFTER ASPECTS OF FEMININITY CAN BE
brought to bear or inform the more technical dimensions of peacebuilding, but this 
argument stands the risk of perpetuating stereotypes about gender performance 
RATHER THAN ACTUALLY DECONSTRUCTING THEM &OR MANY WOMEN VIOLENCE IS THE DAILY CON-
dition of their lives, during wartime and peacetime, so our definitions of security need 
to consider the gendered realities of (in)security. In addition, there does not need to 
be a compelling reason for gender mainstreaming, as women should be involved sim-
ply because they are human beings. 
In contemporary Africa, the greater political participation of women during con-
flict has not translated into sustained engagement of women in post-conflict settings. 
At the termination of violence and the return to a peaceful environment, women 
generally seem to be relegated to their traditional roles. The result of this role reversal 
for the women brings along with it a disintegration of social and economic networks 
that once had been instruments of survival. This often signals a return of the tensions 
that resulted in the foregoing violence. The reintroduction of the pre-conflict tradi-
tional political, economic, or social order may help explain the systemic and structural 
IMPEDIMENTS TO WOMENS SUSTAINED PARTICIPATION IN POLITICAL PROCESSES IN POSTCONFLICT
societies in Africa. 
#OUNTRIES LIKE THE $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLIC OF #ONGO $2#	 WHICH HAS WITNESSED
HORRIFIC MASS RAPES REMIND US THAT TO SOME WOMENS BODIES ARE BOTH SOURCES OF PO-
LITICAL POSTURING AND EXPRESSIONS OF WARFARE 4HE  (UMAN 3ECURITY 2EPORT FOUND
that the mainstream narrative of wartime rape that has been perpetuated by the media 
AND INTERNATIONAL .'/S MAY BE MISLEADING TO THE EXTENT THAT IT NEGLECTS DOMESTIC
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sexual violence, which is as pervasive in conflict environments as is conflict-related 
sexual violence.1
The mainstream narrative of rape disproportionately concentrates on sexual vio-
lence perpetrated by combatants and ignores non-combatant sexual violence often 
PERPETRATED BY KNOWN ACQUAINTANCES AND INTIMATE PARTNERS 4HE  (UMAN
3ECURITY 2EPORT NOTES @!T WARS END THE INCIDENCE OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IS USUALLY SHARPLY
REDUCED BUT IT DOES NOT END2 In post-conflict societies, especially where security sec-
tor and disarmament programs have been implemented, it has been found that 
women continue to experience violence as former combatants often feel powerless 
and use violence against their children and spouses to exert power.3
4HE CASES OF THE $2# AND POSTCONFLICT SOCIETIES LIKE 2WANDA AND ,IBERIA ARE KEY
to developing newer security paradigms that consider that the post-conflict stage is a 
problematic period warranting broader discussion on gendered experiences of con-
flict and war as well as the gendered experiences of post-conflict reconstruction. 
The impact of violent conflict and war on women has been acknowledged at the 
level of global governance, where several gender mainstreaming agendas have been 
PROPOSED OFTEN UNANIMOUSLY	 INCLUDING THROUGH THE "EIJING 0LATFORM FOR !CTION IN
 THE #OMMISSION FOR THE 3TATUS OF 7OMEN AND 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTIONS
 	  	  	  	 AND  	7HILE MULTILAT-
eral commitments show an awareness of the gendered experiences of violent conflict 
and reconstruction, there is, nonetheless, a gap between legislation and implementa-
tion. Policies that are workable yet progressive remain largely scattered and elusive as 
pointed out in the introductory article to this special issue of the Africa Peace and 
Conflict Journal. 
4HIS ISSUE PROVIDES SPACE FOR !FRICAN FEMINIST DEBATES PRACTITIONERS EXPERIENCES
and regional comparative perspectives on gender and security. It seeks to bring to-
GETHER DIFFERENT VOICES FOUNDATIONAL AND CURRENT FROM ACROSS THE CONTINENTS REGIONS
for theoretical reflection on gender and security in Africa and to identify progress and 
challenges based on the current discourse and practices of gender and security. The 
field of gender and security has emerged in recent years, becoming institutionalized 
THROUGH 5NITED .ATIONS AND !FRICAN 5NION RESOLUTIONS PROTOCOLS DECLARATIONS AND
legislation, as observed by some of the contributors in this issue. In the same vein, by 
examining the gains made in gender and security, the contributors can still argue 
convincingly that the presence of more women hardly makes an agenda or policy 
more woman centered, much less a force for redressing systemic gender inequalities. 
Tokenism through numbers and quotas is not a panacea for the long-standing in-
equalities in gender relations on security matters.
4HIS ISSUE OF !0#* HAS BEEN MANAGED FROM +AMPALA 5GANDA WHERE ) HAVE BEEN
RECENTLY ASSIGNED TO DIRECT THE +ARAMOJA #LUSTER 0ROJECT A NEW 50%!#% ENDEAVOR
!SSISTANT EDITOR !GNES !SELE AND RESEARCH FELLOW .OTANDO -APHALALA WORKED FROM THE
Addis Ababa office. Together we will continue our relentless efforts to provide aca-
 1. Human Security Report, 2012: Sexual Violence, Education, and War. Beyond the Mainstream 
Narrative 6ANCOUVER 3IMON &RASER 5NIVERSITY 	
 2. Ibid., 20.
 @3EXUAL VIOLENCE IN CONFLICT AND POSTCONFLICT %NGAGING MEN AND BOYS -EN %NGAGE5.&0!
!DVOCACY "RIEF  
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From the Managing Editor   vii 
demic, research-oriented and policy discussions, and debates on pertinent issues and 
challenges facing the African continent in particular and the peace and conflict studies 
field in general. As is our practice, we encourage our readers and supporters to send 
us useful feedback and comments on how to improve the journal. 
The editorial team would like to take this opportunity to once again thank the 
)NTERNATIONAL $EVELOPMENT 2ESEARCH #ENTRE )$2#	 WHOSE SUPPORT MAKES THE PUB-
LICATION OF !0#* POSSIBLE 7E WOULD ALSO LIKE TO THANK &UNMI /LONISAKIN #HERYL
(ENDRICKS AND !WINO /KECH FOR WORKING TIRELESSLY TO PUT THIS SPECIAL ISSUE TOGETHER
As always, we are grateful to all our contributors and our readers for keeping APCJ 
alive. 
4ONY +ARBO
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Engaging (In)security as an 
Entry Point for Seeking Redress 
in Gender Inequality in Africa
Funmi Olonisakin and Cheryl Hendricks 
THE ISSUE OF GENDER INEQUALITY HAS LARGELY BEEN TREATED AS AN @ADD ON IN THE PEACE
and security policy arena, as if it has no organic connection to the core of the interna-
tional peace and security agenda. In the same vein, gender-related security policy 
frameworks have not been sufficiently connected to scholarly analyses, particularly 
those that offer feminist perspectives of gender and security. Yet, the gendered nature 
of international peace and security has been a significant part of feminist analysis 
since before the end of the cold war. International policy frameworks and gender ac-
tivism in the peace and security sector have failed, however, to borrow from the struc-
tural analysis and broader theoretical insights offered by these feminist perspectives.1
The issue of gender inequality has remained at the fore of the international post–
cold war agenda primarily because of issues related to peace and security, and not as 
OFTEN ASSUMED SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC POLICY FRAMEWORKS /F INTEREST IN THIS DISPENSA-
tion, the process of change in gender-related inequalities in the developing world was 
not triggered by the global security agenda, as might have been expected given the 
PATTERN OF THE PRECEDING COLD WAR ERA 2ATHER EVENTS ON THE GROUND IN REGIONS FAR
from the institutions of global governance compelled those institutions to revisit 
gender-related security issues. As discomforting as the disproportionate abuse of 
women in situations of armed conflict might be, the harsh reality is that the gruesome 
atrocities committed against women have drawn global attention to the failure of 
earlier policy instruments to deliver desired structural changes. 
Africa has, for all the wrong reasons, served as the main theater in which these most 
gory abuses of women (and children) in situations of armed conflict have shocked the 
conscience of the world. The Liberian civil war, which broke out on the eve of 
 1. These include, for example, Cynthia Enloe, Bananas, Beaches, and Bases: Making Feminist Sense of 
International Politics "ERKELEY 5NIVERSITY OF #ALIFORNIA 0RESS 	 !NNE 4ICKNER Gender in International 
Relations: Feminist Perspectives on Achieving Global Security .EW 9ORK #OLUMBIA 5NIVERSITY 0RESS 	
Cynthia Cockburn, From Where We Stand: War, Women’s Activism and Feminist Analysis (London, Zed 
"OOKS 	 *ACQUELINE #OCK Colonels and Cadres: War and Gender in South Africa #APE 4OWN /XFORD
5NIVERSITY 0RESS 	 !MINA -AMA @+HAKI IN THE FAMILY 'ENDER DISCOURSES AND MILITARISM IN .IGERIA
African Studies Review,  	 n AND (EIDI (UDSON @$OING SECURITY AS THOUGH HUMANS MATTER !
FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE ON GENDER AND THE POLITICS OF HUMAN SECURITY Security Dialogue, 36:2 (2005), 155–74.
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#HRISTMAS IN $ECEMBER  WAS AMONG THE FIRST TO OPEN THE FLOODGATE OF ATROCITIES
against civilians in situations of armed conflict, including horrific crimes against 
WOMEN IN THE REGION 3IMILAR ACTS OF BRUTALITY WERE MAGNIFIED IN NEIGHBORING 3IERRA
,EONE AND LATER IN 3OMALIA AND 2WANDA 4ODAY THE ATROCITIES BEING COMMITTED
AGAINST WOMEN IN THE $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLIC OF #ONGO $2#	 AND 3UDAN $ARFUR	 ARE
keeping the issue of violence against women on the international agenda. 
6IOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN IN PARTICULAR RAPE REMAINS THE SINGLE MOST PROMINENT
factor sustaining international attention on gender and security. Without doubt, the 
focus on it presents the challenge of gender inequality rather narrowly, such that its 
broader ramifications are not easily brought to the fore of international action. 
6IOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN HOWEVER APPEARS TO BE ONE SURE CHANNEL THROUGH WHICH IN-
ternational attention and action can be sustained and thus presently offers perhaps 
the best entry point for efforts to pursue a transformative discourse and agenda on 
GENDER EQUALITY IN THE ARENA OF PEACE AND SECURITY AND BEYOND (OW VIOLENCE AGAINST
women might be used to achieve this goal ought to form part of the conversation 
among the cross-section of actors interested in and involved in the promotion of 
gender equality.
Africa, as the recipient of multiple policies and programs, has been a testing 
ground for a number of approaches aimed at redressing gender inequality. There has 
not been a shortage of policy instruments originating among global and regional 
POLICY ACTORS ALIKE 4HE 7OMEN IN $EVELOPMENT AND 'ENDER AND $EVELOPMENT AP-
PROACHES MADE IMPORTANT POLICY CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE S S AND S IN THE
FIELDS OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEVELOPMENT 4HE 5. 'ENERAL !SSEMBLY LED THE WAY IN
 WITH THE ADOPTION OF THE #ONVENTION ON THE %LIMINATION OF !LL &ORMS OF
$ISCRIMINATION !GAINST 7OMEN WHICH HAS SERVED AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR ADVOCATING
WOMENS HUMAN RIGHTS 4HE FOUR 5. 7ORLD #ONFERENCES ON 7OMEN IN THE TWENTY
YEAR PERIOD FROM  TO  PLAYED A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN KEEPING THE ISSUE OF GENDER
equality on the radar of global actors.2 
This introduction to this special issue on gender and security in Africa provides an 
overview of the evolution of the gender and security agenda and raises a number of 
questions about its articulation and partial, albeit superficial, implementation in 
Africa as exemplified by the evident persistence of gender inequality in peace and se-
curity processes. 
EVOLUTION OF THE GENDER AND SECURITY AGENDA
The increase in intra-state armed conflict and its direct impact on non-combatants 
has served to shed more light on the disproportionate insecurity suffered by women 
in conflict situations. The civil wars in the former Yugoslavia and the genocide in 
 4HESE CONFERENCES INCLUDE THE 7ORLD #ONFERENCE OF THE )NTERNATIONAL 7OMENS 9EAR -EXICO #ITY
 *UNEn *ULY  HTTPWWWUNORGWOMENWATCHDAWBEIJINGMEXICOHTML 7ORLD #ONFERENCE OF THE
5NITED .ATIONS $ECADE FOR 7OMEN %QUALITY $EVELOPMENT AND 0EACE #OPENHAGEN n *ULY 
HTTPWWWUNORGWOMENWATCHDAWBEIJINGCOPENHAGENHTML THE 7ORLD #ONFERENCE TO 2EVIEW AND
!PPRAISE THE !CHIEVEMENTS OF THE 5. $ECADE FOR 7OMEN %QUALITY $EVELOPMENT AND 0EACE .AIROBI
n *ULY  HTTPWWWUNORGWOMENWATCHDAWBEIJINGNAIROBIHTML AND &OURTH7ORLD #ONFERENCE
ON 7OMEN "EIJING n 3EPTEMBER  HTTPWWWUNORGWOMENWATCHDAWBEIJINGFWCWNHTML
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2WANDA DREW INTERNATIONAL ATTENTION TO THE TYPES OF HORRIFIC CRIMES COMMITTED DUR-
ing armed conflict as well as the entrenched nature of gender-based violence in those 
CONTEXTS 4HE KILLING OF MORE THAN  4UTSIS AND MODERATE (UTUS BETWEEN !PRIL
AND *ULY  WAS ONE OF THE WORST CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY SINCE 7ORLD 7AR ))3 The 
sexual violence that accompanied the genocide has been well documented.4 The July 
 KILLINGS IN 3REBRENICA IN WHICH MORE THAN  "OSNIAN -USLIM MEN AND BOYS
were massacred, similarly represented a calculated part of a strategy of ethnic cleans-
ing. Accompanying this massacre was the forcible movement of more than 25,000 
women, children, and the elderly.5 
)N !FRICA THE CIVIL WARS IN ,IBERIA AND 3IERRA ,EONE WHICH ERUPTED BEFORE THE
2WANDA GENOCIDE AND WERE SLOW TO ATTRACT THE WORLDS INTEREST INCLUDED SEXUAL CRIMES
in their conduct. The atrocities that characterized the Liberian civil war, including 
KILLINGS LOOTING AND RAPE BEGAN TO MAKE HEADLINES IN -ARCH  WITH THE MASSACRE
of 600 civilians, mostly women and children, who had taken refuge in a Lutheran 
CHURCH IN -ONROVIA 4HE 3IERRA ,EONE CIVIL WAR FROM ITS OUTSET IN -ARCH  ALSO
exhibited patterns of abuse against innocent civilians, including sexual violence and 
mutilation. These wars confirmed that a new class of brutal armed conflict targeting 
noncombatants was taking hold in the post–cold war period, and Africa was at the 
receiving end of much of it
4HE ABOVE CONFLICTS PREDATE THE &OURTH 7ORLD #ONFERENCE ON 7OMEN HELD IN
"EIJING IN  !S DISCUSSED IN /NYINYECHUKWU /NYIDOS ARTICLE @2ECONCEPTUALIZING
WOMENS ROLE IN PEACEBUILDING THE "EIJING CONFERENCE BEGAN THE PROCESS OF PLACING THE
ISSUE OF WOMEN AND SECURITY ON THE INTERNATIONAL AGENDA 4HE "EIJING $ECLARATION AND
Platform for Action, emphasized twelve important themes, one of which is ‘women 
AND ARMED CONFLICT IN 0LATFORM % WHICH OFFERED DETAILED PROPOSALS FOR DEALING WITH
the impact of armed conflict on women.6 The use of gender mainstreaming as a strat-
egy for moving toward the attainment of gender equality was articulated and given 
MAXIMUM COVERAGE IN THE 0LATFORM FOR !CTION /N THE ISSUE OF WOMEN AND ARMED
conflict, it proposed, ‘In addressing armed or other conflicts, an active and visible 
policy of mainstreaming a gender perspective into all policies and programmes 
should be promoted so that before decisions are taken an analysis is made of the ef-
FECTS ON WOMEN MEN RESPECTIVELY7 
Thus, from that point on, and in response to the growing situations of armed con-
flict in which women continued to be massively victimized without effective preven-
tion measures, momentum gradually built to increase the attention paid to issues of 
WOMEN AND ARMED CONFLICT 4HE PERIODIC REVIEWS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE "EIJING
$ECLARATION AND 0LAN OF !CTION BY THE 5NITED .ATIONS STARTING IN  PROVIDED
 3EE ""# @2WANDA (OW THE GENOCIDE HAPPENED  -AY 
 3EE FOR EXAMPLE ,LEZLIE , 'REEN @0ROPAGANDA AND SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN THE 2WANDAN GENOCIDE 
!N ARGUMENT FOR INTERSECTIONALITY IN INTERNATIONAL LAW Columbia Human Rights Law Review, 33 (2002), 
733–55.
 3EE FOR EXAMPLE 4AKIS -ICHAS Unholy Alliance: Greece and Milosevic’s Serbia in the Nineties 
#OLLEGE 3TATION 4EXAS !- 5NIVERSITY 0RESS 	
 "EIJING $ECLARATION AND 0LATFORM FOR !CTION 5NITED .ATIONS $IVISION FOR THE !DVANCEMENT OF
7OMEN  HTTPWWWUNORGWOMENWATCHDAWBEIJINGBEIJINGDECLARATIONHTML
 7. Ibid., para 141.
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much-needed impetus for sustaining the debate and advocacy regarding women and 
ARMED CONFLICT )N PARTICULAR THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE #OMMISSION FOR THE 3TATUS OF
Women and related activism of a caucus of nongovernmental organizations on 
WOMEN AND ARMED CONFLICT MAINTAINED THE 5. FOCUS ON THE AGENDA
/NE DEVELOPMENT WHICH HAS PROVEN TO BE A MILESTONE IN THE EFFORT TO REDRESS GENDER
INEQUALITY IS THE INCLUSION IN THE 2OME 3TATUTE ENTERED INTO FORCE IN  OF RAPE AND
other forms of sexual violence among the crimes against humanity to be prosecuted by 
the International Criminal Court (ICC). The criminalization of rape and sexual vio-
lence and the subsequent inclusion of these crimes in a number of arrest warrants sent 
an important political message. The inclusion of rape and sexual slavery, which has led 
to a number of arrest warrants, marked a bold new step in the effort to deter sexual 
VIOLENCE IN SITUATIONS OF ARMED CONFLICT EVEN IF THE )##S EFFORTS HAVE NOT YET LED IN A
real sense to the deterrence of these crimes. $ESPITE THE PROGRESS REPRESENTED BY THIS
and other initiatives, they functioned as stand-alone instruments and processes.
Emergence of UN Security Council Resolution 1325
4HE ADOPTION OF 5. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION  IN /CTOBER  REPRESENTED
the gathering of gender and security initiatives into one coherent agenda with a focus 
ON REDRESSING THE DISPROPORTIONATE IMPACT OF CONFLICT ON WOMEN 2ESOLUTION 
articulates an agenda that includes a clear set of outcomes at the center of which is the 
core message that inclusion of women in conflict prevention, resolution, and peace-
building is a security issue, not just a rights-based issue. In addition, it stresses the 
IMPORTANCE OF WOMENS FULL AND EQUAL PARTICIPATION AS @ACTIVE AGENTS OF PEACE AND
security processes. Among other things, the resolution seeks to increase the number 
of women in peace and security decision-making and peace support operations at all 
levels and integrate gender perspectives into the training for peacekeeping operations. 
It also calls for the prevention of armed conflict, but in case it does occur, also requires 
the protection of women and girls in situations of armed conflict and cites interna-
tional legal requirements for the prosecution of crimes against humanity. 
4O BE MORE PRECISE 2ESOLUTION  EXPLICITLY STATES AND FOCUSES ON FOUR SETS OF
inter-related issues that highlight its path-breaking nature. The first issue concerns 
WOMENS REPRESENTATION AT THE HIGHEST DECISIONMAKING LEVELS IN THE SYSTEMS AND
structures involved in conflict management and resolution at the national, regional, 
AND INTERNATIONAL LEVELS )N SPECIFIC THE RESOLUTION TASKS THE 5. SECRETARYGENERAL WITH
appointing more women as special envoys and representatives. The second issue in-
VOLVES PROVISIONING FOR THE EXPANSION OF WOMENS ROLE IN FIELDBASED OPERATIONS 4HE
THIRD CONCERNS THE INCLUSION OF MEASURES TO SUPPORT LOCAL WOMENS PEACE INITIATIVES
and homegrown processes of conflict resolution in the work of those responsible for 
negotiating and implementing peace agreements. The fourth is the treatment of 
women in situations of armed conflict, including protection from gender-based vio-
 #AROL #OHN @-AINSTREAMING GENDER IN 5. SECURITY POLICY ! PATH TO POLITICAL TRANSFORMATION IN
3HIRIN - 2AI AND 'EORGINA 7AYLEN EDS	 Global Governance: Feminist Perspectives "ASINGSTOKE 0ALGRAVE
-ACMILLAN 	
 !SHLEY $ALLMAN @0ROSECUTING CONFLICTRELATED SEXUAL VIOLENCE AT THE )NTERNATIONAL #RIMINAL #OURT
3)02) )NSIGHTS ON 0EACE AND 3ECURITY NO  3TOCKHOLM -AY 
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lence by armed groups and the need to ensure that gender considerations guide dis-
armament, demobilization, and reintegration programs.
2ESOLUTION  WAS PRIMARILY CONCERNED WITH PEACEMAKING AND PEACEKEEPING AND
did not call for broader gender-sensitive security sector transformation or gender 
equality—that is, it was not designed to bring about structural change. It is also un-
likely that it could have done so in the global environment in which it was negotiated 
as the outcome of actors who passionately desired change and those who did not 
necessarily advocate it. In short, the resolution was not intended to serve as a panacea 
for dealing with the challenge of gender inequality at-large and within the peace and 
security sector in particular. It sought the protection of women in conflict zones 
THROUGH A PROCESS OF INCLUSION IN DECISION MAKING AND WOMENS PARTICIPATION IN
peacekeeping. Its novelty, however, is that the resolution managed to demand out-
comes that require a broad constituency of actors to bring about a fundamental shift 
IN PREVAILING SYSTEMS AND WORK ENVIRONMENT &OR EXAMPLE THE APPOINTMENT OF MORE
women to decision-making positions will itself necessitate a shift in mindset and 
METHOD OF WORK WITHIN THE 5. SYSTEM 4RANSFERRING THIS PRACTICE TO OTHER SETTINGS
COULD BE GENUINELY TRANSFORMATIVE IN ITS IMPACT 2EACHING INTERNATIONAL CONSENSUS TO
ADOPT A 3ECURITY #OUNCIL RESOLUTION THAT PURSUES SEVERAL INTERRELATED GOALS IS IN ITSELF
a remarkable achievement.   
Complementary UN Security Council Resolutions
%IGHT YEARS AFTER 2ESOLUTION  WAS UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED THE LACK OF MEANINGFUL
progress in the implementation of its provisions, among other things, led to the search 
FOR MECHANISMS TO STRENGTHEN AND COMPLEMENT IT )N  5. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL
2ESOLUTION  ON WOMEN PEACE AND SECURITY WAS ADOPTED WITH THE AIM OF ENDING
sexual violence and impunity through better accountability. The resolution directly 
PLACED THE ISSUE OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE ON THE COUNCILS AGENDA 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION
 ADOPTED IN 3EPTEMBER  ATTEMPTED TO STRENGTHEN LEADERSHIP EXPERTISE AND
OTHER INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITIES WITHIN THE 5NITED .ATIONS AND MEMBER STATES IN A BID TO
end conflict-related sexual violence. It mandated the appointment of a special repre-
SENTATIVE OF THE SECRETARYGENERAL TO COORDINATE 5. EFFORTS AIMED AT ADDRESSING SEXUAL
VIOLENCE 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION  PASSED IN /CTOBER  SHIFTED ATTENTION
BACK TO THE CENTRAL ROLE OF 2ESOLUTION  BY REQUESTING BETTER REPORTING AND RE-
sources to support gender equality. It sought to elicit commitment to the implementa-
TION OF 2ESOLUTION  THROUGH A MONITORING MECHANISM
The first step toward developing a set of indicators to track the implementation of 
2ESOLUTION  WAS CONCLUDED IN  4HE 5. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL ALSO ADOPTED
2ESOLUTION  IN  WHICH AUTHORIZED THE SECRETARYGENERAL TO NAME PARTIES SUS-
pected of perpetrating sexual violence in situations of armed conflict. It remains un-
CLEAR WHETHER THESE ADDITIONAL RESOLUTIONS WILL AFFECT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 2ESOLUTION
1325 in transformative ways. 
PERSISTENCE OF GENDER INEQUALITY
Africa, host to a significant number of conflict and post-conflict countries, has been a 
RECIPIENT OF THIS COMBINATION OF EFFORTS ALBEIT IN VARYING DEGREES 4HE REGIONS EXPERI-
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ences of conflict and insecurity and the persistence of sexual crimes against women 
have kept the issue of gender inequality on the radar of the international community. 
This, therefore, presents an opportunity to transform the debate and examine existing 
policy and programmatic interventions, raising fundamental issues and questions 
about the application of gender mainstreaming across the security arena, including 
the security sector. 
$ESPITE THE HOPES PINNED ON SUCH STRATEGIES AS GENDER MAINSTREAMING THEY HAVE
not produced massive shifts on the ground in favor of gender equality. It is important 
to investigate why and where mechanisms for influencing this transformation have 
broken down. If any positive outcome is to be realized from the brutal sufferings en-
COUNTERED BY WOMEN IN THE #ONGO ,IBERIA 3IERRA ,EONE 3OMALIA AND OTHER PLACES
their experiences must serve as a basis for moving the continent and the rest of the 
world beyond mere platitudes and appeals to sentiments through lightweight and 
ineffective policy instruments that do nothing to construct a radically different narra-
tive capable of reversing the continuing trend of gender inequality and a related in-
crease in gender-based violence. 
&OUR TRENDS SHOW THAT THE GROUND IN THE PEACE AND SECURITY ARENA IS NOT SHIFTING IN
favor of gender equality despite the articulation of policy on gender equality and the 
EFFORT TO IMPLEMENT RELEVANT POLICIES &IRST IS THE SEEMING DIVERGENCE BETWEEN CRITICAL
pillars of influence whose convergence can potentially transform the situation on the 
GROUND 3ECOND IS THE SUPERFICIAL APPLICATION OF RELEVANT POLICIES ON THE GROUND PAR-
ticularly in regional organizations and national contexts as well as within certain 
multilateral arrangements. Third, and a possible manifestation of the first two, is the 
parallel operation of gender-focused programs and mainstream security agenda and 
RELATED INTERVENTIONS &OURTH IS THE EVIDENT CONTINUATION OF THE VERY CRIMES THAT THE
policies are supposed to prevent. 
Critical Pillars of Influence
Three pillars of influence have, in part, driven the gender and security agenda. The 
first pillar is the analyses of feminists researching international relations and security 
studies that highlight the gendered nature of security and push the conversation to-
ward an analysis of militarism. The second pillar consists of the activities of civil so-
ciety and gender activists that have been instrumental in highlighting the impact of 
conflict on women and children and advocating for the inclusion of women in peace 
PROCESSESAS REFLECTED IN THE.AIROBI 	"EIJING 	AND7INDHOEK$ECLARATIONS
	 AS WELL AS THE ADOPTION OF 2ESOLUTION 10 The third pillar is the role of 
policy makers who have provided the much-needed backing leading to the adoption 
of path-breaking policy frameworks for addressing gender inequality, such as 
2ESOLUTION 
 10. 4HE 7ORLD #ONFERENCE ON 7OMEN IN .AIROBI IN  ADOPTED &ORWARD,OOKING 3TRATEGIES FOR THE
Advancement of Women, which among other things sought to ‘eliminate all forms of discrimination against 
women, and tailor national strategies to facilitate the participation of women in efforts to promote peace and 
DEVELOPMENT 4HE 7INDHOEK $ECLARATION FOCUSED ON MAINSTREAMING GENDER INTO PEACE SUPPORT OPERATIONS
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While these pillars present a picture of a concerted and effective response to the 
issue of gender inequality, the potentially superficial nature of the linkage between 
them becomes apparent on closer examination. Arguably, these pillars of influence 
potentially break new ground when they converge, but their divergence has produced 
only scattered achievements that have not cohered to make meaningful change. This 
CONVERGENCE IS ILLUSTRATED BY THE PROCESS THAT LED TO THE ADOPTION OF 2ESOLUTION 
where the coming together of feminist analysts with gender activists and influential 
POLICY MAKERS AT THE 5NITED .ATIONS MADE ADOPTION OF THE PATHBREAKING RESOLUTION
POSSIBLE /N THE OTHER HAND THE APPARENT DIVERGENCE OF THESE PILLARS MADE IT DIFFICULT
if not impossible, to achieve transformation in the discourse and practice on gender-
RELATED SECURITY ISSUES 4HE LIMITED PROGRESS REALIZED IN THE APPLICATION OF 2ESOLUTION
1325 in Africa also points to the absence of transformation when these pillars operate 
in parallel or are apparently pitted against one another. 
Limited Application of Gender and Security-Related Policies
The second and third pillars of influence have been adapted in various forms in Africa. 
A wide range of organizations and individuals are engaged in promoting and adopt-
ing strategies for gender mainstreaming in peace and security mechanisms, including 
the African Union (AU), regional economic communities, and their respective mem-
BER STATES AS KEY POLICY MAKERS AS WELL AS THINK TANKS .'/S AND WOMEN AT THE COM-
munity level acting as active advocates. There has certainly been an increase in the 
number of women, adoptions of gender-sensitive legal and policy frameworks, and 
gender training in the security sector, but they have been uneven across regions, coun-
tries, and security institutions.
4HE DEGREE TO WHICH 2ESOLUTION HAS BEEN EMBRACED BY !FRICAN STATES AND RE-
gional organizations is reflected in the state of their application of regional instru-
MENTS AND ADOPTION OF 2ESOLUTION  NATIONAL ACTION PLANS AT THIS TIME ONLY NINE
African countries have such plans. Altering the policy and practice of regional actors 
arguably offers a reasonable chance of influencing a change in the practice of states 
and ultimately of citizens. In the case of the African Union, the African Peace and 
3ECURITY !RCHITECTURE PRESENTS AN IDEAL FRAMEWORK FOR IMPLEMENTING 2ESOLUTION 
and for building an overall gender perspective into the work of the African Union 
Commission and in the policies ratified by its member states. Perhaps the most visible 
MANIFESTATION OF THE INTERNALIZATION OF THE RESOLUTION IS THE 3OLEMN $ECLARATION ON
'ENDER %QUALITY IN !FRICA OF  WHICH EXPLICITLY MENTIONS  AND CONFIRMS THE
UNIONS COMMITMENT TO ADDRESSING GENDERBASED VIOLENCE IN PART THROUGH GENDER
mainstreaming in peace processes.
4HIS INSTRUMENTS ARTICULATION OF THE !5S COMMITMENT TO THE EMPOWERMENT OF
women at the highest political levels will need to be matched by a willingness and 
ability to apply and systematize these principles into the daily life of the organization. 
$ESPITE THESE DEVELOPMENTS AT THE LEVEL OF THIS CONTINENTAL BODY VERY LITTLE HAS
changed. Perhaps the best evidence of progress, or lack of it, is the degree to which the 
organization has itself implemented 1325 principles or taken a gender perspective in 
ITS PEACE AND SECURITY WORK /NE AREA IS THE EXTENT TO WHICH WOMEN ARE REPRESENTED IN
SENIOR DECISIONMAKING POSITIONS IN THE UNIONS PEACE AND SECURITY PROGRAMS /F NOTE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within the AU, the commission has achieved better results in the appointment of 
women to senior leadership positions, at the level of commissioner and directors, 
WHERE THERE IS NEAR GENDER PARITY 4HE UNIONS ORGANS AND ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS HAVE
fared much worse.11 4HE APPOINTMENT OF A WOMAN .KOZAZANA $LAMINI:UMA AS
chair of the commission in 2012 is now read as a positive step. There is not yet, how-
ever, any indication that this was the result of a systemic shift. 
4HE !FRICAN 5NIONS OWN PEACE MISSIONS SHOULD BE A NATURAL CHANNEL FOR THE INTRO-
duction of gender perspectives and for implementation of women, peace, and security 
programs. The fact that the few missions planned and executed under AU auspices so 
far have yet to focus visibly on gender considerations is telling. In addition, there have 
BEEN ONLY A FEW !5 MILITARY AND POLITICAL MISSIONSIN "URUNDI #OMOROS 3UDAN
AND 3OMALIAAND THE !5 ONLY RECENTLY INCLUDED THE POSITION OF GENDER OFFICER AMONG
its personnel. It is still too soon to tell what impact one officer can make, especially 
considering the claims of gender-related misconduct leveled against soldiers in the 
!FRICAN 5NION -ISSION IN 3OMALIA WHICH IS MANDATED TO CONDUCT PEACE SUPPORT OP-
ERATIONS /F ENCOURAGEMENT HOWEVER IS THE NEWLY ADOPTED !5 0OLICY &RAMEWORK ON
3ECURITY 3ECTOR 2EFORM IN WHICH GENDER IS A CENTRAL COMPONENT AND IF IMPLEMENTED
will begin to make a systemic shift.   
GENDER AND THE MAINSTREAM PEACE AND SECURITY AGENDA
It is telling that mainstream peace and security discourse and practice often stand in 
PARALLEL TO GENDERRELATED WORK IN PEACE AND SECURITY &OR INSTANCE FEMINIST PERSPEC-
tives on peace and security are often not considered for discussion in the mainstream 
security discourse; the same is true of the feminist perspective and debates about 
global and international security. A similar example is how terrorism and its anteced-
ents are easily discussed in counterinsurgency and counterterrorism terms, but with-
out much consideration for the structural conditions that created the challenge. The 
reform of security and rule of law institutions in post-conflict societies typically does 
not automatically include gender considerations, although it is becoming increasingly 
DIFFICULT TO IGNORE GENDER AS A RESULT OF 2ESOLUTION  REPORTING
In many respects, gender is still included as an afterthought in peace and security 
DISCOURSE AND PRACTICE .OT SURPRISINGLY THE POLICY FRAMEWORKS DEVELOPED IN RESPONSE
to gender inequality are similarly removed from the center stage of global security 
concerns. As a result, gender activists operate on the periphery of global and interna-
tional security considerations and are only tangentially connected to programmatic 
interventions designed to implement supposedly new radical international security 
agendas. 
Invariably, gender concerns are simply tacked on to mainstream security program-
matic interventions as if to placate the voices and constituencies campaigning for the 
elimination of gender inequality through the media. The net effect is that gender in-
equality remains rooted in the practices of societies and their leading institutions. 
 11. 2OSALYN -USA @%VALUATION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 3OLEMN $ECLARATION ON 'ENDER %QUALITY IN
!FRICA !CHIEVEMENTS AND CHALLENGES $RAWING EXAMPLES FROM -OZAMBIQUE 'ENDER )S -Y !GENDA
#AMPAIGN &EMME !FRICA 3OLIDARIT£ -APUTO 
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(OW TO ALTER THE CENTRAL NARRATIVES AND BRIDGE THE DIVIDES THAT CONCEPTUALLY AND PRAC-
TICALLY ENTRENCH GENDER EQUALITY IN !FRICA IS THE MAIN CONCERN OF THIS SPECIAL ISSUES
focus on gender and security in Africa.
PERSISTENCE OF SEXUAL CRIMES IN SITUATIONS OF ARMED CONFLICT
$ESPITE THE SPOTLIGHT ON THE NATURE AND SCALE OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN THE $EMOCRATIC
2EPUBLIC OF #ONGO AND THE $ARFUR REGION OF 3UDAN IT HAS BEEN DIFFICULT TO ELIMINATE
THESE CRIMES FROM THE PRACTICE OF ACTORS IN THOSE CONFLICTS PARTICULARLY IN THE $2# )T
was more than a decade ago that human rights groups began to shed light on the 
SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN THE $2#12 4HE DEPLOYMENT OF A 5. PEACE OPERATION TO THE $2# IN
2000 following a peace agreement did not serve to reduce the incidence of sexual vio-
lence.13 Unprecedented cases of sexual violence were recorded in the first few years 
FOLLOWING THE INSTALLATION OF A TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT IN  )N  -ARGOT
7ALLSTROM THE 5. SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE ON SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN ARMED CONFLICT DE-
SCRIBED THE $2# AS THE @RAPE CAPITAL OF THE WORLD IN HER REPORT TO THE 3ECURITY
Council.14 It is estimated that more than 200,000 cases of sexual violence occurred in 
THE $2# BETWEEN  AND EARLY 15 The policy instruments and laws seeking the 
elimination of sexual violence in situations of armed conflict have obviously failed at 
deterrence in this case.  
/VERALL THE TRENDS DISCUSSED ABOVE CONFIRM THAT POLICY AND PROGRAMMATIC INTER-
ventions have not produced the desired outcomes: gender equality within the security 
sector and improved security for women. Indeed, there is little understanding of the 
impact of the policy and programmatic interventions thus far, not least gender main-
streaming. In addition, conceptual clarity is lacking concerning what needs to be 
achieved, to what end, and through which methods. The failure of the policy interven-
tions and instruments to realize the desired goal of gender equality, which would re-
sult in huge strides for women in Africa, has raised important questions among 
academics and policy practitioners. Is the problem to do with the relevance of those 
INSTRUMENTS TO THE SITUATION IN !FRICA #AN PEACE AND SECURITY POLICY INSTRUMENTS SUC-
CEED WHERE OTHERS HAVE FAILED #AN THE FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES ADVOCATING A MORE RADICAL
APPROACH CONTINUE TO BE IGNORED )N THE HASTE TO SHOW RESULTS HAS THE TRANSFORMATIVE
CONTENT OF GENDER EQUALITY BEEN DILUTED AND COMPROMISED
Across the continent the thinking is that a dead end has been reached on these is-
sues and that it is time to go back to the drawing board. Inasmuch as this produces a 
challenge, it is also an opportunity to reflect on the evolution of feminist perspectives 
on gender, peace, and security and at the same time interrogate peace and security 
 12. 3EE FOR EXAMPLE (UMAN 2IGHTS 7ATCH The War Within the War: Sexual Violence against Women 
and Girls in Eastern Congo .EW 9ORK 	
 13. 4HE 5. -ISSION IN THE $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLIC OF THE #ONGO -/.5#	 ESTABLISHED UNDER 3ECURITY
#OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION  IN .OVEMBER  TRANSITIONED IN *ULY  INTO THE 5. 3TABILIZATION -ISSION IN
THE $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLIC OF THE #ONGO -/.53#/	 AS MANDATED IN 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION 
INDICATING THAT THE COUNTRY HAD ENTERED INTO A NEW PHASE IN ITS POSTCONFLICT PROCESS 3EE THE -/.5#7EB
PAGE HTTPWWWUNORGENPEACEKEEPINGMISSIONSMONUC
14. !GENCE &RANCE0RESS @4OP 5. OFFICIAL CALLS $2 #ONGO @@RAPE CAPITAL OF THE WORLDv  !PRIL 
15. Ibid.
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processes for missed opportunities to offer gendered lenses to peace and security pro-
cesses, provide status quo snapshots of where things stand across the regions, deter-
mine impact and gaps, and begin to clarify goals and the best ways to reach them. In 
sum, this means charting a new road conceptually and practically on gender, peace, 
and security in Africa. 
THE FOCUS OF THIS SPECIAL ISSUE
While it is not the intention of this special issue of the Africa Peace and Conflict Journal 
to excavate every factor at the root of the challenges identified here, it broadly identi-
FIES THE QUESTIONS RAISED BY !FRICAS EXPERIENCES OF GENDER AND SECURITY IN THE LAST
several decades. These questions are important if one wants to understand the state 
and impact of the field of gender and security thus far and to proffer conceptual and 
PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS /NE KEY QUESTION STANDS AT THE CENTER OF THIS ISSUE 7HAT ACCOUNTS
for the persistence of gender inequality in the peace and security arena despite the 
MULTIPLICITY OF RELEVANT INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
In dealing with this situation, it is useful to highlight three particular sets of opera-
tional questions, among others. The first relates to gaps in understanding of or analysis 
OF THE CHALLENGES OF GENDER AND SECURITY (AVE ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION OF FEMINIST AP-
PROACHES GONE FAR ENOUGH (AS THE POLICY COMMUNITY RELIED TOO MUCH ON A MAGIC BUL-
LET OR INSTRUMENT SUCH AS GENDER MAINSTREAMING 4HE SECOND DEALS WITH UNDERSTANDING
how security intersects with gender. Can recent developments in the peace and security 
ARENA DO MUCH MORE THAN DRAW ATTENTION TO GENDER INEQUITY IN SPECIFIC WAYS (OW DOES
the gendered nature of insecurity connect to the structures that entrench gender in-
EQUALITY #AN PEACE AND SECURITY POLICY FRAMEWORKS AND RELATED INSTRUMENTS BRING
ABOUT A RADICAL SHIFT IN GENDER INEQUALITY 4HE THIRD CONCERNS !FRICAN EXPERIENCES OF IN	
security and engagement with peace and security policy instruments designed to bring 
about a correction in gender inequality. What do country and regional experiences re-
VEAL 7HAT LESSONS CAN BE LEARNED FROM THE ROLE OF !FRICAN ORGANIZATIONS 4HIS VOLUME
seeks, at the least, to examine the gaps between mainstream peace and security discourse 
and gender analysis as well as between policy and practice.  
The contributions in this edition of APCJ and the increasing critical analyses of the 
gender and security debate in Africa at large resoundingly make clear the rudderless 
and a-theoretical state within the sphere of gender and security in Africa. Transformative 
gender equality analysis and agendas have been readily jettisoned for the rather lim-
ited global discourses, frameworks, and tools that have not brought about meaningful 
change in the security of women or their participation in peace and security decision-
making structures and processes. In West Africa, after a decade in pursuit of gender 
and security sector reform, the numbers and the gender relations within security sec-
TOR INSTITUTIONS SHOW MARGINAL IMPROVEMENT 4HE 'ENEVA #ENTRE FOR $EMOCRATIC
#ONTROL OF THE !RMED &ORCES REPORT NOTES THAT @APPROXIMATELY  OF THE PERSONNEL
OF POLICE SERVICES ARMED FORCES JUSTICE SYSTEMS AND PENAL SERVICES ARE WOMEN16 It is 
 16. ! (OLVIKIVI AND + 6ALASEK @3UMMARY AND FINDINGS IN -IRANDA 'AANDERSE AND +RISTIN 6ALASEK
(eds.), The Security Sector and Gender in West Africa: A Survey of Police, Defence, Justice and Penal Services 
in ECOWAS States 'ENEVA #ENTRE FOR $EMOCRATIC #ONTROL OF !RMED &ORCES 	 
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one of the few studies providing a snapshot of gender mainstreaming in the security 
sector in Africa and identifies one of the obstacles in efforts to incorporate gender into 
THE SECURITY SECTOR AS @'ENDER ISSUES ARE GENERALLY DEFINED AS WOMENS ISSUES AND AS
SEPARATE FROM NATIONAL SECURITY PRIORITIES17 
.OT MUCH IS KNOWN ABOUT GENDER RELATIONS AND REPRESENTATION IN THE SECURITY SEC-
TORS IN .ORTH !FRICA #ENTRAL !FRICA %AST !FRICA OR THE (ORN 3OUTHERN !FRICA FOR
which a bit more data are available, provides useful insight into the limitations of 
GENDER MAINSTREAMING INTERVENTIONS IN THE SECURITY SECTOR TO DATE7OMENS PARTICIPA-
tion in liberation armies and hard-fought-for rights to gender equality at the national 
and regional levels have enabled women there to join the security sector in relatively 
LARGE NUMBERS -OREOVER THE RIGHT TO PARTICIPATE IN DECISION MAKING AROUND POLICY
formulation, for example, white papers and defense reviews, was as important as the 
need for representation in security institutions. These processes set the parameters for 
the conceptualization of security, the nature and gender of the security actors, and the 
provision of security.   
/NE CAN DISCERN HOWEVER A SHIFT FROM THE RIGHTSBASED DISCOURSE THAT ORIGINALLY
FACILITATED WOMENS ENTRY INTO THE SECURITY SECTOR IN 3OUTHERN !FRICA TO THE NOW
dominant operational efficiency argument, echoed in policy frameworks. This has 
meant that women now increasingly have to rationalize their presence in this sector. 
There has also been a skewed emphasis on numbers—the argument being that creat-
ing a critical mass can bring about change—and complete neglect of strategic issues 
THAT WOULD FACILITATE GENDERED STRUCTURAL CHANGES .OT SURPRISINGLY SOME 3OUTHERN
Africa countries register high numbers of women in the security sector, particularly 
in policing, but simultaneously suffer from high incidents of gender-based violence. 
Thus, there is no correlation between the number of women in the security sector 
and the security of women. (ERE THE BORROWING OF GLOBAL DISCOURSES SEEMED TO HAVE
blunted the transformative potential of the original calls for security sector transfor-
mation.
4HE !FRICAN 5NION ADOPTED THE &RAMEWORK FOR 0OST#ONFLICT 2ECONSTRUCTION AND
$EVELOPMENT AND A SECURITY SECTOR REFORM POLICY WHICH HIGHLIGHT THE NEED FOR
 gender-representative and gender-sensitive interventions, but how this translates in 
practice remains undefined, as states prepare to implement what potentially could be 
far-ranging gender and security provisions. At the heart of moving forward are the 
HARD QUESTIONS ONE MUST ASK 3HOULD THE @ADD WOMEN AND STIR APPROACH BE CONTIN-
UED $O THE FRAMEWORKS PROVIDED OFFER THE POSSIBILITY OF RECONCEPTUALIZING THE INTE-
GRATION OF GENDER AND SECURITY SECTOR REFORM AND GENDER AND SECURITY )T WOULD
indeed, be a lost opportunity not to rise to the challenge of thinking anew about the 
content and delivery of security provisioning. The papers in this special issue echo 
some of the sentiments expressed above.
$ESIREE ,EWISS PAPER REVIEWS THREE RECURRING THEMES IN !FRICAN FEMINIST INTELLEC-
tual activism—the violence of the authoritarian post-colonial state, hetero-patriarchal 
nationalism, and gendered militarism—to show how these analyses can meaningfully 
 17. )BID 
 &OR AN OVERVIEW OF THE NUMBERS SEE THE CONTRIBUTION BY #HERYL (ENDRICKS @0EACEBUILDING AND
CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN #-ORNA AND , .YAKUJURAH EDS	 SADC Gender Protocol Barometer (Johannesburg, 
   AND 	 CHAP 
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SHIFT CURRENT DEBATES ON HUMAN SECURITY AND GENDER MAINSTREAMING $RAWING ON THE
SEMINAL WORK OF 3HEILA -EINTJIES -EREDETH 4URSHEN AND !NU 0ILLAY SHE REMINDS THAT
rethinking mainstream security requires a fundamental shift in conceptualizations, 
formulations, and frames of reference. It necessitates that one not only ‘consider how 
women experience unique forms of violation, but also entails confronting how gen-
dered identities and processes integrally shape other group identities and social pro-
CESSES &EMINIST INTERVENTIONS AND GENDER ACTIVISM ,EWIS CONTENDS ARE RELUCTANT TO
DIRECTLY CHALLENGE THE SECURITY STUDIES DISCOURSE 'OING BEYOND LEGAL FRAMEWORKS AND
numbers, Lewis urges refocusing on patriarchy, nationalism, citizenship, and milita-
rism and their impact on shaping the security discourses and sources of human inse-
curity. It is the top-down decision-making processes that have resulted in a ‘plethora of 
piecemeal and ad hoc progressive legislation, without the broader social, cultural, and 
economic changes that can lead to their successful implementation or to sustainable 
CHANGES 7HAT IS NEEDED THEREFORE IS AN INTERSECTIONAL APPROACH NETWORKING FROM
BELOW AND AN EMPHASIS ON THE @PERSONAL THE hPRIVATEv AND THE EVERYDAY
!WINO /KECH IN A SIMILAR VEIN TO ,EWIS REFOCUSES ATTENTION ON THE GENDERED CON-
structions of nationhood and citizenship through an analysis of the highly contested 
 ELECTIONS IN +ENYA 4HE PAPER ADDRESSES A NUMBER OF KEY QUESTIONS @7HAT ARE THE
WAYS IN WHICH PEACE AND SECURITY DISCOURSES INTERSECT WITH GENDER (OW DOES THE
gendered nature of insecurity connect to the structures that entrench gender inequal-
ITY (OW DO RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE PEACE AND SECURITY ARENA    DO MUCH MORE
THAN DRAW ATTENTION TO GENDER INEQUALITY IN SPECIFIC WAYS
/KECH POWERFULLY ARGUES THAT 2ESOLUTION  MAY BE USEFUL IN DRAWING GLOBAL AT-
tention to specific forms of violence, such as rape, in particular war zones, but this 
seems to posit such violence as separate from the day-to-day gender-based violence in 
other contexts, which is merely regarded as criminal and therefore not worthy of in-
TERNATIONAL ATTENTION OR INTERVENTION 3HE ARGUES @4REATED IN THIS WAY RAPE AS A
WEAPON OF WAR DOES NOT EFFECTIVELY ADDRESS UNEQUAL POWER RELATIONS &URTHERMORE
/KECH NOTES THAT CURRENT LEGAL FRAMEWORKS ARE UNDERWRITTEN BY PATRIARCHY AND THE
absence of a ‘destabilizing force against the sociocultural factors that sustain gender 
INEQUITY WILL NOT BRING ABOUT A RADICAL SHIFT IN GENDER INEQUALITY
4HE ARTICLES BY ,EWIS AND /KECH ARE GROUNDED IN PILLAR ONE OF THIS JOURNALS OVER-
arching framework. They recall the theoretical and ideological shifts that feminist re-
search has brought to the discourse and practice of war and peace and how current 
GENDER ACTIVISM IGNORES THESE INTERVENTIONS AT THEIR OWN PERIL $ESIRED CHANGE CANNOT
be achieved with mere tinkering through legal frameworks that emphasize representa-
TION AT THE EXPENSE OF TRANSFORMATION 2ATHER THE GENDERED FRAMES THROUGH WHICH
BOTH CONFLICTRIDDEN AND @PEACEFUL SOCIETIES ARE IMAGINED AND ENACTED MUST BE DECON-
structed. Yet, it is also clear that even the desired change, beyond the rhetorical ‘gender 
EQUALITY IS NOT THAT SELFEVIDENT
"ARBARA 4INT AND #AROLINE 3ARKIS EXAMINE GENDERBASED VIOLENCE AND INTERNATIONAL
law in an African context, revealing the gaps that remain in aligning practice with the 
hard-won legal framework that recognizes and includes rape and sexual crimes in 
 3-EINTJIES- 4URSHEN AND ! 0ILLAY EDS	The Aftermath: Women in Post-Conflict Transformation 
,ONDON :ED "OOKS 	
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crimes against humanity. Among other things, they discuss the inconsistencies at the 
)NTERNATIONAL #RIMINAL 4RIBUNAL FOR 2WANDA !FTER INCLUDING SEXUAL CRIMES AS AN ACT
of genocide, the related cases the tribunal prosecuted were disproportionately low in 
relation to the evidently widespread scale of gender-based violence and sexual crimes 
COMMITTED DURING THE 2WANDAN GENOCIDE 4HE AUTHORS ALSO DISCUSS THE )## AS WELL AS
SEXUAL OFFENSES IN 3UDAN AND THE $2# /VERALL THEY CONCLUDE THAT THE LEGAL SYSTEMS
and prosecutors of the criminal tribunals have been impediments to the attainment 
of full justice. 
4HE ARTICLE BY 4SION 4ADESSE !BEBE AND %LSHADAY +IFLE 7OLDEYESUS EXPLORES THE
relationship between representation and substantive change in gender relations 
through an examination of the promotion of gender equality by women parliamen-
tarians in Ethiopia. Their research noted several challenges for women and men put-
ting gender on the parliamentary agenda, namely, stereotyping, risking career, and 
BEING COMPELLED TO FOLLOW PARTY DECISIONS7OMEN-0S ALSO HAD LIMITED IF ANY DIRECT
CONTACT WITH THEIR CONSTITUENCIES AND WITH OTHER WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS 4HEIR SURVEY
based research provides empirical evidence for arguments located in pillar three, 
namely, that representation is synonymous with institutional expansion and not nec-
essarily structural transformation that is necessary for the emergence of sustainable 
gender equality.
The authors assert that ‘putting women in parliament does not instantly guaran-
TEE FAVORABLE POLICIES FOR WOMEN AND ENFORCEMENT OF GENDER EQUALITY 4HE SAME AR-
gument holds for gender mainstreaming in the security sector. An increase in 
NUMBERS IS JUST THATMORE WOMEN IN THE SECURITY SECTOR 3OMETHING ELSE HAS TO
transpire for substantive changes in gender relations to happen, and the missing ele-
ments are not located in legal frameworks, although they may be necessary points of 
entry. Instead, it is located in the gendered construction of identities—individual, 
organizational, ethnic, and national—and how these perpetuate gendered inequali-
ties and insecurities. 
/NYINYECHUKWU /NYIDO PROVIDES AN OVERVIEW OF THE GENDERED DIMENSIONS OF
ARMED CONFLICT 2EPOSITIONING THE LENS TO SHOW WOMEN AS BOTH VICTIMS AND ACTORS IN
conflicts, she provides examples of the differing roles of women, across time, for ex-
ample, in support roles for armies, guards in concentration camps, liberation fighters, 
PERPETRATORS OF GENOCIDE !+ BRIDES PORTERS FOOD PRODUCERS SPIES AND SO ON 3HE
ALSO BRINGS ATTENTION TO THE VULNERABILITY OF MEN IN CONFLICT (ER ANALYSIS THEREFORE
moves away from the simplistic dichotomies of previous analyses of gender and con-
FLICT MEN AS PERPETRATORS AND WOMEN AS VICTIMS OF CONFLICT /NYIDO HIGHLIGHTS THE
challenges for women peacebuilders, who nearly thirteen years after the adoption of 
2ESOLUTION  SEEM UNABLE TO RISE BEYOND THE LOCAL LEVEL AS PLAYERS IN THE FIELD OF
peacemaking. Their contributions remain ‘informal, behind the scenes, unpaid, and 
UNRECOGNIZED #LEARLY THE ARCHITECTS AND SIGNATORIES OF GENDER MAINSTREAMING RESOLU-
tions in the international, continental, and regional peace and security architectures 
merely pay lip service to their implementation. The drafting and adoption of the 
frameworks have, thus, come to be viewed as ends in themselves.
Yaliwe Clarke steers toward increased conceptual clarity in the discourse on gender 
AND PEACEBUILDING IN !FRICA 3HE TOO NOTES THE ABSENCE OF FEMINIST ANALYSIS IN THE
debates on gender and security and the skewed emphasis on the inclusion of women 
IN THE @MAINSTREAM PUBLIC PEACE EFFORTS 4HE LITERATURE IS REPLETE WITH THE @ESSENTIALIZA-
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TION OF WOMANHOOD AS AN AGENT OF hPEACEv 7HAT IS NEEDED SHE CONTENDS IS A @DEEP
PEACE @AN ANALYSIS OF PATRIARCHIES EMBEDDED IN INNUMERABLE FEMININITIES AND MASCU-
LINITIES AND @CONFLICT ANALYSIS THAT FRAMES MILITARIZED PATRIARCHAL GENDER IDENTITIES AS
ROOT CAUSES OF WAR
What remains largely absent from much of the discussion that notes the lack of 
feminist theory informing current analysis and practices of gender, peace, and security 
is why this fissure has happened. Is it the silos that have been created between aca-
DEMIA AND PRACTITIONERS 7HAT HAS HAPPENED TO FEMINIST INTELLECTUAL ACTIVISM AND
HOW CAN IT BE REINVIGORATED IN !FRICA
,INDY (EINECKEN HIGHLIGHTS A TENSION BETWEEN THE EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES ARGUMENTS
and the special contribution arguments advanced for the inclusion of women in de-
FENSE FORCES UTILIZING THE 3OUTH !FRICAN .ATIONAL $EFENCE &ORCE AS A CASE STUDY
7OMENS INCLUSION IS INCREASINGLY BEING ARGUED ON THE BASIS OF SPECIAL ATTRIBUTES YET
the military environment is still dominated by the warrior ethos and the privileging 
of militarized masculinities. Women therefore remain in a disadvantaged position and 
unable to make a substantive impact in changing the culture of these institutions. 
!N INTERVIEW WITH !MBASSADOR -ONICA *UMA ALSO POINTS TO THE DISCONNECT BETWEEN
the number of interventions on gender, peace, and security and their translation into 
the protection and public safety of women. Juma locates the problem, similarly to 
$ESIREE ,EWIS IN THE TOPDOWN PRESCRIBED NATURE OF THESE POLICIES AS LEADING TO A LACK
of ownership. 
)RENE .DUGUS REVIEW OF Gender, Peace and Security: Women’s Advocacy and Conflict 
Resolution notes that this work is useful for an overview of the implementation of 
2ESOLUTION  BUT FALLS SHORT OF THE NEED TO HIGHLIGHT THE MORE SUBSTANTIVE AND
theoretical issues of gender peace and security.
Together, these papers make a rich contribution to furthering scholarship on gen-
der peace and security in Africa. They point to some of the reasons why, despite the 
efforts by many, the goals of gender equality in this sector have not been reached. It is 
hoped that they also serve to reinvigorate debates on the continent and in the global 
peace and security arenas and to center African voices in theory development and 
policy implementation.
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The Multiple Dimensions of 
Human Security through the 
Lens of African Feminist 
Intellectual Activism 
Desiree Lewis
Feminists have compellingly shown that mainstream security studies discourses ignore gendered 
identities’ role and relations, leading to skewed and selective analysis of conflict as well as the 
solutions proposed to it. The shift from traditional security studies to people-centered human 
security approaches has made headway in addressing women’s roles in peacebuilding, or 
women’s unique experiences of violence both during times of war and “peace”. Yet the breadth 
of African feminist intellectual activism remains an untapped source in understanding the psy-
chological and political complexities of conflict and violence. By unraveling ways in which vio-
lence throughout Africa is always gendered, African feminist policy studies, scholarship, fiction, 
and life narratives can amplify our understanding of conflict and violence, and therefore also 
support our efforts to develop sustainable strategies for building human security and peace.  
FEMINIST CRITIQUES OF TRADITIONAL SECURITY STUDIES IN AFRICA have focused holisti-
cally on the well-being and safety of human beings rather than the state or the mere 
hABSENCE OF WARv WITH THE STATE ITSELF OFTEN BEING SEEN AS A SOURCE OF THE VIOLENCE THAT
oppresses individuals and particular groups.1 !S (EIDI (UDSON HAS SHOWN GENDER IS
addressed in two main ways in feminist efforts to shift attention away from securo-
crats and realist state-centric solutions and toward people-centered approaches.2 /NE
INVOLVES CONFRONTING WOMENS MARGINALIZATION IN POSTCONFLICT INITIATIVES AND PEACE-
building, and the other entails integrating gender analysis into understandings of 
hHUMAN SECURITYv AND ITS THREATS AT THE INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE LEVELS 4HE LATTER IS OF
concern here and is approached through sources that appear to have little connection 
to evolving human security research and debates, rather than approaching gender and 
human security in a sectoral or field-specific way. 
 3EE $ ,EWIS @2ETHINKING HUMAN SECURITY 4HE IMPLICATIONS OF GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN #
(ENDRICKS ED	 From State Security to Human Security in Southern Africa, -ONOGRAPH  0RETORIA
)NSTITUTE FOR 3ECURITY 3TUDIES 	
 2. ( (UDSON @! FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE ON HUMAN SECURITY IN !FRICA IN Caring Security in Africa, 
-ONOGRAPH  0RETORIA )NSTITUTE FOR 3ECURITY 3TUDIES 	
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Three recurring themes in African feminist intellectual activism are addressed: the 
violence of the authoritarian post-colonial state, hetero-patriarchal nationalism, and 
GENDERED MILITARISM $RAWING ON A RANGE OF FEMINIST KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION INCLUD-
ing scholarship, policy research, autobiography, and fiction allows for a repositioning 
of some central feminist insights in order to demonstrate their heuristic value to ex-
PANDING EXPLORATIONS OF hHUMAN SECURITYv !MONG OTHER INTERVENTIONS IN TRADITIONAL
SECURITY STUDIES DISCOURSES CONTRIBUTIONS TO #HERYL (ENDRICKSS From State Security to 
Human Security demonstrate that complex questions about power, violence, and jus-
tice demand new techniques and solutions.3 Innovative knowledge that unravels these 
questions are central to what the editors of this issue of the Africa Peace and Conflict 
Journal define as a second pillar of influence on the gender and security agenda. A 
long-established feminist theme is revisited in arguing that synergies between knowl-
edge production and activism invaluably enrich the epistemological impact of femi-
NIST THEORIZING OF POWER 'ROUNDED FEMINIST APPROACHES CAN EXPAND AND INDEED
transform existing discourses of human security.  
FEMINISTS’ RECONCEPTUALIZING OF ‘HUMAN SECURITY’
$ESPITE THE RAPID GROWTH OF !FRICAN WORK ON GENDER DURING THE LAST TWO DECADESMANY
INFLUENTIAL STUDIES OF SECURITY IN !FRICA CONTINUE TO IGNORE GENDER &OR EXAMPLE A STUDY
OF WHAT IS TERMED THE @MANY FACES OF HUMAN SECURITY IN SEVEN !FRICAN COUNTRIES COM-
pletely excludes violence against women even though rates of rape and domestic vio-
LENCE IN THE 3OUTHERN !FRICA REGION ARE AMONG THE WORLDS HIGHEST AND FEMINIST
research and advocacy has confronted this.4 "ETWEEN  AND  NONE OF THE CON-
tributions to the African Journal on Conflict Resolution directly address gendered dy-
namics, even though the range and quantity of feminist-inflected work on violence 
has increased tremendously during the last decade.5 
-ANY FEMINISTS HAVE ARGUED THAT OMITTING GENDER LEADS TO THE SUPPRESSION OF A
central human security concern: violence against women on a continuum ranging 
from rape as a weapon of war to violence in the domestic realm (such as femicide or 
wife-battering) and abuse in interpersonal relations, including sexual harassment or 
homophobic violence.6 Another, less emphasized concern, however, is that attention 
to gender can transform studies of subjects that already feature centrally in main-
stream security studies. Charmaine Pereira, in her survey of African social science 
scholarship several years ago, appraised several influential publications on structural 
adjustment and militarism to show how their omission of feminist analysis led to their 
SKEWED INSIGHTS INTO KEY REALITIES IN POSTCOLONIAL !FRICA 3HE THEREFORE DEMONSTRATED
‘the potential for feminist scholarship to transform ways in which African realities are 
 (ENDRICKS, From State Security to Human Security in Southern Africa.
 + -ULOONGO 2 +IBASOMBA AND * +ARIRI EDS	 The Many Faces of Human Security Case Studies of 
Seven Countries in Southern Africa 0RETORIA )NSTITUTE FOR 3ECURITY 3TUDIES 	
 5. The journal publishes three times a year. 
 3 -EINTJIES ! 0ILLAY AND - 4URSHEN EDS	Women in Post-Conflict Transformation (London, Zed 
"OOKS 	
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UNDERSTOOD WITH ATTENDANT IMPLICATIONS FOR PROGRESSIVE SOCIAL CHANGE7 3IMILAR CON-
clusions can be drawn about the potential impact of feminist work on security studies 
and practices within Africa.
The potential impact of this work is evidenced in the way that certain African 
feminists have explicitly demonstrated the need to rethink many basic concepts in 
security studies discourse, such as conflict, peace, and aftermath. In fact, in a study 
EDITED BY 3HEILA -EINTJIES !NU 0ILLAY AND -EREDETH 4URSHEN THEY STATE @4HERE IS NO
AFTERMATH FOR WOMENTHE TITLE OF THEIR CHAPTERWHEN THE PERSISTENCE AND UBIQUITY
of gender-based violence is taken into account. They therefore reveal that rethinking 
mainstream security studies does not simply entail adding on to what already exists, 
but radically rethinking existing concepts, formulations, and frames of reference: 
2ECOGNIZING @GENDER NOT ONLY LEADS US TO CONSIDER HOW WOMEN EXPERIENCE UNIQUE
forms of violation, but also entails confronting how gendered identities and processes 
integrally shape other group identities and social processes. 
-EINTJIES 0ILLAY AND 4URSHEN HAVE OVERTLY RESPONDED TO BLIND SPOTS IN SECURITY STUD-
ies, and similar interventions have been made in work on gender and conflict by other 
WRITERS INCLUDING #HERYL (ENDRICKS AND 3IPHOKAZI -AGADLA !MINA -AMA AND -ARGO
/KAZAWA2EY AND 9ALIWE #LARKE Yet feminist interventions have not always taken the 
form of direct challenges to security studies discourses. As broad explorations of power 
and sites of struggle, work on gender is often diffuse, wide ranging, and unbounded. It is 
often in the dispersed forms of feminist writings that draw on personal testimony, cre-
ativity, and action that the most acute explorations of social conflict can be discovered. 
STATE VIOLENCE AND GENDER
/VERTURNING THE REALIST PREOCCUPATION WITH THE STATE AS THE CUSTODIAN AND SOURCE OF
CITIZENS SECURITY FEMINISTS SUCH AS !MINA -AMA HAVE IDENTIFIED THE EXTENT TO WHICH
many African states actively create violence and perpetuate social conflict.10 3TATE
sponsored violence in post-colonial contexts has interests similar to the violence 
perpetrated by colonial states. With post-colonial configurations of dominant inter-
ESTS AROUND NATIONAL RESOURCES AS IN THE CASE OF THE .IGER $ELTA TRANSNATIONAL CAPITAL
and ruling elites work together to ensure the compliance and submission of the ma-
JORITY OF CITIZENS 7RITERS RANGING FROM &RANTZ &ANON TO -AHMOOD -AMDANI HAVE
shown that the violence of the postcolonial state has its origins in the colonial state.11 
 # 0EREIRA @"ETWEEN KNOWING AND IMAGINING 7HAT SPACE FOR FEMINISM IN SCHOLARSHIP ON !FRICA
Feminist Africa, 1 (2002), 20.
 )NTRODUCTION IN -EINTJIES 0ILLAY AND 4URSHENWomen in Post-Conflict Transformation.
 3EE IBID # (ENDRICKS AND 3 -AGADLA @'ENDER PEACE AND SECURITY IN 3OUTHERN !FRICA WORKSHOP
REPORT )NSTITUTE FOR 3ECURITY 3TUDIES 0RETORIA  ! -AMA AND - /KAZAWA2EY @%DITORIAL -ILITARISM
CONFLICT AND WOMENS ACTIVISM Feminist Africa  	 9 #LARKE @3ECURITY SECTOR REFORM IN !FRICA ! LOST
OPPORTUNITY TO DECONSTRUCT MILITARISED MASCULINITIES Feminist Africa  	
 10. ! -AMA @&EMINISM AND THE STATE IN .IGERIA 4HE NATIONAL MACHINERY FOR WOMEN 4HIRD 7ORLD
.ETWORKn!FRICA !CCRA 
 11. 3EE &RANTZ &ANON Black Skin, White Masks ,ONDON 0LUTO  ORIG 	 - -AMDANIWhen 
Victims Become Killers: Colonialism, Nativism, and the Genocide in Rwanda (Princeton, Princeton University 
Press, 2001).
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$EVELOPING THIS ANALYSIS OF STATE VIOLENCE WITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO GENDER FEMINISTS
HAVE ARGUED THAT THE @ABUSE AND VIOLATION OF hNATIVEv WOMEN HAS ALWAYS HAD A SPECIAL
PLACE IN THE LEXICON OF IMPERIAL TYRANNY12 The gendered dimensions of imperial tyr-
anny have been duplicated in the operation of state authoritarianism in post-colonial 
African contexts. Evidence of post-colonial authoritarianism, even in contexts where 
GOVERNMENTS SEEM TO DEMONSTRATE @GOOD GOVERNANCE AND @DEMOCRATIZATION IS EVIDENT
AT ONE LEVEL IN MEASURES FOR CONTROLLING WOMENS BODIES AND MOBILITY )T IS ALSO EVI-
denced in the gendered practices and discourses through which citizenship and be-
longing are instituted.
.UMEROUS COMMENTATORS ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF NATIONS AND COMMUNITIES REMIND
one of the discursive form of collective identities, the fact that the enduring force of a 
SENSE OF COMMUNITY DERIVES FROM HOW POWERFULLY COLLECTIVITIES ARE IMAGINED $IANA
Taylor, in her work on gender and state violence in Argentina, emphasizes that spectacles 
play a central role in this imagining because they construct a fantasy inner world linked 
to an outer political reality.13 Incidents throughout Africa draw attention to the role of 
spectacle in creating a powerful sense of the nation in terms of gendered bodies.
&OR EXAMPLE RACIST FICTIONS ABOUT THE CONTAMINATING EFFECT OF WOMENS BODIES IN
the public sphere surfaced in government policies in several African countries shortly 
AFTER DECOLONIZATION )N 'HANA MARKET WOMEN IN URBAN AREAS WERE DEFINED AS SOURCES
OF CORRUPTION RESPONSIBLE FOR THE COUNTRYS ECONOMIC PROBLEMS14$URING THE S IN
.IGERIA THE MILITARY GOVERNMENT BLAMED WOMEN TRADERS FOR ECONOMIC CRISES WITH THE
STATES MODERNIZING AND DISCIPLINING MISSIONS INSTITUTING A FORMIDABLE ARRAY OF MECH-
anisms against working women in cities.15 Immediately after independence in Zim-
babwe, the government implemented policies of urban population control targeting 
women in ruthless roundups.16 Public spectacles demonizing African women as de-
generate and corrupting have therefore been central to hegemonic post-colonial defi-
NITIONS OF THE HEALTHY POSTCOLONIAL NATION AND SOCIAL BODY 3UCH ACTS CAN BE READ AS
PATRIARCHYS @RATIONALEINSTRUMENTALIST AND POLITICALLY DRIVEN RESPONSES TO THE THREATS
OF WOMENS ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL EMPOWERMENTBUT IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO READ
them as performative practices with a self-constituting discursive function. They en-
LIST WOMENS BODIES AS SIGNIFIERS TO RITUALIZE ACTS OF PURGING OR DISCIPLINE AND THUS
imagine fictions of a cleansed body politic.
4HE ROLE OF SPECTACLE AS AN ADJUNCT TO STATE POWER IN 3OUTH !FRICA BECAME ESPECIALLY
apparent during the rape trial of President Jacob Zuma. Throughout the proceedings, 
Zuma blatantly invoked theatricality and used palpable displays of corporeality to 
 12. ! -AMA @4RANSFORMATION THWARTED 'ENDERBASED VIOLENCE IN !FRICAS NEW DEMOCRACIES African 
Gender Institute: AGI Newsletter NO  -AY  
 13. $ 4AYLOR Disappearing Acts: Spectacles of Gender and Nationalism in Argentina’s ‘Dirty War’ 
$URHAM .ORTH #AROLINA $UKE 5NIVERSITY 0RESS 	
 14. 3EE $ 4SIKATA @'ENDER EQUALITY AND THE STATE IN 'HANA IN ! )MAM ET AL EDS	 Engendering African 
Social Science $AKAR #/$%32)! 	
 15. 3EE # $ENNIS @7OMEN AND THE STATE IN .IGERIA 4HE CASE OF THE FEDERAL MILITARY GOVERNMENT
n IN ( !FSHAR ED	Women, State and Ideology: Studies from African and Asia ,ONDON -ACMILLAN
	
 16. 3EE 3 *ACOBS AND 4 (OWARD @7OMEN IN :IMBABWE 3TATED POLICY AND STATE ACTION IN !FSHAR
Women, State and Ideology.
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construct himself as an authoritarian patriarch. As newspapers readers or television 
VIEWERS 3OUTH !FRICANS WERE DRAWN INTO A SPECTACLE REMINDING THEM OF THE ABSOLUTE
ferocity of a power heavily connoted as heterosexist male virility. Apart from being 
ALERTED TO THE OVERWHELMING FIGURE OF THE HEAD OF STATE 3OUTH !FRICANS WERE MADE TO
see how law, the courts, and the media could degrade, harass, and silence those who 
transgressed. Citizens were warned that the consequence of female disobedience was 
THE @BURNING OF THE BITCH17
#OMMENTING ON THESE DISPLAYS 0UMLA 'QOLA HAS WRITTEN THAT @THEORIZATION OF THE
SPECTACULAR REMAINS A POWERFUL COMMENTARY IN CONTEMPORARY 3OUTH !FRICAN CULTURE
and gendered public life, and specifically the ways in which violent masculinities have 
TAKEN CENTRE STAGE SINCE THE *ACOB :UMA RAPE TRIAL The persecution of the accuser in 
:UMAS TRIAL AND THE SCAPEGOATING OF .IGERIAN AND 'HANAIAN MARKET WOMEN AND
women traders in Zimbabwe, reveal how state-regulated discourses work to equate 
ECONOMICALLY OR POLITICALLY DISRUPTIVE AGITATION WITH THE @CHAOTIC ERUPTION OF FEMALE
bodies and sexuality.
As one of the key sources of violence in the present, the state pursues much more 
than repressive measures for controlling citizens. It also orchestrates methods, often 
represented in national media and through discourses presented and taken up as ‘na-
TIONAL SENTIMENT FOR CRAFTING HEGEMONIC NOTIONS OF CITIZENSHIP AND THE HEALTHY NA-
TION 3OKARI %KINE SHOWS THAT THE .IGERIAN STATE DESPITE ITS MANY CIVILIAN GOVERNMENTS
has a long history of using ‘the threat of violence to settle political conflicts, the le-
gitimisation of violence, the curtailment of freedom of opinion, the domination of 
military values over civilian life, the violation of human rights, extra judicial killings 
AND THE GROSS REPRESSION OF THE PEOPLE /PERATING ALONGSIDE STATE REPRESSION THEN
ARE PERFORMATIVE ACTS THAT DEMONSTRATE AND LEGITIMISE STATE AUTHORITARIANISM 3UCH
acts allow resisting, subordinate, or dissenting groups to be projected as feminized, 
disorderly, and wild disrupters of the healthy body politic, and this discourse allows 
for violent state action—through the use of tear gas, rubber bullets, and stun guns—
to be taken against their bodies. Women, but also other feminized subordinate groups, 
such as farmers, workers, fisherfolk, and petty traders, are construed as those who 
betray their legitimate obligations of feminized service and compliance and are par-
ticularly treacherous polluters of the body politic. 
Testimonies in Blood and Oil, a collection of narratives of women who resisted the 
.IGERIAN GOVERNMENT POWERFULLY DESCRIBE THE STATES USE OF THEATRICAL DISPLAYS OF
POWER TO DESTABILIZE AND CONTROL CITIZENS )N INTRODUCING WOMENS TESTIMONIES AND
analyzing the effects of this demonstration of power, the editor states,
The aim of violence is to undermine ‘the world as we know it’. Violence distorts our 
lives, causes chaos, panic, fear. It disables us physically and psychologically. The vio-
lence referred to in my study is all-inclusive, that is, it is psychological, physical, 
17. 4HIS SLOGAN WAS USED BY :UMAS MANY SUPPORTERS INCLUDING WOMEN TO MOBILIZE SUPPORT FOR THE
president. 
 0 'QOLA @h4HE DIFFICULT TASK OF NORMALIZING FREEDOMv 3PECTACULAR MASCULINITIES .DEBELES LITERARY
CULTURAL COMMENTARY AND POSTAPARTHEID LIFE English in Africa  	 
 3 %KINE @7OMENS RESPONSES TO STATE VIOLENCE IN THE .IGER $ELTA Feminist Africa  	 
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emotional, sexual, verbal. In many instances an act of violence includes all of these. 
. . . Violence and or the threat of violence are ever present and walk hand in hand 
with fear. Fear of walking, fear of travelling, fear of crossing the path of [mobile 
police], fear of rape, all constitute violence. For the sake of survival, we begin to 
‘manage’ our fear, that is, we temporarily consign it to the recesses of our conscious-
ness. Here it lies ready to resurface at the sight of a MOPOL, policeman, even a 
sudden loud noise.20    
As Ekine shows, gendered and authoritarian displays of state power fictionalize the 
absolute omnipotence of the state. The terror that such displays instill is central to 
ENSURING THE GOVERNMENTS CONTROL OVER CITIZENS 7HILE THE .IGERIAN GOVERNMENTS
REPRESSION OF SOCIALLY SUBORDINATE GROUPS IN THE .IGER $ELTA HAS BEEN ESPECIALLY BRUTAL
the managing of power through spectacle occurs in many other contexts. In fact, dem-
onstrations of power and discipline have rapidly been institutionalized as the ‘inevi-
TABLE FACE OF AUTHORITY IN MANY OTHER !FRICAN COUNTRIES 4HEY FUNCTION AS POWERFUL
warnings to citizens and as portents of the consequences of deviance. A viewing pub-
lic is consequently engendered and controlled or warned of controls that will be taken 
in the case of transgression. Theatrics and performance therefore come to be closely 
CONNECTED TO THE OPERATION OF THE CONTEMPORARY STATE WITH THE STATES UNOFFICIAL BUT
incessantly performed messages of a healthy social body revolving around the purg-
ing, expelling, or reprimanding of wayward, deviant, and feminized bodies.
3TATE AUTHORITARIANISM IN POSTCOLONIAL !FRICA THEREFORE OFTEN HAS DEEPLY GENDERED
underpinnings and draws extensively on gendered myths and corporeal images of 
power and disorder, of duty, disloyalty, and transgression. Identifying forms of state 
violence and analyzing its origins offer important avenues for intervention. These 
materialist approaches are evident in the range of scholarly and policy-related work 
on state violence and conflict resolution.21 In deepening this work, feminist writings 
have shown that state violence revolves around performative acts and fictions that 
draw on the symbolism of embodied and gendered power and subordination. These 
performative acts and fictions can have powerful controlling effects, with a crucial 
aspect of the dismantling of state violence being to analyze their forms and impact.
GENDERED NATIONALISM AND ETHNICITY 
&EMINIST SCHOLARS HAVE INSISTED THAT CITIZENSHIP MUST BE DEFINED NOT IN TERMS OF FORMAL
rights, but in terms of power—the power exercised through social, economic, and 
POLITICAL STRUCTURESAND THROUGH THE IDEOLOGIES THAT DEFINE EACH PERSONS SUBJECTIVITY
in relation to others.22 "Y FOCUSING ONLY OR PRIMARILY ON LEGISLATION AND FORMAL RIGHTS
one loses sight of how deeply post-colonial nation-building and citizenship discourses 
are rooted in heterosexist patriarchal violence.
 20. 3 %KINE Blood and Oil: Testimonies of Violence from Women of the Niger Delta (London, Centre for 
$EMOCRACY AND $EVELOPMENT 	
 21. 3EE FOR EXAMPLE THE African Journal on Conflict Resolution. 
 22. #YNTHIA %NLOES Bananas and Beaches: Making Feminist Sense of International Politics "ERKELEY
5NIVERSITY OF #ALIFORNIA 0RESS 	 IS AN EARLY EXAMPLE OF THIS APPROACH
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Although an increasing amount of gender research on nationalism confronts pre-
scribed roles for men and women,23 fewer writings deal with how deeply national 
PROJECTS ARE EMBEDDED IN GENDERED ONES )N ADDRESSING THIS !NNE -C#LINTOCK ARGUES
that representations of masculine national projects depend on the construction of 
gender difference, that ‘nationalism is constituted from the very beginning as a gen-
DERED DISCOURSE AND CANNOT BE UNDERSTOOD WITHOUT A THEORY OF GENDER POWER24 "Y
illustrating that the evolution of national projects is always constantly gendered, 
-C#LINTOCK SHOWS THAT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO DEAL ANALYTICALLY WITH NATIONALISM WITHOUT
examining gendered systems, gendered relationships, gendered bodies. Extending this 
analysis to explaining sexuality as the expression of a ‘chauvinist authoritarian popu-
LISM 2OB .IXON DEMONSTRATES HOW SEXUAL VIOLENCE BECOMES BOTH A WEAPON OF WAR
and a charged symbolic act in patriarchal ethnic cleansing and the gendered invention 
of nations.25 .IRA 9UVAL$AVIS FOCUSES ON THE INTIMACY AND EMOTIONALISM THAT SEXUAL
relationships and gendered identities mediate, showing how this supports nationalism 
in complex webs of consent, coercion, and repression.26 
The centrality of familial, gendered roles and symbolism in nationalism shows that 
the family, highly authoritarian fatherhood, and strictly coerced heterosexuality not 
only provide the frame for regulating relations within households—between fathers, 
children, mothers, husbands, and wives—they also provide models for men, women, 
and children to define, confirm, and reproduce their personal gendered identities and 
practices within communities, ethnic group, and nations. As is the case with other 
nationalisms, African nationalisms, including ethnic nationalisms, have been defined 
AND VALIDATED WITH REFERENCE TO FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND AS &ANON INDICATES @4HERE
are close connections between the structure of the family and the structure of the na-
TION -ILITARIZATION AND THE CENTRALIZATION OF AUTHORITY IN A COUNTRY AUTOMATICALLY
entails a resurgence of the authority of the father . . . the family is a miniature of the 
NATION27
The award-winning Purple Hibiscus BY THE .IGERIAN NOVELIST #HIMAMANDA
Adichie, is a powerful exploration of the personalized acquisitions of gendered and 
national identity. $EALING WITH A FAMILY HEADED BY AN EXTREMELY VIOLENT FATHER THE
NOVEL TRACES THE INTIMATE CONNECTION BETWEEN .IGERIAS MILITARY DICTATORSHIP AND DO-
mestic violence in an individual household. Told from the perspective of a young girl, 
+AMBILI THE STORY CAPTURES HER SENSE OF ENTRAPMENT WITHIN A SYSTEM THAT IS AT ONCE A
protecting home, in which she is nurtured and toward which she feels a powerful 
sense of obligation and allegiance, and also terrifying for the way it suppresses her 
INDEPENDENCE AND SANCTIONS HER PHYSICAL SUFFERING /F IMPORTANCE THE VIOLENCE OF
+AMBILIS FATHER IS SEEN TO BE LINKED TO HIS DEEP BELIEF IN SOCIAL DUTY AS A .IGERIAN
 23. 3EE FOR EXAMPLE 2ANGIRA "EA 'ALLIMORES DISCUSSION OF THE 2WANDAN GENOCIDE IN @-ILITARISM ETH-
NICITY AND SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN THE 2WANDAN GENOCIDE Feminist Africa  	
 24. !NNE -C#LINTOCK @.O LONGER IN A FUTURE HEAVEN 'ENDER RACE AND NATIONALISM IN ! -C#LINTOCK
!-UFTI AND % 3HOHAT EDS	Dangerous Liaisons: Gender, Nation and Postcolonial Perspectives -INNEAPOLIS
5NIVERSITY OF -INNESOTA 0RESS 	 
 25. 2OB .IXON @/F "ALKANS AND "ANTUSTANS %THNIC CLEANSING AND THE CRISIS IN NATIONAL LEGITIMATION IN
-C#LINTOCK -UFTI AND 3HOHAT Dangerous Liaisons, 
 26. . 9UVAL$AVIS Gender and Nation ,ONDON 3AGE 	
 27. &ANON Black Skin, 141–42. 
 C. Adichie, Purple Hibiscus #HAPEL (ILL .ORTH #AROLINA !LGONQUIN "OOKS 	
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committed to building his nation, ensuring the well-being of his employees, and pro-
moting democracy and freedom of speech. 
-OTIVATED BY AN OBSESSIVE AUTHORITARIAN PATERNALISM HE OFTEN @FATHERS AND @GUIDES
his family in extremely brutal ways and appears to experience an almost divine sense 
of the social need for his behavior: 
Papa was like a Fulani nomad . . . as he swung his belt at Mama, Jaja, and me, mut-
tering that the devil would not win. We did not move more than two steps away from 
the leather belt that swished through the air. Then the belt stopped, and Papa stared 
at the leather in his hand. His face crumpled; his eyelids sagged. ‘Why do you walk 
into sin?’ he asked. ‘Why do you like sin?’29
3TUDIES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FREQUENTLY HIGHLIGHT THE WAY THAT THE PERPETRATORS
control and abusiveness become entangled with remorse, and this kind of patriarchal 
violence is certainly not unique to specific social, class, or historical contexts. What is 
STRIKING ABOUT !DICHIES FICTIONAL ANALYSIS HOWEVER IS THE INSIGHT IT PROVIDES INTO A
personality motivated by an excessive sense of the moral need to control the bodies, 
thoughts, and minds of those directly under his care, and the way this need is bound 
up with a status and role within the community and the country. As Adichie shows, 
the cult of discipline and obedience is also internalized by subordinates: it is only 
WHEN +AMBILI AND HER BROTHER SPEND EXTENDED LENGTHS OF TIME OUTSIDE THE FAMILY
HOME THAT THEY GRADUALLY ACQUIRE THE PSYCHOLOGICAL WILL TO GRASP THAT THEIR FATHERS
VIOLENT BEHAVIOR IS NOT @NATURAL )N THE CASE OF +AMBILIS MOTHER AN ABILITY TO SEE HER-
self and her husband in terms beyond the necessity for wifely obedience and mother-
ing duties is shown to be even more difficult.   
The novel reveals how patriarchalism within nationalism institutes an inflexible 
cult of discipline and syndromes of absolute loyalty toward highly authoritative father 
figures. To question this is to risk the loss of self as father, daughter, son, wife, or 
mother, without the option of other equally enduring, psychologically resonant, and 
SOCIALLY SANCTIONED SENSES OF SELF /F CONSEQUENCE WHILE GENDERED FAMILIAL ROLES MAY
BE CONSCIOUSLY REGISTERED AS @FALSE OR OPPRESSIVE THERE CONTINUES TO BE A DEEP PSYCHO-
LOGICAL INVESTMENT IN THEM 4HIS IS REVEALED WHEN AT SCHOOL +AMBILI IS REQUIRED TO
pledge loyalty to her country and accept her national belonging in a way that mirrors 
HER PAINFUL SUBJECTION TO HER FATHERS AUTHORITY
‘Kambili Achike, please start the pledge,’ she said. Mother Lucy had never chosen me 
before. I opened my mouth. But the words would not come out. . . . I cleared my 
throat, willed the words to come. I knew them, thought them. But they would not 
come. The sweat was warm and wet under my arms. ‘Kambili?’ Finally, stuttering, I 
said, ‘I pledge to Nigeria, my country / To be faithful, loyal, and honest . . .’ The rest 
of the school joined in, and while I mouthed along, I tried to slow my breathing.30 
)N SEVERAL !FRICAN COUNTRIES WOMENS WINGS OR PARTIES CONNECTED TO GOVERNMENTS
IN POWER SUCH AS THE !.#7OMENS ,EAGUE IN 3OUTH !FRICA THE :!.5 0&	7OMENS
 Ibid., 102.
 30. )BID 
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,EAGUE IN :IMBABWE AND MILITARY WIVES IN .IGERIA HAVE STRONGLY SUPPORTED THE MALE
led governments in power. To state formulaically that this is evidence of patriarchal 
hegemony is to simplify the pernicious way in which particular feminized subjectivi-
ties invest in proximity to patriarchal power in certain contexts. Women supporters 
HAVE BEEN WOMEN WHO DERIVE THEIR @PRESENCE AS @PROPER WOMEN ONLY IN RELATION TO
POWERFUL MEN "EING A RESPECTED WOMAN CITIZENA SUPPORTIVE MOTHER OF THE NATION
a loyal sister in the struggle, an obedient daughter of Africa—demands a highly visible 
AND EXPLICIT PERFORMANCE OF PRESCRIBED GENDERED BEHAVIOR (ETEROPATRIARCHAL NATION-
ALISMS FEED OFF AND RIGOROUSLY POLICE WOMENS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NATION BY DEFINING
them as icons, vassals, or sexual objects. In the same way that the socially subordinate 
CHARACTERS IN !DICHIES NOVEL ARE PETRIFIED INTO SUBMISSION BY THE @PRESENCE OF THE FAM-
ILYS PATRIARCH SO HAVE MANY WOMENS ORGANISATIONS AND INDIVIDUAL WOMEN COME TO
ACCEPT CERTAIN AUTOCRATIC LEADERS AS THE NATIONS LEGITIMATE @FATHERS
Paternal authority therefore comes to be defined as the index of the pride of an 
entire group. Where communities perceive themselves to be under threat, ascendant 
manhood can come to signify the reclaimed pride of the entire community. As a con-
SEQUENCE MEN AND WOMEN CAN BECOME COMPLICIT IN VENERATING MENS PREEMINENCE IN
the household and the broader community. This explains the unwavering popular 
support for leaders whose actual contribution to nationalist or communal struggles 
may be far outweighed by evidence of their abuse of power. The symbolic meaning of 
their authority may be perceived as being far more important than their unjust or 
exploitative uses of power. The naturalized authority of fathers is therefore a meta-
phor for the authority of leaders of state and ethnic groups. Images of the nation as a 
domestic unit define obedience, instituted through threats of punishment, as inevi-
table and essential. 
It is predictable that essentialist discourses of tradition and morality are so insis-
tently mobilized in legitimating national belonging and fueling the sentiment at the 
HEART OF MANY NATIONAL AND ETHNIC CONFLICTS 0RESIDENT :UMAS ROLE IN 3OUTH !FRICA IL-
LUSTRATES THIS !S DEPUTY PRESIDENT HE HEADED THE SOCALLED -ORAL 2EGENERATION
0ROGRAMME DESIGNED TO REINSTITUTE A @PROPER MORAL FABRIC IN 3OUTH !FRICAN SOCIETY31 
!S A RESPONSE TO THE SPREAD OF ()6 AND THE PERCEIVED @EXCESSES THAT CONSTITUTIONAL
FREEDOMS GAVE RISE TO THIS PROGRAM HAS DOMESTICATED THE 53 STATEDRIVEN !"# CAM-
PAIGN !BSTINENCE "EING &AITHFUL AND #ONDOMISE	 OF ()6 PREVENTION WHICH PRE-
scribes heteronormative and stereotypical messages about gender roles, family values, 
and traditional hierarchies within sexual relationships. Zuma joined other political 
and religious organizations and public figures advocating clampdowns on sexual and 
reproductive rights and bodily integrity and was a key voice in formulating repressive 
sex talk in the post-apartheid public domain. In articulating within the public sphere 
APPROPRIATE CODES OF SOCIAL GENDERED AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR FOR 3OUTH !FRICANS :UMA
has consequently played a pivotal part in crafting conservative, exclusionary, and 
traditionalist-inspired discourses on the meanings and experience of national identity 
IN 3OUTH !FRICA
 31. 4HE -ORAL 2EGENERATION -OVEMENT AN UMBRELLA GROUPING COMPRISING A RANGE OF POLITICAL BUSI-
NESS AND RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS AND PUBLIC FIGURES HAS RAPIDLY GROWN IN 3OUTH !FRICA #ONSTITUTED THROUGH
THE -ORAL 3UMMIT IN  IT HAS CLAMPED DOWN ON THE ENTITLEMENTS AND FREEDOMS GUARANTEED BY THE "ILL
OF 2IGHTS BY PROMOTING CONSERVATIVE DISCOURSES ON GENDER AND SEXUALITY
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4HE FAMILY OFFERS A @NATURALMODEL FOR SANCTIONING SOCIAL CONSTRUCTS AND RELATIONSHIPS
and especially national hierarchy. It offers a sense of organic, biological, or fundamental 
unity on the basis of blood ties, with the familial iconography in nationalism—
@MOTHERLANDS @BIRTH COUNTRY AND SO ONBEING EMOTIONALLY PERSUASIVE AND PSYCHO-
logically compelling. The tropes of cleansing and purification, and their antithesis, 
pollution and contamination, therefore feature prominently in ethnic nationalisms. It is 
this symbolism, rooted in assumptions about the biological essence of ethnic groups or 
nations, that so persuasively fuels the extreme violence in national and ethnic conflicts 
and explains the emotions and psychosocial behavior associated with these conflicts. 
Policy research and scholarship on resolving xenophobia, nationalism, or ethnic 
conflict clearly deal with the effects of certain nationalisms in leading to the persecu-
TION OF OTHERS &EMINIST INSIGHTS IN SCHOLARSHIP AND FICTION HAVE DRAWN ATTENTION TO
how a sense of national and ethnic collectivity can be reproduced and internalized 
through highly personalized appeals to gender identification and familial belonging. 
These rousing appeals help to explain the emotional force of nationalisms and their 
CONSEQUENCES IN VIOLENT ACTS OF @CLEANSING AND @PURIFICATION
GENDERED MILITARISM 
Yaliwe Clarke writes that ‘the prevalence of aggressive masculinities institutionalised 
in armies and security structures has featured prominently in contexts where political 
INSTITUTIONS HAVE BEEN DISPLACED BY MILITIAS AND ARMIES ENGAGED IN VIOLENCE CONFLICT32 
! KEY PHRASE HERE IS THE @INSTITUTIONALISING OF AGGRESSIVE MASCULINITIES REFLECTING AN
ONGOING PROCESS THAT PERSISTS LONG AFTER THE FORMAL END OF @MILITARISM &EMINIST EXPLO-
ration of African masculinities has unearthed the historical and political legacies of 
ENTRENCHING MILITARIZED MASCULINITIES /NE OF THE EARLIEST IS *ACKYLN #OCKS Colonels 
and Cadres: War and Gender in South Africa, in which she examines ways in which 
militarism profoundly affected gendered identities and behavior under apartheid.33 As 
a system based on brutal tactics of exclusion and domination, apartheid consistently 
elevated militarized masculinities, setting in place rigid racial hierarchies and simul-
TANEOUSLY ESTABLISHING INFLEXIBLE AND AGGRESSIVE CODES OF MASCULINITY -ORE RECENTLY
STUDIES OF THESE CODES BY SUCH FEMINISTS AS %LAINE 3ALO CONSIDER THE EXTENT TO WHICH
resistance to apartheid was based on the authoritarian and militaristic strategies of the 
dominant system.34 )T HAS BEEN SHOWN THAT APARTHEIDS MILITARISTIC GENDER CODES WERE
REPEATED IN THE DIFFERENT MOVEMENTS THAT OPPOSED IT $OCUMENTED EVIDENCE OF VIO-
lence against women in organizations ranging from radical student bodies to the 
!.#S MILITARY WING THEREFORE HIGHLIGHT THE WAYS IN WHICH MILITARIZED MASCULINITIES
pervaded a culture of opposition in the form of what Thokozani Xaba refers to as 
@STRUGGLE MASCULINITIES35
 32. #LARKE @3ECURITY SECTOR REFORM IN !FRICA
 33. * #OCK @7EAPONRY AND THE CULTURE OF VIOLENCE IN 3OUTH !FRICA IN 6 'AMBA Society under Siege, 
4#0 3ERIES VOL  0RETORIA )NSTITUTE FOR 3ECURITY 3TUDIES 	
 34. % 3ALO @'ANGS AND SEXUALITY ON THE #APE &LATS African Gender Institute: AGI Newsletter, no. 7, 
$ECEMBER 
 35. 4 8ABA @-ASCULINITY AND ITS MALCONTENTS IN 2 -ORRELL ED	 Changing Men in Southern Africa 
0IETERMARITZBURG 5NIVERSITY OF .ATAL 0RESS 	
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#OMMENTING ON THIS 3ALO OBSERVES @4HE IDENTITIES THAT HAVE ENDURED INTO THE
contemporary context are the military-style gangs in which men earn respect as 
ARMED TOUGHS 3HE CONCLUDES @7E IGNORED THE EXTENT TO WHICH STRUGGLE MOVEMENTS
SUCH AS THE "ONTEHEUWEL -ILITARY 7ING OR -+ BASED THEIR OPPOSITION UPON THE VERY
militaristic masculinity that it resisted. Consequently, today we fail to examine how 
the potency of . . . the culture of militarism may undermine the very basis of a new 
NATIONAL PERSONHOOD OR CITIZENSHIP THAT IS THE LIFEBLOOD OF DEMOCRACY36
(ORRIFYING CASES OF FEMICIDE OR CHILD ABUSE SINCE THE FALL OF APARTHEID NEED TO BE
EXAMINED IN RELATION TO A HISTORY WHERE MENS AGGRESSIVE AUTHORITY AND ABSOLUTE EN-
TITLEMENT OVER WOMEN WAS TAKEN TO BE @NORMAL WHERE THE OBEDIENCE OF WOMEN AND
children in tightly controlled families mirrored the broader social and political orga-
nization of rigid authoritarianism. A continuum of violence ranging from rape to 
sexual harassment is symptomatic of an entrenched gendering process through which 
men are taught to believe in their unquestionable authority and their absolute right 
to control women and children. 
$ECEMBER 'REEN REMINDS THAT FORMS OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN HAVE VARIED IN
African contexts in line with different pre-colonial, colonial, and post-colonial expe-
riences.37 It is therefore revealing that intimate femicide and rape have been especially 
PRONOUNCED IN 3OUTH !FRICA WITH ITS UNIQUELY BRUTAL AND LONG LEGACY OF MILITARIZED
MASCULINITIES ! NATIONAL STUDY BY THE 3OUTH !FRICAN -EDICAL 2ESEARCH #OUNCIL IN
 DREW ATTENTION TO THE COUNTRYS HIGH RATE OF INTIMATE FEMICIDE AND CONCLUDED
THAT @EVERY EIGHT HOURS A WOMAN IS KILLED BY HER INTIMATE PARTNER Although the study 
found that rates of homicide were declining, it established that incidents of intimate 
FEMICIDE HAD NOT BEEN AFFECTED BY PREVENTION EFFORTS SINCE  !S AN EXTENSION OF
partner violence, intimate femicide is testimony of the extent to which masculinized 
proprietorship, rage, and physical aggression are embedded in intimate heterosexual 
relationships. As a consequence of masculinities learned from available gender scripts, 
MEN INTERNALIZE THE ASSUMPTION OF ABSOLUTE RIGHTS OVER WOMENS BODIES TO THE EXTENT
of believing that they have the right to their mortality.
,IKE RATES OF FEMICIDE IN 3OUTH !FRICA RAPE INCIDENTS ARE FAR HIGHER THAN IN MANY
other countries. The frequency of gang rape, also known as jackrolling, indicates how 
sexual violence has been integrated into routine performances of masculinity among 
MANY YOUNG 3OUTH !FRICAN MEN $ISTINGUISHING GANG RAPE FROM OTHER FORMS OF RAPE
,LOYD 6OGELMAN AND 3HARON ,EWIS OBSERVED @)T IS PRIMARILY A YOUTH PHENOMENON   
[I]t is almost always committed in the open, and the rapists do not make attempts to 
conceal their identity. As a matter of fact, it seems that part of the exercise is to be as 
public as possible about the offence so as to earn respect. . . . A peculiar characteristic 
of jackroll is that it is seen as a sport of the tough gangsters. There is in fact a common 
TOWNSHIP SAYING THAT h*ACKROLL IS NOT A CRIME IT IS JUST A GAMEv The frequency and 
FORM OF RAPE IN 3OUTH !FRICA INDICATES HOW SEXUALITY IS REDEFINED AS CONQUEST ACCORD-
 36. 3ALO ‘'ANGS AND SEXUALITY 
 37. $ 'REEN Gender Violence in Africa: Women’s Responses .EW 9ORK 3T -ARTINS 0RESS 	
 . !BRAHAMS ET AL @%VERY EIGHT HOURS )NTIMATE FEMICIDE IN 3OUTH !FRICA  YEARS LATER 3OUTH
!FRICAN -EDICAL 2ESEARCH #OUNCIL 2ESEARCH "RIEF !UGUST 
 , 6OGELMAN AND 3 ,EWIS @'ANG RAPE AND THE CULTURE OF VIOLENCE IN 3OUTH !FRICA #ENTER FOR THE
3TUDY OF 6IOLENCE AND 2ECONCILIATION *OHANNESBURG 
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ing to learned masculine behavior, and (socially sanctioned) codes of masculine ag-
gression and prowess. 
The extent to which militarized masculinities shape violence against women is rela-
tively well attested by researchers on violence and gender. It is this emphasis that has 
prompted attention to violence against women within the rubric of human rights and 
HUMAN SECURITY $EFINITIONS OF GENDERBASED VIOLENCE AND ESPECIALLY ITS LEGAL STATUS AS
a human rights issue, underwent significant changes during the nineties.40 Yet the in-
stitutionalizing of militarized masculinities entrenches a culture of violence in broader 
ways, determining how particular behaviors, codes, and morality are marshaled in re-
sponding to social crises, including poverty, social struggles, and political conflicts. In 
FACT IT MAY BE MORE ANALYTICALLY USEFUL TO ANALYZE @GENDERED MILITARISM RATHER THAN
@MILITARIZED MASCULINITIES IN EXPLORING CULTURES OF VIOLENCE 4HE FOCUS ON MASCULINITY
flags the way in which certain groups only are affected by gendered processes and so-
cialization and creates a misleading binary of male persecutors and women victims. 
In describing the far-reaching effects of militarization among men and women, 
Pereira notes that ‘militarism rests on a host of interrelated processes and identities: 
VIOLENCE ENEMIES MASCULINITY FEMININITY WORK DANGER WOMENS AND MENS ROLES
IDEAS ABOUT PLEASURE MALE SEXUALITY WHAT IS @@RIGHT AND @@NATURAL41 3HE STATES THAT AN
entire process of social reproduction and cultural generation can be shaped by gen-
dered militarism. In diagnosing this process, Cock identifies three levels at which it 
operates: ‘The first, the ideological legacy of war, embodies a culture of violence that 
legitimates violence as a solution to conflict and a crucial means of obtaining and de-
fending power. The second, the material legacy of war, involves a proliferation of small 
arms. The third, the social legacy of war, encompasses a disruption of social relations 
AND THE CREATION OF ANTAGONISTIC SOCIAL IDENTITIES42 Cock concludes that the solution to 
ideological, social, and material legacies of war lie beyond formal mechanisms, state 
POLICY OR TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE 3USTAINABLE AND LONGTERM SOLUTIONS CAN BE ACHIEVED ONLY
through transformed social relations, values, beliefs, practices, and identities.
0EACEBUILDING IN THE !FRICAN CONTEXT HAS FOCUSED ON WHAT (ELEN 3CANLON REFERS TO
AS @EXPERIMENTS    RANGING FROM5NITED .ATIONS TRIBUNALS TO hHYBRIDv CRIMINAL COURTS
DOMESTIC TRIALS AND 42#S43 These mechanisms often ignore gender justice since 
WOMENS ACCESS TO THE JUSTICE SYSTEM IS OFTEN SEVERELY LIMITED !NOTHER REASON HOW-
ever, stems from the deeply entrenched nature of gendered militarism, the extent to 
which social identification, cultural values, and practices are shaped by this, and the 
resultant need for cultures of peace and human rights and justice to be embedded in 
new forms of social identification. 
CONCLUSION
The range of policies, research, regional instruments, and organizations for addressing 
SECURITY AND CONFLICT IN !FRICA IS CONSIDERABLE "Y FOCUSING ONLY OR PRIMARILY ON ASPECTS
of the law, however, one loses sight of the sources of human insecurity in gendered 
 40. 3EE 'REEN 	 Gender Violence. 
 41. 0EREIRA @"ETWEEN KNOWING AND IMAGINING
 42. #OCK @#ULTURE OF VIOLENCE, 75.
 43. ( 3CANLON @-ILITARIZATION GENDER AND TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE IN !FRICA Feminist Africa  	 
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nation-building, ethnicities, social identities, and citizenship discourses. Integrating 
gender into conflict resolution work therefore requires much more than an adding on 
OF @GENDER ISSUES OR THE INCLUSION OF WOMEN IN PEACEBUILDING AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
3UNILA !BEYSEKERAS DISCUSSION OF THE TRANSFORMED MEANINGS OF GENDER MAIN-
STREAMING OFFERS SOME SOBERING INSIGHTS 3HOWING HOW GENDER MAINSTREAMING HAS ITS
ORIGINS IN FEMINIST ANALYSIS AND ACTIVISM SHE DISCUSSES ITS EVOLUTION SINCE  WHEN
THE 5. #OMMISSION ON (UMAN 2IGHTS ADOPTED A RESOLUTION ON INTEGRATING GENDER
CONCERNS WORLDWIDE @THE ORIGINAL CONCEPT OF hGENDERv AS ARTICULATED BY FEMINIST THINK-
ers . . . has been shifted . . . through mainstreaming to mean sometimes something as 
simple and as ludicrous as the inclusion of men and male concerns into laws, policies, 
AND PRACTICES44 3HE ALSO CONFRONTS THE PROBLEM THAT GENDER MAINSTREAMING OFTEN IM-
plies adding women, either through symbolic or numerical incorporation, to existing 
systems, organizations, and structures, and that gender mainstreaming now has little 
to do with the transformation that activists and progressive writers first envisaged 
when they challenged gender-blind development, human rights, and human security 
discourses. While feminist writings provide rich insights into how gender can be 
MEANINGFULLY @MAINSTREAMED IT IS WORTH SUMMARIZING THE PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF
their insights. 
&IRST HUMAN SECURITY AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION MECHANISMS OFTEN ORIGINATE IN DECI-
SIONS FROM ABOVE &OR EXAMPLE GOVERNMENTS ARE URGED TO IMPLEMENT REFORM BY DONOR
countries, or else tactically accede to certain demands from civil society. The result is 
a plethora of piecemeal and ad hoc progressive legislation, without the broader social, 
cultural, and economic changes that can lead to their successful implementation or to 
SUSTAINABLE CHANGES "Y SHOWING THAT GENDER MUST BE ADDRESSED THROUGH AN @INTERSEC-
TIONAL APPROACH45 much feminist-inflected work both directly and indirectly reveals 
that this fragmented strategy is hugely inadequate. In terms of an intersectional ap-
proach, linkages are made between different social identities and processes, with gen-
der being integral to identities and social processes both in determining the causes of 
violence and determining sustainable strategies for prevention and resolution. The 
surge of policies and legislation on violence, security, and conflict, alongside the 
growth of violence on many different levels in African countries, also casts serious 
doubt on the efficacy of top-down approaches to violence as an endemic phenome-
non. When a culture of violence so deeply pervades society, it is clear that its roots lie 
LARGELY IN LEARNED MODES OF BEHAVIOR IN MINDSETS AND IN CULTURAL VALUES -OREOVER
gendered conflict and violence surfaces in relation to very particular political and 
economic processes, and they vary in form in different African countries and in the 
regions within them.  
2ELATED TO THIS IS THE FACT THAT MAINSTREAMING FEMINISM INTO HUMAN SECURITY
work—whether in the form of research, networking, or advocacy—should involve 
more emphasis on networking at the local level, rather than prioritizing the inter-
agency and international collaboration which much influential human security and 
conflict resolution work currently relies on. This would also involve a shift toward the 
 44. 3 !BEYSEKERA @#REATING A WORLD WORTH ASSIMILATING INTO 7ORLD !SSOCIATION FOR #HRISTIAN
Communication, 2004.
 45. 3EE . 9UVAL$AVIS @)NTERSECTIONALITY AND FEMINIST POLITICS European Journal of Women’s Studies, 
13:3 (2006).
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PERSONAL THE @PRIVATE AND THE EVERYDAY AND AWAY FROM THE symptoms of local and 
ingrained processes in large-scale, national, and global manifestations. Localized strat-
egies and responses, rooted in the particular needs of different communities, should 
THEREFORE PLAY A PIVOTAL ROLE &ROM THIS PERSPECTIVE THE ROLE OF CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZA-
TIONS AND .'/S CAN YIELD FAR MORE PROACTIVE AND CONTEXTSENSITIVE APPROACHES THAN
can the overarching measures taken by governments, regional or international instru-
ments, or legislation, and collaboration between intellectual activism and civil society 
activism would facilitate their radical forms of action. 
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The contested Kenyan presidential elections in 2007 were characterized by various forms of vio-
lence that drew powerfully on notions of ‘ethnic authenticity’. Constructions of womanhood and 
manhood also became mobilized within broad and volatile debates on rights, power, and na-
tional identity during this period. Gender and sexuality, whether concerned with reproduction 
or performances of respectable femininities, form the fulcrum for the communication, negotia-
tion, and resolution of gendered identities and their place within the state. Policy and practice 
approaches that are inattentive to this cannot begin to tackle the aspirations and spaces to which 
people retreat to ‘rewrite identity’. Dominant responses within the popular discourse that place 
value in the law, parliament, and human rights commissions are useful in the short term for re-
writing Kenya’s ethnic political history but are limited in the long run. 
THE QUESTION OF NATIONHOOD REMAINS SEVERELY CONTESTED within African contexts. 
&ORMAL ELECTION SPACES ARE FREQUENTLY MARKED BY VIOLENCE AS DEBATES ON POWER BE-
longing, and gendered citizenship are negotiated. The contested presidential elections 
IN +ENYA IN  WERE CHARACTERIZED BY VARIOUS FORMS OF VIOLENCE THAT DREW POWERFULLY
ON NOTIONS OF @ETHNIC AUTHENTICITY 4HIS ARTICLE EXPLORES THE QUESTION OF @ETHNIC AUTHEN-
TICITY BY DRAWING ON CONSTRUCTIONS OF WOMANHOOD AND MANHOOD AND HOW THESE
concepts became mobilized within broad and volatile debates on rights, power, and 
NATIONAL IDENTITY IN +ENYA DURING THIS PERIOD
This article will draw on feminist theories on nationhood and gendered citizen-
ship. It will be anchored in a gendered understanding of nations, states, and national-
ism. I will explore the systematic contribution of women into various dimensions of 
the nationalist project through reproduction, national culture, citizenship, conflicts, 
and war. In using gender as an analytical lens to reevaluate nationalist politics, I will 
illuminate how masculine and feminine ideals are constantly reworked to project im-
ages of strong, healthy, virile, and morally pure nations.  
7HILE PAYING CLOSE ATTENTION TO WOMENS ROLES THIS ARTICLE SEEKS TO UNDERSTAND ON
the one hand how women and their relationship with the state have been constructed 
and, on the other hand, how women as actors have in turn been produced within the 
state. This will form the basis for understanding the tension between security as a 
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national good and the reality of unequal security that enforces inequalities in security, 
power, status, and wealth.
The key questions that this article aims to respond to are what are the ways in 
WHICH PEACE AND SECURITY DISCOURSES INTERSECT WITH GENDER (OW DOES THE GENDERED
NATURE OF INSECURITY CONNECT TO THE STRUCTURES THAT ENTRENCH GENDER INEQUALITY (OW
do recent developments in the peace and security arena (which in this instance in-
cludes constitution making and inherent reforms) do much more than draw attention 
TO GENDER INEQUITY IN SPECIFIC WAYS
ETHNO-NATIONALISM AND THE KENYAN STATE
3CHOLARLY DEBATES ABOUT THE ORIGINS OF CONFLICT HAVE LARGELY BEEN INFORMED BY TWO
theoretical approaches. The first approach associates conflict and violence with the 
nature and behavior of human beings. According to this view, war (i.e., conflict) re-
SULTS FROM SELFISHNESS AND MISDIRECTED AGGRESSIVE IMPULSES OF HUMAN BEINGS /THER
causes are considered as secondary and therefore have to be interpreted only in light 
of these causes.1 The second dominant approach views conflict as arising primarily 
from the environment in which actors in the conflict operate or find themselves. This 
IS A STRUCTURAL VIEW OF CONFLICT OR VIOLENCE6IEWED FROM THIS PERSPECTIVE CONFLICT ARISES
from the manner in which society is organized and the nature of governance, thereby 
exposing the structural dynamics of that society. In analyzing post-election violence 
IN +ENYA A STRUCTURAL APPROACH LOCATES THE NATURE OF GOVERNANCE AND THE STATE IN THE
generation of the conflict from historical and contemporary perspectives. 
Ethnicity has been central historically to the process of constructing and recon-
structing the state. This foundation was laid in the pre-colonization pattern and con-
sequences of European trade and political relations with Africa.2 While it is true that 
COLONIALISM WAS THE CRADLE OF ETHNICITY IN CONTEMPORARY !FRICA /KWUDIBA .NOLI AR-
gues that post-colonial political elites and ruling classes bear greater responsibility for 
concretizing ethnic interests and transforming the ethnic group in itself into the eth-
nic group for itself.3 Elites in post-colonial African states found it expedient to ma-
nipulate ethnicity in their bid to consolidate power bases and confront the legitimacy 
crisis.
-AHMOOD-AMDANI HISTORICIZES THE ROOTS OF THIS CONUNDRUM BY LOCATING THE CHAL-
lenge post-colonial states faced in dealing with the legacy of ethnic citizenship. 
Political elites taking charge of nascent democracies had the dual task of simultane-
ously de-racializing civil power and de-ethnicizing customary power and then joining 
the two spheres into a single authority.4 While most post-colonial states prioritized 
the de-racialization of civic identity by dealing with the settler question, they contin-
ued to reproduce native identity as ethnic while enforcing an ethnic version of law as 
@CUSTOMARY 4HUS BIFURCATED CITIZENSHIP WAS MAINTAINED AND REPRODUCED
 +ENNETH .7ALTZMan, the State, and War: A Theoretical Analysis .EW 9ORK #OLUMBIA 5NIVERSITY
0RESS 	 
 %GHOSA /SAGHAE @%THNICITY AND THE STATE IN !FRICA 7ORKING 0APER NO  !FRASIAN #ENTRE FOR 0EACE
AND $EVELOPMENT 3TUDIES +YOTO  
 /KWUDIBA .NOLI ED	 Ethnic Conflicts in Africa $AKAR #/$%32)! 	
 -AHMOOD -AMDANIWhen Victims Become Killers +AMPALA &OUNTAIN 0UBLISHERS 	 
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)N THE CASE OF +ENYA THE "RITISH USED TRIBES AS THE ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS OF THEIR
colonies. The concept of indirect rule was based on the idea that indigenous political 
categories be preserved and pressed into the service of the colony.52AYMOND!PTHORPE
notes that in some cases ‘the colonial regimes created tribes as we think of them 
TODAY6 In the search for suitable ethnic frameworks, territories complete in many 
CASES WITH TRADITIONAL RULERS OR @WARRANT CHIEFS WERE CREATED &OR EXAMPLE THE "ALUHYIA
OF WESTERN +ENYA EMERGED AS A @TRIBE IN THE FORM OF A COLONIAL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
BETWEEN  AND  AS DID THE +ALENJIN WHO WERE AN AMALGAMATION OF TEN ETH-
nicities sharing cultural and linguistic similarities. 
It follows, therefore, that the nationalist struggle against the colonial establishment 
WAS SUBSEQUENTLY CHAMPIONED FROM WITHIN WHAT WERE BASICALLY @DISTINCT ETHNIC UNIONS
SUCH AS THE +IKUYU #ENTRAL !SSOCIATION THE 5KAMBANI -EMBERS !SSOCIATION THE
,UHYA 5NION THE 9OUNG +AVIRONDO !SSOCIATION AND SO ON 4HE POLITICIZATION OF INDI-
geneity by the colonial state set in motion a process that animated these distinctions 
and polarized them. At independence, the fear of large, more-recognized communities 
THAT WERE CONSIDERED TO HAVE @BENEFITED FROM COLONIAL ARRANGEMENTS CAME INTO PLAY
Agitation for a federal (majimbo) system of government emerged from this context, 
with the federal states (jimbos) created along geographical and ethnic constituencies. 
The post-colonial government therefore inherited a number of problems, includ-
ING ALIEN LAND AND AGRICULTURAL POLICIES THAT HAD BEEN INTRODUCED BY THE "RITISH )N
addressing the land question, the post-colonial government co-opted and mobilized 
kingpins from the smaller ethnic groups and created the million-acre scheme, in 
WHICH LAND WAS REDISTRIBUTED ON A WILLING BUYER WILLING SELLER BASIS7ALTER /YUGI SUG-
GESTS THAT THE POLITICAL LEVERAGE CREATED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF *OMO +ENYATTA FOR THE
+IKUYU %MBU AND -ERU LED TO THE LARGESCALE RESETTLEMENT OF THE +IKUYU IN THE AR-
ABLE 2IFT 6ALLEY THROUGH THE FORMATION OF LANDBUYING COMPANIES 4HESE ARE AREAS THAT
HAD HISTORICALLY BEEN OCCUPIED BY THE +ALENJIN AND THE -AASAI 4HE MURMURS OF DIS-
content that arose as a result of this scheme were silenced owing to the presence of key 
+ALENJIN AND-AASAI OPINION LEADERS OR ETHNIC KINGPINS AS +ORWA !DAR REFERS TO THEM
in the government.7 )T IS ALSO DURING THIS PERIOD  TO BE EXACT THAT +ENYATTA PRO-
SCRIBED THE OPPOSITION MOVEMENT THROUGH THE NASCENT +ENYA 0EOPLES 5NION LED BY
6ICE 0RESIDENT *ARAMOGI /DINGA /DINGA MAKING +ENYA A DE FACTO ONEPARTY STATE
)N CONSOLIDATING POWER UPON THE  DEATH OF +ENYATTA THE NEW PRESIDENT $ANIEL
ARAP -OI THROUGH A  PRESIDENTIAL DECREE BANNED POLITICAL ETHNIC GROUPINGS -OI AR-
gued that the introduction of political pluralism would magnify ethnic politics. The repeal 
OF SECTION A OF THE CONSTITUTION IN  REVERTED +ENYA TO A MULTIPARTY STATE ! NUMBER
of factors—including the second wave of democratization across Africa, an unrelenting 
 6IGDIS "ROCH$UE @6IOLENCE AND BELONGING !NALYTICAL REFLECTIONS IN 6IGDIS "ROCH$UE ED	
Violence and Belonging: The Quest for Identity in Post-Colonial Africa ,ONDON 2OUTLEDGE 	 
 2AYMOND !PTHORPE @$OES TRIBALISM REALLY MATTER Transition  	 
 7ALTER /YUGI @0OLITICIZED ETHNIC CONFLICT IN +ENYA ! PERIODIC PHENOMENON IN " !BDALLA AND !
3AID EDS	 Breaking Barriers, Creating New Hopes: Democracy, Civil Society and Good Governance in Africa 
/XFORD !FRICAN "OOKS #OLLECTIVE 	 +ORWA !DAR @%THNICITY AND ETHNIC KINGS 4HE ENDURING DUAL
CONSTRAINT IN +ENYAS MULTIETHNIC DEMOCRATIC ELECTORAL EXPERIMENT Journal of the Third World Spectrum, 
 	 
 +ENYA WAS A MULTIPARTY STATE FROM  TO  See !DAR @%THNICITY AND ETHNIC KINGS 
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political opposition movement that did not yield to state terror, and threatened with-
DRAWAL OF MASSIVE DONOR FUNDINGCAME TOGETHER TO MOTIVATE -OI TO MAKE THIS SHIFT
$URING THE CONSOLIDATION PHASE OF THE DEMOCRATIZATION MOVEMENT BETWEEN  AND
 DEBATES ON LAND AND FEDERALISM IN THE FORM OF A MAJIMBO SYSTEM REEMERGED
#LASHES THAT BEGAN IN  ON THE EVE OF THE FIRST MULTIPARTY ELECTIONS WERE A RESULT OF THE
interpretation of the democratic concept in raw majority terms, with the ethnic group (or 
groups) with the largest number of people expected to win first-past-the-post elections. 
%THNIC KINGPINS FROM THE +ALENJIN AND -AASAI COMMUNITIES THAT WERE PREVIOUSLY DISEN-
franchised by land-buying deals at independence sold violence as the best way to extract 
AND BENEFIT FROM THE POLITICAL SYSTEM -ANY INTERNAL @MIGRANTS WERE RENDERED HOMELESS
by violence and were unable to acquire national identity cards or access voting cards, 
which would have allowed them to participate in the general election. These clashes pitted 
THE +ALENJIN AGAINST THE ,UO ,UHYA AND +IKUYU COMMUNITIES AND WERE DESIGNED TO
FRIGHTEN AND INTIMIDATE THE NON+ALENJIN IN THE 2IFT 6ALLEY REGION INTO SUPPORTING THE
regime. These incidents of violence, which continued into the post-election period, 
claimed an estimated 1,500 lives and displaced at least 300,000 people.10 
4HE ETHNICIZATION OF POLITICS IN +ENYA LIES AT THE NEXUS OF ECONOMIC INTEREST AND
UNEQUAL SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT #LASHES WHENEVER THEY OCCUR IN +ENYA HAVE
been motivated by ethnic cleavages instigated by the fear of loss of political power and 
the consequences that might accompany such an eventuality. The use of the state as 
an instrument of material acquisition has meant that those who have benefited over 
the years from access mobilize all the resources available to sustain the regime in pow-
er.11 4HE WEAKENING OF THE RULING +ENYA !FRICAN .ATIONAL 5NION +!.5	 IN 
INFORMED BY THE CONSOLIDATION OF AN OPPOSITION VOICE IN THE .ATIONAL 2AINBOW
#OALITION .!2#	 AND OVERWHELMING REJECTION OF +!.5 AND ITS CANDIDATE 5HURU
+ENYATTA LED TO WHAT MANY +ENYANS SAW AS A DECISIVE BREAK WITH AN AUTOCRATIC PAST
AND MOVEMENT TOWARD A MORE DEMOCRATIC FUTURE $EMOCRACY IN THIS CASE WAS SEEN AS
a rejection of ethnic polarization.
This broad historical context provides the basis for examining structural issues 
relevant to rethinking security from a gender perspective. The first issue concerns the 
ethno-national character of state building, while the second touches on historical in-
justices where land ownership and distribution are central areas of inquiry. The third 
issue relates to the immediate impact of violent conflict on women and men. In this 
regard, violence against women as well as targeted sexual violence against men during 
THE n POSTELECTION VIOLENCE IS INSTRUCTIVE 4HE FOURTH PILLAR FOR SCRUTINY IS
the place of the security apparatus in reimagining security, given the tension between 
state security and human security frameworks.
A state security approach focuses on the protection of state borders from external 
THREATS OR THE PROTECTION OF STATE AUTHORITY IN THE CASE OF INTRASTATE CONFLICT 3ECURITY
 3EE "ERTHA !MISI @#ONFLICT IN THE 2IFT 6ALLEY AND WESTERN +ENYA 4OWARDS AN EARLY WARNING INDICATOR
IDENTIFICATION PAPER PREPARED FOR THE 53!)$ CONFERENCE #ONFLICT 2ESOLUTION IN THE 'REATER (ORN OF !FRICA
.AIROBI n -ARCH 
 10. (UMAN 2IGHTS 7ATCH Playing with Fire: Weapons Proliferation, Political Violence and Human Rights 
in Kenya .EW 9ORK 	
 11. 3EE /YUGI @0OLITICIZED ETHNIC CONFLICT IN +ENYA
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is therefore conceived of as the absence of a threat from violent conflict.12 A state se-
curity approach is typically a militaristic approach, which permits states to monopo-
lize the use of force and limit the participation of civil society in the development of 
security strategies.13 (UMAN SECURITY DISCOURSE ON THE OTHER HAND IDENTIFIES THE INDI-
vidual rather than the state as the primary focus of security policy and is based on two 
principles: freedom from want and freedom from fear.14 Inherent in these principles 
ARE THE VALUES DEEMED WORTHY OF PROTECTION (UMAN SECURITY CAN THEREFORE BE ARGUED
to respond to the question of what constitutes the security problem: security for 
whom, security for which values, security from what threats, and security by what 
MEANS
GENDER AND ETHNO-NATIONALISM
A feminist analysis emphasizes heterosexual arrangements and identities as charged 
sites of political tensions and treats sexual matters as foundational to the material 
terms on which nation building is carried out, not as a metaphor for inequities.15 
$OMINANT THEORIZATIONS ON NATIONS AND NATIONALISM HAVE TREATED GENDER RELATIONS AS
irrelevant, with nationalism scholars seeing nations as natural and universal phenom-
ENA AN AUTOMATIC EXTENSION OF KINSHIP RELATIONS $ISCUSSIONS ON NATIONAL PRODUCTION
or reproduction do not usually relate to women, instead focusing on state bureaucrats 
or intellectuals.16
4HE @HIDDEN NATURE OF WOMENS CONTRIBUTIONS CAN IN PART BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE SOCIAL
contract model of statecraft, on which most states are founded and which distin-
guishes between the public and private spheres. Women and the family are circum-
scribed to the private domain and not seen as politically relevant.17 3INCE NATIONALISM
and nations have usually been discussed as part of the public political sphere, the ex-
clusion of women from that arena has contributed to their exclusion from that dis-
course as well. The validity of the private-public dichotomy model has been variously 
challenged, with feminist scholars arguing that the public realm cannot be fully un-
derstood outside of the private realm. The false dichotomy perpetuated by states 
KEEPS CERTAIN ZONES UNDER THE CONTROL OF @CULTURE @TRADITION AND THE CHURCH AND OP-
PORTUNISTICALLY BLURS THIS LINE WHEN THE STATE CROSSES INTO THE @PRIVATE ZONE 4HIS CAN BE
SEEN IN !FRICAN GOVERNMENTS RELUCTANCE TO IMPLEMENT ZERO TOLERANCE LEGISLATION ON
violence against women but their fervor when instituting policies linked to the sur-
VEILLANCE OF WOMENS BODIES SUCH AS TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY LAWS
 12. "RANDON (AMBER ET AL @$ISCOURSES IN TRANSITION 2EIMAGINING WOMENS SECURITY International 
Relations  	 
 13. )BID (EINRICH "LL &OUNDATION @0EACE AND SECURITY FOR ALL &EMINIST POSITIONS AND PERSPECTIVES ON
PEACE AND SECURITY POLICY VOL  'UNDA 7ERNER )NSTITUTE "ERLIN 
 14. Ibid.
 15. 3EE !NNE-ARIE 3TOLER Carnal Knowledge and Imperial Power: Race and the Intimate in Colonial 
Rule "ERKELEY 5NIVERSITY OF #ALIFORNIA 0RESS 	
 16. .IRA 9UVAL$AVIS Gender and Nation ,ONDON 3AGE 0UBLICATIONS 	 
 17. Ibid.
 +UMARI *AYAWARDENA Feminism and Nationalism in the Third World ,ONDON :ED 0RESS 	
$ENIZ +ANDIYOTI @)DENTITY AND ITS DISCONTENTS 7OMEN AND THE NATIONMillennium: Journal of International 
Studies,  	 n
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The emergence of identity politics as a means of political empowerment means that 
gendered bodies and sexuality play a pivotal role in marking territories, reproducing 
nations and the narratives of these nations and other collectivities. Women as the 
carriers, or bearers, of collective identity and honor personally and collectively, there-
fore, face immense pressure when these collectivities come under threat.20 A variety of 
cultural, legal, and political discourses and policies are deployed in the construction of 
the boundaries of nations, and a central dimension to these policies is concerned with 
THE NATIONS @GENETIC POOL .ATIONALIST PROJECTS THAT FOCUS ON GENEALOGY AND ORIGIN AS THE
major organizing principles of the national collectivity—under which a vast majority 
OF !FRICAN CONFLICTS FALLWOULD TEND TO BE MORE EXCLUSIONARY THAN OTHERS &OR ONLY BY
being born into a certain collectivity can one be a full member of it. Thus the control 
of marriage and procreation, and ultimately sexuality, tend to be high on the national-
ist agenda.21 7OMENS CITIZENSHIP ALSO BECOMES AN AREA OF REGULATION WHEREAS ON THE
one hand women are included in the general body of citizens, but on the other there 
are always rules, regulations, and policies specific to them.22
The resurgence of ethnicity as an identity and source of self-location during 
+ENYAS POSTELECTION CRISIS IN  HEIGHTENED THE NEED TO @DEFEND THE TRIBE AND AS-
SOCIATED MARKERS AND SYMBOLS OF THE ETHNIC GROUP !S A RESULT DEBATES ABOUT WOMENS
sexuality in general and reproduction in particular came into sharp focus.
"ASED ON RESEARCH ) CONDUCTED BETWEEN  AND  IN THE WESTERN PART OF
+ENYA IT WAS EVIDENT THAT IN CONTEXTS WHERE WOMENS SEXUALITIES AND HOW THEY CHOSE
to perform it—that is, whom they married, whom they had children with, decisions 
to remain unmarried after the death of a husband—destabilized heterosexuality as a 
means of organizing labor, social, economic, and political interactions. Cultural prac-
tices that circumscribed marriage boundaries in terms of which communities one 
could marry into, the place of children, particularly male children, as bearers of the 
communities continuity surged at a localized level.
'IVEN THAT ETHNONATIONALISM IS OFTEN MOBILIZED AROUND THE FICTION OF @PURITY AND
@HOMOGENEITY THE RETREAT INTO CONSERVATIVE RECONSTRUCTIONS OF MASCULINITIES AND
femininities particularly during this period of crisis was an attempt to construct a 
HOMOGENEOUS @US VERSUS @THEM FOR PURPOSES OF POLITICAL NEGOTIATION 4HE REASSERTION
OF @CULTURE AND RITESWHICH WERE ARTICULATED AS DISEMBODIED FREE OF GENDERED TEN-
sions, and interpreted as localized practices—were deployed to ritualize political dif-
ferences and build solidarity internally within a heterogeneous community. There was 
also a patriarchal retreat to managing ethnic identities and subverting any power held 
BY WOMEN ,ORI (ANDARAN HAS ARGUED @;"=ECAUSE OF THE PATRIARCHY OF ETHNICITY A MAN
can produce children that are ethnically his    REGARDLESS OF THE ;WOMANS= ETHNIC
distinction, because in fact, she is a boundary-marker for male defined collective eth-
nic identity, and only enjoys her ethnicity as long as she remains inside and adheres to 
THE hBOUNDARIESv OF ETHNICITY AS ASSESSED BY MALE ETHNIC LEADERS23
 9UVAL$AVIS Gender and Nation 
 20. Ibid., 45.
 21. Ibid., 22.
 22. Ibid., 24.
 23. ,ORI (ANDRAHAN @#ONFLICT GENDER ETHNICITY AND POSTCONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION Security Dialogue, 35 
	 
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The sample discussions below from 2010 are drawn from an online forum in one 
of the national dailies. They were triggered by a critique of the national census report, 
which offered a numerical breakdown of the population by ethnicity.24
Thou shall belong to your father’s tribe. If your father is Giriama and mother is Kisii, 
you are Giriama. If a woman who is, say, from a Taita father and Pokomo mother is 
married to a man who is Embu, their kids shall be Embu. That not only makes sense 
traditionally in all cultures but also is the only natural way to preserve our tribes. To 
think tribe should be done away with is brainless and unintelligent.—Anonymous
It is virtually impossible to erase tribes off the books of Kenya. We were created in such 
a way that our tongues can only fold in particular ways to articulate certain words. 
This determines our ethnic affiliation. How do we preserve the culture and avoid 
westernizing ourselves, when all we want is scrap off the very core of the culture?—
Anonymous
4HE COROLLARY TO THE @PURITY APPROACH ABOVE WAS A NATIONAL PEACEBUILDING PREOCCU-
PATION THAT RELIED ON @EXHIBITING MIXED ETHNIC COUPLES AS EVIDENCE OF UNITY AND
+ENYANNESS 7OMENS REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITIES WERE DRAWN ON TOWARD THE SERVICE OF
the nation. Women would become the conduit through which the de-ethnicized next 
GENERATION +ENYANS WOULD EMERGE
The tension between mixed marriages constituting a danger to the ethno-nation 
and the subversion of the ethno-nation through rights exercised by women over their 
bodies and sexuality becomes potent in a context where sectional interests are being 
contested, as demonstrated by the following testimony from a post-election violence 
INQUIRY IN  @! ,UHYA WOMAN MARRIED TO A +IKUYU WAS ABANDONED BY HER HUSBAND
ON  $ECEMBER ;= (E RETURNED TWO DAYS LATER AND THREATENED TO KILL HER AND
sodomize her, saying he regretted marrying a Luhya, he threw her belongings out of 
THEIR HOUSE AND REFUSED TO LET HER SEE HER CHILDREN25
The public discourse generated by the newspaper article made it clear that patriar-
chal heterosexual mechanisms should be the only route through which children would 
be conferred the full benefits of their ethno-nation. Any attempts to expand the notion 
OF THE +ENYAN NATION TO THE DISADVANTAGE OF THE ETHNONATION WERE REJECTED 4HIS IS
critical in a context where the 2010 constitution confers citizenship rights to women by 
ENABLING A NON+ENYAN MAN MARRIED TO A +ENYAN WOMAN TO ACQUIRE +ENYAN CITIZEN-
ship, and children born out of such unions can also acquire dual citizenship. These are 
provisions hitherto non-existent. In the public domain and particularly when sectional 
interests are being corralled, legality is subverted since it defeats the aims of the ethno-
nation, which relies on homogeneity and patriarchy as the locus of power.
$URING THIS PERIOD MYTH RUMOR AND PAST AND CURRENT HISTORY WERE INVOKED AS
@EVIDENCE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF VISIBLE ETHNONATIONAL BOUNDARIES ,EGENDS AND RU-
mors around mixed ethnic marriages of political luminaries were used to justify why 
MARRIAGE TO @OUTSIDERSMUST BE AVOIDED 4HE GREATER LOSS TO THE ETHNONATION WAS CITED
 24. @3TOP THE TRIBAL TAGGING WE ARE SIMPLY +ENYAN Daily Nation  3EPTEMBER 
 25. #OMMISSION OF )NQUIRY INTO THE 0OST%LECTION 6IOLENCE #)0%6	 Report of the Commission of 
Inquiry into the Post-Election Violence .AIROBI 'OVERNMENT 0RINTER 	 
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in terms of being unable to rely on and mobilize progeny from such relationships 
toward the goal of the ethno-nation. 
As biological producers of people, women are also bearers of the collective within these 
BOUNDARIES /FTEN THEIR PRIMARY IDENTITIES WITHIN THE COLLECTIVITIES OVERRIDE THOSE THEY
have as women.26 As such, questions have been raised about the possibilities of women 
being able to dissociate themselves from kinship and ethnic boundaries, to coalesce into 
a force primarily shaped by their identity as a woman during post-conflict reconstruction 
PROCESSES 4HIS WAS BROUGHT TO THE FORE IN +ENYA WHEN ATTEMPTS TO MOBILIZE DIVERSE
WOMENS RIGHTS GROUPINGS TO PROVIDE INPUT INTO THE POLITICAL NEGOTIATIONS COLLAPSED ALONG
ethnic and party lines. While it was easy for organizations to work together on service 
delivery concerns, such as providing much-needed care packages to women and girls in 
INTERNALLY DISPLACED PEOPLES CAMPS A POLITICAL CONVERSATION BECAME TENUOUS
3CHOLARS WHO CHALLENGE DOMINANT APPROACHES TO WOMEN AND PEACEBUILDING CONTEND
THAT WHEN PEACEBUILDERS DRAW ON STEREOTYPES OF WOMENS @NATURAL CAPACITIES AND AS-
sumed biological traits, ‘they reinforce rather than shift the fundamental structures of 
GENDER DOMINANCE 4HESE STRUCTURES    JUSTIFY WOMENS EXCLUSION FROM THE PUBLIC
sphere of work and politics on the basis of their special responsibilities and proficien-
CIES AS MOTHERS27 $RAWING ON WOMENS STEREOTYPES ALSO SILENCES THE DIVERSITY OF
WOMENS EXPERIENCES
Ethno-nationalist consolidation processes are also closely linked to the ways in which 
SEXUAL VIOLENCE IS DEPLOYED DURING VIOLENT CONFLICT "ETWEEN $ECEMBER  AND
&EBRUARY  THERE WERE  CASES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE REGISTERED AT PUBLIC HOSPITALS
/F THESE  PERCENT WERE RAPES  PERCENT PHYSICAL ASSAULTS  PERCENT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
and 4 percent indecent assault cases. The non-reporting of assaults was accounted for 
by having been attacked by the police (32 percent), fear of being attacked again (24 
percent), thinking nothing would be done (45 percent), not being able to identify the 
rapist (31 percent), not knowing where to report the incident or being asked not to re-
port the matter (34 percent), or did not know how to do so (27 percent).
Theories of gender and violence have often emphasized a simple dichotomy of male 
PERPETRATOR VERSUS THE FEMALE VICTIM 'ENDER ROLES IN TIMES OF WAR ARE STEREOTYPICAL MEN
fight, women do not. While these roles are not cast in stone, they have, in the collective 
CONSCIOUSNESS BECOME@BIOLOGIZED!GGRESSION A PROPENSITY FOR VIOLENCE AND COURAGE ARE
ATTRIBUTED TO MEN PASSIVITY PEACEFULNESS AND MOTHERLINESS TO WOMEN -EN ARE SEEN AS
warlike, women as naturally peaceful. Thus on both sides there are two models: on the 
one side, soldier and statesman, and on the other, mother of the nation—a binary that is 
much more complicated when examining multiple forms of civil and state violence.30 
 26. .IRA 9UVAL$AVIS AND &LORA !NTHIAS EDS	Woman-Nation-State ,ONDON -ACMILLAN 	
 27. 3EE *UDY %L"USHRA @&EMINISM GENDER AND WOMENS PEACE ACTIVISM IN !NDREA #ORNWALL ET AL
(eds.), Gender Myths and Feminist Fables: The Struggle for Interpretive Power in Gender and Development 
/XFORD "LACKWELL 0UBLISHING 	 ,OUISE 6INCENT @%NGENDERING PEACE IN !FRICA ! CRITICAL INQUIRY INTO
SOME CURRENT THINKING ON THE ROLE OF !FRICAN WOMEN IN PEACEBUILDING African Journal on Conflict 
Resolution, 2:1 (2001).
 #ENTRE FOR 2IGHTS %DUCATION AND !WARENESS @7OMEN PAID THE PRICE 3EXUAL AND GENDERBASED VIO-
LENCE IN THE  POSTELECTION CONFLICT IN +ENYA .AIROBI  
 #)0%6 Report of the Commission of Inquiry, 247.
 30. Cynthia Cockburn. The Space Between Us: Negotiating Gender and National Identities in Conflict 
,ONDON :ED "OOKS 	
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Aggressive notions of masculinity, which are evoked especially in times of war and 
CRISIS BECOME FUNDAMENTAL FEATURES OF A @HEGEMONIC MASCULINITY EVEN IF THEY CONTRA-
dict the ideas and the practice of many men. The term hegemonic masculinity derives 
FROM THE WORK OF 27 #ONNELL AN !USTRALIAN MENS STUDIES RESEARCHER WHO DESCRIBES
four basic patterns of how men deal with one another: hegemony, subordination, 
COMPLICITY AND MARGINALIZATION -EN BEHAVE HEGEMONICALLY WHEN THEY EXCLUDE OR
subordinate women and lower-ranking men and ensure their own dominance by pos-
session of weapons and the use of violence.31 6IOLENCE AGAINST MEN IN +ENYA IN
n CAN BE UNDERSTOOD THROUGH THIS FRAMEWORK
The exercise of hegemonic masculinities was also accompanied by a political dis-
course around uncircumcised men. Immediately after the constitutional referendum 
in 2005, political leaders infantilized members of the opposition who belonged to 
communities, in this instance the Luo, who did not perform male circumcision. The 
assertion that men who were not circumcised could not ascend to leadership began 
with ostracizing one individual, but increasingly the entire male population from that 
community was demonized on the grounds that they remained boys and could not be 
considered as men among other men.32 These public assertions served the same de-
ROGATORY PURPOSE AS WHITE COLONIALISTS REFERRING TO !FRICAN MALE ADULTS AS @BOYS 4HIS
public discourse was also a central part of the gendered mobilization of votes and 
subsequent sexual violence against men at the height of the post-election crisis. The 
BOYS NEEDED TO BECOME MEN -ASCULINITIES THAT REWARD PHYSICAL ABILITY SELFCONTROL
professionalism, sociability, and heterosexuality were contrasted against images of 
@OTHERNESS SUCH AS FEMININITY AND HOMOSEXUALITY33
When it comes to the question of sexual violence against women, the international 
FOCUS ON RAPE AS A WEAPON OF WAR THROUGH INSTRUMENTS SUCH AS 5. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL
1325 have been useful in drawing global attention to a specific act of violence (rape) 
within a particular context (war zone) as justifying international intervention. It, 
however, singles out acts of violence conducted during war as unique and out of the 
ORDINARY AND THOSE CONDUCTED DURING @PEACETIME AS CASE SPECIFIC AND OF A CRIMINAL
NATURE ! DISTINCTION IS MADE BETWEEN WHAT CONSTITUTES @POLITICAL ACTS OF VIOLENCE RAPE
as a weapon of war) and criminal acts (daily violence against women). Treated in this 
way, rape as a weapon of war does not effectively address unequal power relations and 
the fact that violence against women is used to enforce them. 
LAND DISTRIBUTION AND OWNERSHIP
The ownership and control of land and related resources have been central to politi-
CALLY INSTIGATED VIOLENCE IN +ENYA 4HEY HAVE BEEN USED TO MOBILIZE PEOPLE AROUND THE
political and economic idea of being able to reacquire, protect, or be removed from 
THEIR LAND -OST RURAL FAMILIES IN +ENYA LIVE UNDER CUSTOMARY REGIMES WHERE ACCESS TO
LAND IS DETERMINED BY PATRIARCHAL CUSTOMARY PRACTICES 4HEREFORE WOMENS RELATION-
 31. 2OBERT #ONNELLMasculinities #AMBRIDGE 0OLITY 0RESS 	
 32. +ENYA .ATIONAL #OMMISSION ON (UMAN 2IGHTS +.#(2	 @4HE  REFERENDUM MONITORING RE-
PORT "EHAVING BADLY .AIROBI 
 33. 9ALIWE #LARKE @3ECURITY SECTOR REFORM IN !FRICA ! LOST OPPORTUNITY TO DECONSTRUCT MILITARISED MAS-
CULINITIES Feminist Africa  	 
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ship to land is through husbands, fathers, brothers, or sons. Land use and proceeds 
from it belong to male kin.34 The exogamous nature of marriage practices results in a 
HUSBANDS CLAN ESSENTIALLY @ABSORBING A WOMAN UPON MARRIAGE 4HIS IS EXACERBATED BY
gross disparities in land ownership, gender, and transgenerational discrimination in 
succession, transfer of land, and the exclusion of women in land decision-making 
processes. Women lack the capacity to gain access to clearly defined, enforceable, and 
transferable property rights. Although land markets are growing, inheritance is the 
main means by which rural households might acquire land or in some systems 
through gifts and loans. Women account for only 5 percent of registered landholders 
nationally.35
4HE n CLASHES SUBSEQUENT LAND CLASHES IN  AND POSTELECTION VIO-
LENCE IN n MEANT GREATER INVESTMENT LOSSES FOR WOMEN WHO COULD NO LONGER
CLAIM OWNERSHIP TO MATRIMONIAL LAND 4HEY WERE DISPOSSESSED UPON THEIR HUSBANDS
deaths, and therefore received no compensation for their labor. At the national level, 
the policies in place meant that (biased) decisions in land management and dispute 
resolution institutions resulted in landlessness for a majority of women. The ability of 
WOMEN TO INHERIT PROPERTY FROM THEIR PARENTS UNDER LAW CHANGED ONLY IN  DUE TO
demands on the government for visible action toward gender equity. 
2ELATED TO HISTORICAL LAND INJUSTICES IS THE PHENOMENON OF INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT
The impact of displacement is disproportionately connected to livelihoods and is 
GENDERED IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS -ORE THAN  PERCENT OF WOMEN LIVE IN RURAL AREAS
where a majority is engaged in farming food and cash crops, livestock keeping, and 
OTHER AGROBASED INCOMEGENERATING ACTIVITIES -ALE URBANRURAL MIGRATION HAS RE-
sulted in women taking responsibility for small-scale farming activities, which ac-
counts for 64 percent of agricultural production.36
4HE +ENYA(UMAN 2IGHTS #OMMISSION NOTED @"ETWEEN$ECEMBER  TO &EBRUARY
 GOVERNMENT REPORTS INDICATED THAT THE POSTELECTION VIOLENCE HAD DISPLACED
 PEOPLE AND DESTROYED ABOUT  HOUSES COUNTRYWIDE !N ADDITIONAL 
HOUSEHOLDS FLED INTO 5GANDA ! TOTAL OF  INTERNALLY DISPLACED PEOPLE )$0S	
SOUGHT REFUGE IN  CAMPS WHEREAS ABOUT  )$0S WERE INTEGRATED WITHIN THE
COMMUNITIES ACROSS THE COUNTRY37
4HE COMMISSIONS AUDIT OF THE  )$0 RESETTLEMENT PROGRAM /PERATION 2UDI
.YUMBANI REVEALED MAJOR GAPS IN CONCEPTUALIZATION AND DELIVERY 4HE PROGRAM WAS
LAUNCHED BY THE GOVERNMENT IN -AY  TO RESETTLE )$0S FROM THE POSTELECTION
VIOLENCE 4HE COMMISSIONS REPORT REVEALED THAT WOMEN AND GIRLS WERE EXPOSED TO
various forms of sexual violence and harassment as well as inadequate access to 
sexual and reproductive health care services as a result of social and economic dis-
tress. While the state attempted a response, the absence of gender-disaggregated data 
MEANT THAT DURABLE SOLUTIONS TO ENSURE ADEQUATE PROTECTION AND ASSISTANCE TO ALL )$0S
were lacking.
 34. +ENYA ,AND !LLIANCE @7OMEN AND LAND IN +ENYA .AIROBI 
 35. 3EE +ENYA (UMAN 2IGHTS #OMMISSION @*USTICE DELAYED ! STATUS REPORT ON HISTORICAL INJUSTICES IN
+ENYA .AIROBI  +ENYA ,AND !LLIANCE @7OMEN AND LAND IN +ENYA
 36. +ENYA ,AND !LLIANCE @7OMEN AND ,AND IN +ENYA
 37. +ENYA (UMAN 2IGHTS #OMMISSION @*USTICE DELAYED 
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SECURITY SECTOR REFORM
4HE +ENYA 0OLICE &ORCE WAS NEGATIVELY IMPLICATED IN THE n POSTELECTION VIO-
LENCE AND HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS 4HE 'ENERAL 3ERVICE 5NIT +ENYA 0OLICE AND THE
Administration Police were found culpable in acts of extrajudicial killings and, by 
extension, use of excessive force in quelling the violence. The report of the 
#OMMISSION OF )NQUIRY INTO THE 0OST%LECTION 6IOLENCE #)0%6	 OF  NOTED THAT
the heavy-handedness of the police response resulted in the death of 405 persons 
across the country. 4HE #)0%6 REPORT ALSO DOCUMENTS WITNESS ACCOUNTS OF HOW THE
security forces engaged in the sexual violation of girls and women at the height of the 
VIOLENCE )N THE COURSE OF THE INVESTIGATIONS #)0%6 RECEIVED VARIOUS ACCOUNTS OF HOW
SOME SECURITY OFFICERS NOTABLY THE +ENYA 0OLICE &ORCE DELIBERATELY REFUSED TO RECORD
sexual violence crimes at their workstations.40
These human rights violations pointed to accountability deficits in policing, with 
the violations exacerbating distrust between the police and citizens. A national survey 
ON TORTURE IN  BY THE )NDEPENDENT -EDICO,EGAL 5NIT )-,5	 FOUND THAT 
PERCENT OF THE CASES OF TORTURE IT DOCUMENTED HAD BEEN BY THE MEMBERS OF THE +ENYA
0OLICE &ORCE AND  PERCENT BY THE !DMINISTRATION 0OLICE41 The need remains to trans-
form the inherited colonial police force from an anti-people to a legitimate national 
police organization protective of and owned by the people.
4HE +ENYA 0OLICE &ORCE EVOLVED FROM THE PROIMPERIAL COLONIAL INSTITUTION CREATED
TO SUBJUGATE THE @NATIVE POPULATIONS /RIGINALLY FORMED AS A COLONIAL CONSTABULARY THE
INSTITUTION WAS NOT CREATED AS A PEOPLES POLICE BUT AS A REACTIONARY INSTRUMENT OF
conquest and repression with the aim of achieving the imperial objectives of resource 
extraction and political domination.42 )T CONSISTED OF A TWOTIER SYSTEM OF THE +ENYA
Police, primarily designed for crime prevention and detection, and the Administration 
Police, who mainly focused on protecting government officials and assets.
The Administration Police are generally seen as closer to the public because they 
ARE BASED IN AREAS WHERE THE +ENYA 0OLICE ARE NOT PARTICULARLY IN RURAL AND ARID AREAS
meaning they are often seen as more accessible to the local population. They did not 
RECRUIT WOMEN UNTIL  DUE TO THE NATURE OF THE !DMINISTRATION 0OLICES DEPLOYMENT
in difficult terrain and where living conditions were considered too harsh for female 
officers.43 Low salaries coupled with bad housing and poor working conditions led to 
high levels of corruption and impunity within the force. 
&OLLOWING THE .ATIONAL 0EACE !CCORD AND THE 7AKI #OMMISSION #)0%6	 IN -AY
 THE GOVERNMENT SET UP A THE .ATIONAL 4ASK &ORCE ON 0OLICE 2EFORMS WHICH WAS
MANDATED TO MAKE PROPOSALS FOR POLICE REFORM IN THE COUNTRY 3OME OF THE MORE SIG-
NIFICANT CHANGES INCLUDED THE .ATIONAL 0OLICE 3ERVICE !CT PASSED IN !UGUST 
 Ibid.
 Ibid.
 40. Ibid, 256.
 41. )NDEPENDENT -EDICO,EGAL 5NIT @5PSCALING TORTURE PREVENTION AND RESPONSE IN +ENYA .ATIONAL
TORTURE PREVALENCE SURVEY REPORT .AIROBI  
 42. +ENNETH /MEJE AND *OHN -WANGI 'ITHIGARO @4HE CHALLENGES OF STATE POLICING IN +ENYA Peace and 
Conflict Review, 7:1 (2012).
 43. Amnesty International, Police Reform in Kenya: ‘A Drop in the Ocean’ (London, Amnesty 
International, 2013).
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WHICH MERGED THE +ENYA 0OLICE AND THE !DMINISTRATION 0OLICE INTO ONE HIERARCHY AND
established the role of inspector general of police with authority over both policing 
branches. The act also placed limits on the force that police are able to exercise, stipu-
lating that an officer may use ‘force and firearms, if and to such extent only as is nec-
ESSARY ! CIVILIAN BOARD OVERSEES RECRUITMENT AND APPOINTMENT OF POLICE OFFICERS
review standards and qualifications, and complaints from the public, referring them 
TO THE )NDEPENDENT 0OLICING /VERSIGHT !UTHORITY AND OTHER GOVERNMENT ENTITIES
4HE DOMINANT WOMENS RIGHTS APPROACHES TO SECURITY SECTOR REFORM HAVE FOCUSED ON
THE PROVISION OF GENDER AND HUMAN RIGHTS TRAINING )N +ENYA THE OBJECTIVE HAS BEEN TO
improve police response to broad, gender-based violence concerns, which include the 
unnecessary use of force and human rights violations while in police custody in addi-
tion to their conceptualization of providing security and service to citizens.
Thinking about an effective police force is complicated when one adds a human se-
curity perspective. It moves from a focus on demographics, in terms of the number of 
women in the force and assumed gender responsiveness, to a comprehensive view of the 
POLICE SERVICE 4HE +ENYA 0OLICE WORKS AS PART OF A CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM THAT INCLUDES
the judiciary via the public prosecutors office, the public health department, which is 
charged with the collection of forensic evidence, and the prisons system. In this context, 
a shift in policing, and domestic security for that matter, requires a focus not only on 
crimes when they occur, but also on conflict prevention and management. Inherent in 
this arrangement is the transformation of values to a value system that seeks to respond 
to the questions—security from what threats and security by what means.
CONCLUSION
The historical injustices that exploded during the contested presidential elections in 
n ILLUMINATE STRUCTURAL QUESTIONS UPON WHICH GENDERED SECURITY CONCERNS
should be anchored. With the foregoing in mind, can recent developments in the 
peace and security arena do much more than draw attention to gender inequity in 
SPECIFIC WAYS AND BRING ABOUT A RADICAL SHIFT IN GENDER INEQUALITY
&EMINIST SCHOLARS HAVE POINTED OUT THAT THE POWER AND RESOURCES REASSIGNED DURING
post-conflict peacebuilding processes have the potential to transform gender relations 
and dismantle gender hierarchies or can reinstate and enhance existing gender in-
equalities.44 3ITUATIONS OF CONFLICT HOLD THE POTENTIAL FOR THE EROSION OF DOMINANT
gender roles and dissolution of traditional values, which undermine the prevailing 
gender order. Although conflict can erode traditional values, it does not dismantle 
sexist beliefs, which explains why traditional gender roles are resumed so easily and 
quickly after conflicts.45
&EMINIST SCHOLARS HAVE QUESTIONED WHETHER THE EMERGENCE OF FEMINIST HUMAN SE-
CURITY DISCOURSE @IS A GOOD ENOUGH ANSWER TO THE MILITARIZATION OF PEOPLES MINDS THATS
 44. (AMBER ET AL @$ISCOURSES IN TRANSITION
 45. -EREDETH 4URSHEN @4HE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF RAPE !N ANALYSIS OF SYSTEMATIC RAPE AND SEXUAL ABUSE
OF WOMEN DURING ARMED CONFLICT IN !FRICA IN / . -OSER AND & # #LARK EDS	 Victims, Perpetrators or 
Actors? Gender, Armed Conflict and Political Violence .EW $ELHI +ALI FOR 7OMEN 	 
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RAPIDLY BECOMING @NORMAL THOUGHT46 "RANDON (AMBER AND HIS COLLEAGUES ARGUE THAT
an alternative discourse must target redefining perceptions of threats and deterrence 
toward recognizing the structural challenges and enabling spaces required.47 The abil-
ity to do this within a framework where gender relations are strongly underwritten by 
patriarchy seems dubious at best. A legalistic and policy development approach in the 
absence of a destabilizing force against the sociocultural factors that sustain gender 
inequity will not bring about a radical shift in gender inequality. 
4HERE ARE METHODOLOGICAL OPPORTUNITIES IN EXAMINING @CULTURAL PRACTICES PARTICU-
larly those that situate normative performances of sexuality, the construction of hege-
MONIC FEMININITIES AND MASCULINITIES AS THE BASIS FOR REIMAGINING NATIONS @CULTURE
and states. The analytical value of this approach is derived from ongoing contestations 
around the place of the tribe on the one hand and the role of gender and sexualities 
ON THE OTHER HAND AS PART OF CONSOLIDATING THE +ENYAN NATIONSTATE
'ENDER AND SEXUALITY WHETHER THROUGH A FOCUS ON REPRODUCTION OR PERFORMANCES
of respectable femininities, form the fulcrum for the communication, negotiation, 
and resolution of gendered identities and their place in the state. Policy and practice 
approaches inattentive to this opportunity do not begin to tackle the aspirations and 
SPACES THAT PEOPLE RETREAT TO IN ORDER TO @REWRITE IDENTITY 4HESE SPACES ARE REPRESENTED
BY CULTURAL PRACTICES THAT DISTINGUISH @US FROM @THEM $OMINANT RESPONSES WITHIN
POPULAR DISCOURSE IN +ENYA THAT CONTINUE TO PLACE VALUE WITHIN SUCH STRUCTURES AS THE
law, parliament, human rights commissions anchored on the rights framework 
(through the constitution or national reconciliation processes) as the only way to re-
WRITE +ENYAS ETHNIC POLITICAL HISTORY EVEN THOUGH USEFUL IN THE SHORT TERM ARE LIMITED
in the long run. 
4HE EVOLUTION OF +ENYAS EXPERIENCE CAN BE APPLIED TO CONTEXTS WHERE DEMOCRATIC
politics is structured in raw majoritarian terms and where resource distribution has 
historically been balkanized on the basis of identity. This means that the mobiliza-
tion of numbers to attain political power will rely on the resources that are easiest to 
CORRAL /NE OF THE MOST OBVIOUS WAYS TO REDRESS THIS SITUATION IS TO REVIEW ELECTORAL
SYSTEMS THAT RELY ON A @FIRST PAST THE POST APPROACH +ENYAS NEW CONSTITUTION PUT IN
place a range of voter thresholds that a successful presidential candidate needs to at-
tain to win an election: 50 percent +1 of all votes cast in the election and 25 percent 
of votes cast in half of the forty-seven counties. While this was an important step, it 
does not resolve the issue of the distribution of votes across particular areas in a 
country where almost 50 percent of the regions have a strong correlation between 
ethnic groups and geographical settlement. 
While one of most obvious ways to reverse the control of gendered resources is by 
FREEING CONTROLS PARTICULARLY IN THE LEGISLATIVE REALM OVER WOMENS MOVEMENT DRESS
and association, it assumes a coherence of interests between the patriarchal state and 
gender equality goals. Increasing legislative onslaughts across Africa—such as the ‘in-
DECENT DRESSING BILL IN .IGERIA THE TRADITIONAL COURTS BILL IN 3OUTH !FRICA AND THE
 46. 2OSALIND 0ETCHESKY @6IOLENCE TERROR AND ACCOUNTABILITY 2EPORTS FROM THE FIELD PAPER PRESENTED AT
THE .ATIONAL #OUNCIL FOR 2ESEARCH ON 7OMEN !NNUAL #ONFERENCE &ACING 'LOBAL AND .ATIONAL #RISES
7OMEN $EFINE (UMAN 3ECURITY .EW 9ORK 
 47. (AMBER ET AL @$ISCOURSES IN TRANSITION 
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"AHATI BILL IN 5GANDA THAT GOES BEYOND POLICING SAMESEX RELATIONSHIPS—all point to 
INCREASING CONTROL OF WOMEN ERGO @GENDER RESOURCES JUSTIFIED UNDER MORALITY RELIGIOUS
dictates, and African culture rather than an expansion of democratic space for women 
despite openings in the dominant state arenas of parliaments and bureaucracies. 
 4HE ANTIHOMOSEXUALITY BILL OF  COLLOQUIALLY REFERRED TO AS THE "AHATI BILL AFTER THE MOVER $AVID
"AHATI IS A LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL THAT WOULD BROADEN THE CRIMINALIZATION OF SAMESEX RELATIONS IN 5GANDA
domestically. It further includes provisions for Ugandans who engage in same-sex relations outside Uganda, 
asserting that they may be extradited for punishment back to Uganda. It also features penalties for indi-
viduals, companies, media organizations, and nongovernmental organizations that know of gay people or 
SUPPORT ,'"4 RIGHTS 4HE BILLS SUPPORTERS ARGUE THAT IT PROTECTS THE HETEROSEXUAL FAMILY STRUCTURE 4HE IN-
DECENT DRESSING BILL ON THE OTHER HAND WAS PRESENTED BY .IGERIAN SENATOR %ME 5FOT %KAETTE IN  TO
PROHIBIT AND PUNISH @PUBLIC NUDITY SEXUAL INTIMIDATION AND RELATED OFFENCES CARRYING A JAIL TERM OF SIX
months. The public nudity provisions targeted women by prescribing acceptable dressing standards and 
WAS ARGUED BY THE MOVER TO BE A MECHANISM FOR ADDRESSING INDECENCY AND IMMORALITY IN .IGERIA BY PRE-
serving cultural norms and values.
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And Justice for All?  
Gender-Based Violence  
and International Law in  
the African Context
Barbara Tint and Caroline Sarkis
Gender-based violence and sexual crimes against women are endemic to war and conflict and not 
unique to the African continent. With the myriad communal and state-sponsored conflicts in 
Africa, however, these crimes have inflicted vast devastation on immediate and extended victims. 
Rape and other forms of sexual violence are not only a by-product of war, but are often used 
systematically as weapons in war and genocide. While legal statutes address these crimes, they 
have only marginally been addressed in criminal tribunals, as legal systems and prosecutors have 
proven to be impediments to full justice in these situations. Charges of gender-based violence and 
sexual crimes have been prosecuted before the International Criminal Tribunal in Rwanda, and the 
International Criminal Court has accepted cases from the Democratic Republic of Congo and 
Sudan, but all of the cases faced a number of challenges in advancing the cause of justice in cases 
of sexual violence during conflict, war, and genocide. 
IN THE MANY COMMUNAL, INTRASTATE, AND STATE-SPONSORED CONFLICTS on the African 
continent, crimes of sexual violence have been an insidious weapon in the degrada-
TION AND TRAUMATIZATION OF WOMEN 'ENDERBASED VIOLENCE PERPETRATED AS A SYSTEMATIC
and widespread attack against any group not only targets women as the immediate 
victims, but also targets the community as a whole. These attacks affect women, their 
spouses, family members, and larger circles of the community and create wounds and 
divisions that extend far beyond the women themselves, for whom the impact is im-
mediate and long lasting.
3EXUAL VIOLENCE HAS CONSEQUENCES FAR BEYOND THE TRAUMA OF THE ACT ITSELF )N MANY
communities, cultural and religious taboos place a high premium on chastity and so-
CALLED PURITY 7OMEN ARE SEEN AS @SPOILED GOODS IF THEY HAVE SEX VOLUNTARILY OR INVOL-
untarily outside of marriage. Thus, sexual violence is often socially, psychologically, 
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and economically devastating to its victims.1 &URTHERMORE THROUGH SEXUAL VIOLENCE
ENTIRE SOCIAL SYSTEMS ARE SUBJECTED TO ()6!)$3 AND OTHER SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DIS-
eases and hepatitis. In many cases, husbands are forced to witness the rapes of their 
wives or daughters and are unable to protect their loved ones. The reactions of fami-
lies can exacerbate feelings of isolation and depression for victims. Children born of 
rapes are cast into untenable roles of being the perpetual reminder of a horrific act, 
the perpetrator(s), and unspeakable trauma. In situations where rape is used as a 
method of diluting or taking over the gene pool, the children become physical repre-
sentations of the annihilation of the group of people to whom they now belong. 
"ECAUSE OF THE FARREACHING AND DEVASTATING IMPACT OF SUCH CRIMES THEY CAN NO LONGER
be ignored. 
In spite of the magnitude of these crimes and the mounting evidence against of-
fenders, justice has been slow to come in prosecuting perpetrators of gender-based 
violence amid conflict, war, and genocide. While some strides have been made in ad-
dressing crimes of sexual violence during war—international jurisprudence has devel-
oped for the prosecution and conviction of rape and sexually based crimes in 
situations of armed conflict, particularly in the International Criminal Tribunal for 
2WANDA )#42	 AND THE )NTERNATIONAL #RIMINAL #OURTS )##	THESE MANDATES HAVE
been insufficient to address the rampant abuses of women that are endemic to situa-
TIONS OF SYSTEMATIZED VIOLENCE AS IN THE $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLIC OF #ONGO $2#	 AND
3UDAN )NCREASED ATTENTION TO THE CRIMINALIZATION AND PROSECUTION OF RAPE AND OTHER
forms of sexual violence is imperative to advancing gender-based initiatives in Africa. 
&URTHERMORE A LACK OF JUSTICE INVOLVING CRIMES PERPETRATED DURING WAR AND CONFLICT
allows conflicts to become further embedded in the fabric of a society, impeding heal-
ING AND THE POTENTIAL FOR RECONCILIATION 'REATER EFFORTS TOWARD JUSTICE WILL REQUIRE A
considerable amount of political will. 
HISTORICAL CONTEXT
!S EARLY AS THE S UNDER THE "RITISH KING 2ICHARD )) AND THE S UNDER (ENRY
6 LAWS OF WAR HAVE SPECIFICALLY PROTECTED WOMEN FROM RAPE AND PROHIBITED SOLDIERS
from entering an establishment in which a woman is present.2 -ORE RECENTLY THE
'ENEVA #ONVENTIONS CODIFIED RULES OF ENGAGEMENT VISÍVIS CIVILIANS AND NONCOMBA-
TANTS AND EXPLICITLY ADDRESSED SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WOMEN &OR EXAMPLE AL-
THOUGH WOMEN WERE PROTECTED IN THE FIRST 'ENEVA #ONVENTION UNDER ARTICLE
	@7OMEN MUST BE TREATED WITH ALL CONSIDERATION DUE TO THEIR SEXTHE &OURTH
'ENEVA #ONVENTION ARTICLE  STATES @7OMEN MUST BE ESPECIALLY PROTECTED AGAINST
any attack on their honour, in particular against rape, enforced prostitution, or any 
OTHER FORM OF INDECENT ASSAULT3
 -ARY $EUTSCH 3CHNEIDER @!BOUT WOMEN WAR AND $ARFUR 4HE CONTINUING QUEST FOR GENDER VIOLENCE
JUSTICE North Dakota Law Review  	 
 4HEODORE -ERON @2APE AS A CRIME UNDER INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW American Journal of 
International Law,  	 n 4HEODORE -ERONWar Crimes Law Comes of Age /XFORD AND .EW
9ORK /XFORD 5NIVERSITY 0RESS 	
 )NTERNATIONAL #OMMITTEE OF THE 2ED #ROSS 'ENEVA #ONVENTION 2ELATIVE TO THE 0ROTECTION OF
#IVILIAN 0ERSONS IN 4IME OF 7AR &OURTH 'ENEVA #ONVENTION	  !UGUST   5.43 
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3EXUAL VIOLENCE WAS RAMPANT DURING 7ORLD 7AR )) 2ECORDS INDICATE THAT BETWEEN
 AND  #HINESE WOMEN WERE RAPED BY *APANESE SOLDIERS AT .ANKING4 Allied 
FORCES ALSO EXTENSIVELY PERPETRATED CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE -ORE THAN  RAPES
WERE COMMITTED BY !MERICAN SOLDIERS IN %UROPE BETWEEN  AND  AND 2USSIAN
SOLDIERS RAPED AS MANY AS  MILLION 'ERMAN WOMEN WITH AN ESTIMATED  IN
"ERLIN ALONE5 9ET IN SPITE OF THE PERVASIVENESS OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE THE .UREMBERG
Tribunal did not make any mention of these crimes in its proceedings.6 The Tokyo 
Tribunal accounted for crimes of a sexual nature, but listed them under the rubric of 
INHUMANE TREATMENT OR @FAILURE TO RESPECT FAMILY HONOUR AND RIGHTS7 
2APE AND OTHER CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE HAVE HISTORICALLY TAKEN A BACK SEAT TO THE
PROSECUTION OF KILLING-ARGARET DE'UZMAN DRAWING FROM A VARIETY OF SOURCES UNDER-
scores the notion that ‘killing is generally considered the most serious crime. This 
view, combined with historic gender discrimination, has meant that until recently 
international criminal courts and tribunals have tended to focus on prosecuting 
CRIMES INVOLVING KILLING RATHER THAN ON SEX CRIMES $ESPITE THE EXPLICIT CLASSIFICATIONS
of rape and sexual assault as a crime against international law and humanity, prosecu-
tion of these crimes has proven to be difficult.
The way in which tribunals have been set up has restricted the avenues through 
WHICH TO PROSECUTE SEXUALLY BASED CRIMES &OR EXAMPLE UNDER ITS MANDATE THE )#42
prosecuted three types of crimes: genocide, crimes against humanity, and crimes 
against international law. As such, the crime of rape is only explicitly mentioned 
under the umbrella of crimes against humanity, which also includes murder, enslave-
ment, imprisonment, torture, and other inhumane acts. To this end, the prosecution 
OF SEXUALLY BASED CRIMES WAS NOT A PRIMARY FOCUS OF THE )#42 "ARRIERS TO PROSECUTION
investigative teams being directed to concentrate on killings, challenging the appro-
priateness of including crimes of a sexual nature in international tribunals, and tribu-
nals overlooking sexual violence create a landscape in which the limited prosecution 
of gender-based crimes has resulted from the lack of political will rather than legal 
arguments. 
SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND THE RWANDAN GENOCIDE
)N THE AFTERMATH OF THE 2WANDAN GENOCIDE WHERE AN ESTIMATED  4UTSIS AND
(UTUS DIED THE 5NITED .ATIONS AND THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY RALLIED FOR THE ESTAB-
lishment of an international tribunal to prosecute perpetrators of the genocide and of 
the multiple egregious human rights violations that occurred during a horrific 100 
 4. Iris Chang, The Rape of Nanking: The Forgotten Holocaust of World War II .EW 9ORK "ASIC "OOKS
	 
 * 2OBERT ,ILLY Taken by Force: Rape and American GI’s in Europe during World War II (London, 
0ALGRAVE -ACMILLAN 	 AS QUOTED BY +AS 7ACHALA @4HE TOOLS TO COMBAT THE WAR ON WOMENS BODIES
2APE AND SEXUAL VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICT International Journal of Human Rights, 16:3 
	  ON 2USSIAN RAPES !NTONY "EEVOR Berlin: The Downfall, 1945 (London, Penguin, 2002), as 
QUOTED BY 7ACHALA @4HE TOOLS TO COMBAT THE WAR ON WOMENS BODIES 
 7ACHALA @4HE TOOLS TO COMBAT THE WAR ON WOMENS BODIES
 -ARGARET DE'UZMAN @'IVING PRIORITY TO SEX CRIME PROSECUTIONS 4HE PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF
A FEMINIST AGENDA International Criminal Law Review,  	 n
 )BID n
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DAYS 5SING THE PRECEDENT SET BY THE .UREMBERG 4RIALS AFTER 7ORLD 7AR )) THE
)NTERNATIONAL #RIMINAL 4RIBUNAL FOR 2WANDA WAS CREATED AS A LEGAL FORUM DESIGNED TO
hold individuals accountable for the atrocities of the genocide. The tribunal was a way 
to individualize guilt, to provide a legal substitute for revenge, to promote the rule of 
law, and to end a cycle of impunity.
4HE )#42 WAS SUCCESSFUL ON MANY FRONTS SETTING LEGAL PRECEDENTS IN INTERNATIONAL
LAW ON SEVERAL FRONTS &IRST IT WAS THE FIRST TRIBUNAL TO OBTAIN A CONVICTION FOR GENO-
cide. 3ECOND IT BECAME THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL AFTER .UREMBERG TO HAND
DOWN A JUDGMENT AGAINST A HEAD OF GOVERNMENT WHEN *EAN +AMBANDA THE PRIME
MINISTER OF 2WANDA DURING THE GENOCIDE WAS CONVICTED OF GENOCIDE10 Third, and 
MOST IMPORTANT FOR PURPOSES HERE THE )#42 WAS THE FIRST TRIBUNAL OF ITS KIND TO CON-
vict perpetrators for the crime of rape and sexual assault. Yet, regardless of this 
GROUNDBREAKING PRECEDENT THE )#42 HAS BEEN VEHEMENTLY CRITICIZED FOR ITS WEAK AP-
proach toward sexually based crimes because of the small number of perpetrators 
prosecuted, the reticence of the prosecution to include charges of sexual violence, and 
the lack of investigative personnel to address these crimes.
)N SPITE OF THE  REPORTED RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT CASES THE )#42 INDICTED
only forty-two cases with these charges. As of 2011, twenty-two of these cases were still 
awaiting judgment, two had been transferred to federal courts, thirteen had been un-
successful, meaning convictions were overturned on appeal, the defendant pled to 
CHARGES OTHER THAN RAPE OR DEFENDANTS WERE FOUND NOT GUILTY /NLY FIVE CASES RESULTED
in successful convictions for rape and sexual assault.11 3O WHILE THE )#42 ACHIEVED
some legal successes during its tenure, the prosecution rate, let alone the conviction 
rate, of sexually based crimes was not commensurate with the rampant abuses that 
OCCURRED 4HIS IS IN CONTRAST TO THE MATTER OF THE 3PECIAL #OURT FOR 3IERRA ,EONE WHERE
THE PROSECUTOR MADE A @CONCERTED DECISION THAT JUSTICE WOULD BE DELIVERED TO 3IERRA
,EONEAN VICTIMS OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE12 In this case, the prosecution was intentional and 
consistent in its inclusion of crimes of sexual violence in indictments of perpetrators.
4HE PROSECUTION OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN THE )#42 WAS AN EXCEPTION RATHER THAN THE
RULE AND WAS DEPENDENT MORE ON WHO LED THE /FFICE OF THE 0ROSECUTION THAN THE CASES
THEMSELVES &OR EXAMPLE 3OUTH !FRICAN PROSECUTOR 2ICHARD 'OLDSTONE n	
never articulated a comprehensive prosecution strategy to ensure the consistent inclu-
SION OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE CHARGES IN THE INDICTMENTS 3OME ARGUE THAT THE COLLECTION OF
EVIDENCE OR TESTIMONIES UNDER 'OLDSTONE WAS LIMITED DUE TO A LACK OF POLITICAL WILL13 
Increased attention was brought to sexually based crimes, however, under the tenure 
of Canadian prosecutor Louise Arbour, who made the prosecution of sexually based 
CRIMES A PRIORITY $URING HER TENURE AMENDMENTS OF SEXUALLY BASED CHARGES WERE
 3EE )NTERNATIONAL #RIMINAL 4RIBUNAL FOR 2WANDA JUDGMENT FOR Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu, case 
NO )#424 	
 10. %RIK -SE @-AIN ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE )#42 Journal of International Criminal Justice, 3:4 (2005), 
n
 11. (EIDI .ICHOLS (ADDAD @-OBILIZING THE WILL TO PROSECUTE #RIMES OF RAPE AT THE 9UGOSLAV AND
2WANDAN TRIBUNALSHuman Rights Review,  	 n
 12. "INAIFER .OWROJEE @9OUR JUSTICE IS TOO SLOW 7ILL THE )#42 FAIL 2WANDAS RAPE VICTIMS /CCASIONAL
PAPER 5NITED .ATIONS 2ESEARCH )NSTITUTE FOR 3OCIAL $EVELOPMENT 'ENEVA  .
 13. Ibid.
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ADDED TO A NUMBER OF CASES AND THE 5NIT FOR 'ENDER )SSUES AND !SSISTANCE TO 6ICTIMS
was established.14 "Y THE LAST YEAR OF HER MANDATE @ALL NEW CHARGES CONTAINED SEXUAL
VIOLENCE CHARGES15 These gains were subsequently eroded under the leadership of 
)TALIAN PROSECUTOR #ARLA $EL 0ONTE WHO DISMANTLED THE 3EXUAL !SSAULT )NVESTIGATIVE
4EAM IN  3HE REINSTATED THE TEAM IN  AS A RESULT OF PRESSURE FROM INTERNA-
TIONAL WOMENS GROUPS16
4HERE WERE MANY FAILINGS IN THE )#42 RELATED TO THE PROSECUTION OF RAPE AND SEXUAL
ASSAULT &OR EXAMPLE IN THE #YANGUGU CASE THE PROSECUTION HAD STRONG EVIDENCE OF
RAPE PERPETRATED BY OFFICIALSMILITARY COMMANDER 3AMUEL )MANISHIMWE-INISTER OF
4RANSPORT !NDRE .TAGERURA AND #YANGUGU PREFECT %MMANUEL "AGAMBIKIAS WELL AS
a number of rape victims coming forward through the Association of Widows of the 
'ENOCIDE !6%'!	 WHO HAD PLEDGED TO TESTIFY 4HE CHARGES WERE NOT PURSUED
By September 1999, a motion to add sexual violence charges was drafted and ready 
to be submitted to the court, but because of personnel problems within the 
Prosecutor’s Office, the prepared amendment sat unfiled for some months before 
being submitted. The prosecutor asked the court to add charges of rape as a crime 
against humanity against both Bagambiki and Imanishimwe. The late arrival of the 
request to amend was reportedly not received kindly by the judges, who viewed it as 
yet another of many delays by the prosecutor. Shortly thereafter, then prosecutor 
Carla Del Ponte ordered her team to withdraw the amendment and proceed with the 
existing charges.17 
.TAGERURA AND "AGAMBIKI WERE ACQUITTED AND )MANISHIMWE WAS SENTENCED TO TWENTY
seven years for crimes of genocide and crimes against humanity unrelated to sexual 
assault. 
4HE CRITICAL TURNING POINT IN THE POSTGENOCIDE TRIBUNALS FOR 2WANDA WAS THE 
conviction in the landmark Akayesu case, which opened the doors to greater visibility 
of crimes of sexual violence. It was not until the Akayesu judgment that the crime of 
rape and sexual assault was seen not only as a crime of war, but also became recog-
nized as a crime of genocide.
Jean-Paul Akayesu was bourgmestre of the Taba sector, making him responsible for 
the performance of executive functions and the maintenance of public order within 
his community. As such, he controlled the communal police, execution of laws and 
regulations, and the administration of justice. Akayesu was charged with fifteen 
separate crimes, including genocide, complicity to commit genocide, incitement to 
commit genocide, crimes against humanity (including extermination, murder, tor-
 14. -ARK 3 %LLIS @4HE CONTRIBUTION OF NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION TO THE CREATION OF INTERNATIONAL
CRIMINAL TRIBUNALS IN Research Handbook on International Criminal Law, ED "ARTRAM 3 "ROWN
.ORTHAMPTON %DWARD %LGAR 0UBLISHING 	 
 15. .OWROJEE @9OUR JUSTICE IS TOO SLOW 
 16. 3EE (ADDAD @-OBILIZING THE WILL TO PROSECUTE AND .OWROJEE @9OUR JUSTICE IS TOO SLOW
 17. .OWROJEE @9OUR *USTICE IS TOO SLOW  
 2WANDA IS DIVIDED INTO ELEVEN PREFECTURES WHICH ARE IN TURN DIVIDED INTO COMMUNES 4HE
bourgmestre is the commune leader, who is appointed by the president upon the recommendation of the 
minister of the interior.
 3EE Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu 	
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TURE RAPE OTHER INHUMANE ACTS	 AND VIOLATION OF !RTICLE  COMMON TO THE 'ENEVA
#ONVENTIONS (E WAS FOUND GUILTY OF ALL CHARGES EXCEPT THOSE VIOLATING !RTICLE  AND
was sentenced to three concurrent sentences of life in prison.20(E IS CURRENTLY SERVING
HIS SENTENCE IN -ALI
The judgment rendered against Akayesu was a landmark victory, not only for the 
prosecution, but also for international human rights advocates worldwide for two 
SIGNIFICANT REASONS &IRST IT WAS THE FIRST CONVICTION FOR THE CRIME OF GENOCIDE RECORDED
by an international tribunal.21 4HUS THE )#42 CREATED PRECEDENT AND DEFINED CASE LAW
FOR FUTURE PROSECUTIONS AND CONVICTIONS OF THIS MOST SERIOUS CRIME 3ECOND THE
Akayesu conviction included rape as an international crime, thus finding it part of the 
actus reus of genocide.22 4HIS JUDGMENT WAS HAILED AS A WIN FOR WOMENS RIGHTS ACTIV-
ists and confirmed the suffering of many women who had been victims of this crime.23 
%XTENDING BEYOND THE PROSECUTION OF RAPE AS A WAR CRIME THE )#42 IN Akayesu suc-
cessfully prosecuted and convicted on charges of rape and sexual assault as a crime of 
genocide. Indeed, in rendering the judgment, the tribunal stated that rape and sexual 
violence constitute
genocide in the same way as any other act as long as they were committed with the 
specific intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a particular group, targeted as such. 
Indeed, rape and sexual violence certainly constitute infliction of serious bodily and 
mental harm on the victims and are even, according to the Chamber, one of the worst 
ways [to] inflict harm on the victim as he or she suffers both bodily and mental harm. 
In light of all the evidence before it, the Chamber is satisfied that the acts of rape and 
sexual violence described above, were committed solely against Tutsi women, many 
of whom were subjected to the worst public humiliation, mutilated, and raped several 
times, often in public, in the Bureau Communal premises or in other public places, 
and often by more than one assailant. These rapes resulted in physical and psycho-
logical destruction of Tutsi women, their families and their communities. Sexual vio-
lence was an integral part of the process of destruction, specifically targeting Tutsi 
women and specifically contributing to their destruction and to the destruction of the 
Tutsi group as a whole.24
Two years after Akayesu THE TRIBUNAL SUCCESSFULLY CONVICTED !LFRED -USEMA FORMER
DIRECTOR OF THE 'ISOVU 4EA FACTORY FOR CRIMES OF GENOCIDE INCLUDING RAPE AND CRIMES
against humanity, including rape and sexual violence.25 In 2004 the tribunal found 
3YLVESTRE 'ACUMBITSI FORMER MAYOR OF THE COMMUNE OF 2USOMO GUILTY OF THE CRIME
of genocide, for instigating the rape of Tutsi women and girls, and of rape as a crime 
against humanity.26 /F ADDED IMPORTANCE THE PRECEDENT ESTABLISHED BY Akayesu al-
 20. Ibid.
 21. -SE @-AIN ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE )#42 
 22. Actus reus refers to the physical act involved in the commission of a crime, in this case, genocide. 
 23. %LIZABETH .EUFFERThe Key to My Neighbor’s House: Seeking Justice in Bosnia and Rwanda .EW9ORK
Picador, 2001). 
 24. Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu 	
 25. )NTERNATIONAL #RIMINAL 4RIBUNAL FOR 2WANDA JUDGMENT FOR Prosecutor v. Alfred Musema, case no. 
)#42! 	
 26. )NTERNATIONAL #RIMINAL 4RIBUNAL FOR 2WANDA JUDGMENT FOR Prosecutor v. Sylvestre Gacumbitsi, case 
NO )#42n4 	
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lowed for the Foca case to be brought in the International Criminal Tribunal for the 
&ORMER 9UGOSLAVIA THAT FOCUSED EXCLUSIVELY ON SEXUAL ASSAULT27 
THE ROME STATUTE AND THE ICC
)N  THE 5NITED .ATIONS SET FORTH THE 2OME 3TATUTE WHICH ALLOWED FOR THE ESTAB-
lishment of the International Criminal Court. That year, 111 countries were signato-
RIES TO THE STATUTE 4HE COURT BEGAN OPERATIONS IN  /F IMPORTANCE IN THE )##
mandate is that it can prosecute ‘conflict-related sexual violence as a crime against 
humanity, and also recognizes as crimes against humanity sexual slavery, trafficking, 
FORCED PROSTITUTION AND FORCED STERILIZATION -OREOVER THE )## STATUTE ESTABLISHED
THAT RAPE IS NOT CONSIDERED AN INDEPENDENT BREACH OF THE 'ENEVA #ONVENTIONS AND
therefore does not have to be linked to another crime, such as torture. Thus the power 
of this mandate is the authority to prosecute sexual violence as crimes independent of 
OTHER CRIMES )N ADDITION THE 2OME 3TATUTE REQUIRES PROSECUTORS TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT
crimes that involve sexual or gender violence as well, thus binding them to ensure 
that sexually based offences are prosecuted to the fullest extent within the jurisdiction 
of the international court. 
Yet there is still a long road ahead at the ICC. The court has not issued a conviction 
to date on the grounds of sexual violence and has only brought three charges of sexual 
VIOLENCE AGAINST FIVE MEMBERS OF THE ,ORDS 2ESISTANCE !RMY ,2!	30 In 2006, the 
)## ISSUED AN ARREST WARRANT AGAINST 4HOMAS ,UBANGA LEADER OF THE 0ATRIOTIC &ORCES
for the Liberation of the Congo, after investigations of crimes in the Ituri district, a 
region in eastern Congo near the Ugandan border. Conflict has been ongoing since 
 IN EASTERN #ONGO WHICH HAS BEEN PLAGUED BY MASS VIOLENCE WIDESPREAD RAPE
and population displacements. An estimated 3.3 million people are reported to have 
DIED THERE BETWEEN  AND 31 An estimated 1,150 women were thought to have 
been raped every day during the period 2006–2007.32 !PPROXIMATELY  MILLION TO
 MILLION WOMEN AGED FIFTEEN TO FORTYNINE HAD BEEN RAPED AS OF 33
This first trial for the ICC, and subsequent conviction for war crimes, is not without 
controversy, however. Lubanga was initially charged with the war crime of forcibly re-
cruiting children under the age of fifteen in the Ituri district and turned over to the ICC 
IN -ARCH  !FTER FURTHER INVESTIGATION AND TESTIMONY OF GIRLS AS YOUNG AS TWELVE
about being subjected to sexual abuse at the hands of commanders and soldiers under 
,UBANGAS COMMAND@RESULTING IN PREGNANCIES ABORTIONS OSTRACISM STIGMATIZATION AND
hCATASTROPHICv PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL TRAUMAS THE COURT HAD THE OPTION OF ADDING
 27. (ADDAD @-OBILIZING THE WILL TO PROSECUTE 
 4ONIA 3T 'ERMAIN AND 3USAN $EWEY @*USTICE ON WHOSE TERMS ! CRITIQUE OF INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL
JUSTICE RESPONSES TO CONFLICTRELATED SEXUAL VIOLENCEWomen’s Studies International Forum, 37 (2013), 37.
 2OME 3TATUTE FOR THE )NTERNATIONAL #RIMINAL #OURT !RTICLE B	
 30. 3T 'ERMAIN AND $EWEY @*USTICE ON WHOSE TERMS
 31. "ENJAMIN #OGHLAND ET AL @-ORTALITY IN THE $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLIC OF #ONGO ! NATIONWIDE SURVEY
Lancet  	 
 32. ! 0ETERMAN 4 0ALERMO AND # "REDENKAMP @%STIMATES AND DETERMINANTS OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE
AGAINST WOMEN IN THE $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLIC OF #ONGO American Journal of Public Health, 101:6 (2011), 
1065.
 33. Ibid., 1063.
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charges of killing and rape to the original indictment.34 It was determined, however, that 
@GIVEN THE PROSECUTIONS FAILURE TO INCLUDE ALLEGATIONS OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN THE CHARGES 
   THIS EVIDENCE IS IRRELEVANT FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE !RTICLE  $ECISION SAVE AS REGARDS
providing context. Therefore, the Chamber has not made any findings of fact on the 
ISSUE PARTICULARLY AS TO WHETHER RESPONSIBILITY IS TO BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE ACCUSED35
! SEPARATE AND DISSENTING OPINION BY *UDGE %LIZABETH /DIO "ENITO UNDERSCORES THIS
OMISSION ASSERTING @;"=Y FAILING TO DELIBERATELY INCLUDE WITHIN THE LEGAL CONCEPT OF
hUSE TO PARTICIPATE ACTIVELY IN THE HOSTILITIESv THE SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND OTHER ILLTREAT-
MENT SUFFERED BY GIRLS AND BOYS THE -AJORITY OF THE #HAMBER IS MAKING THIS CRITICAL
aspect of the crime invisible. Invisibility of sexual violence in the legal concept leads 
to discrimination against the victims of enlistment, conscription and use who system-
atically suffer from this crime as an intrinsic part of the involvement with the armed 
GROUP 36 /DIO "ENITO GOES ON TO STATE
Sexual violence committed against children in the armed groups causes irreparable 
harm and is a direct and inherent consequence to their involvement with the 
armed group. Sexual violence is an intrinsic element of the criminal conduct of ‘use 
to participate actively in the hostilities’. Girls who are used as sex slaves or ‘wives’ 
of commanders or other members of the armed group provide essential support to 
the armed groups. Sexual assault in all its manifestations produces considerable 
damage and it demonstrates a failure in the protection of the life and integrity of 
its victim. There is additionally a gender-specific potential consequence of un-
wanted pregnancies for girls that often lead to maternal or infant’s deaths, disease, 
HIV, psychological traumatisation and social isolation. It must be clarified, however, 
that although sexual violence is an element of the legal definition of the crimes of 
enlistment, conscription and use of children under the age of 15 to participate 
actively in hostilities, crimes of sexual violence are distinct and separate crimes that 
could have been evaluated separately by this Chamber if the Prosecutor would 
have presented charges against these criminal conducts.
In other words, sexual violence or enslavement are illegal acts and in this case 
a harm directly caused by the illegality of the war crime of enlisting, conscripting 
and the use of children under the age of 15 in support of the combatants. Sexual 
violence and enslavement are the main crimes committed against girls and their 
illegal recruitment is often intended for that purpose (nevertheless they also often 
participate in direct combat.) If the war crimes considered in this case are directed 
at securing their physical and psychological well being, then we must recognize 
sexual violence as a failure to afford this protection and sexual violence as acts 
embedded in the enlisting, conscription and use of children under 15 in hostilities. 
It is discriminatory to exclude sexual violence which shows a clear gender differen-
tial impact from being a bodyguard or porter which is mainly a task given to young 
boys. The use of young girls and boys’ bodies by combatants within or outside the 
group is a war crime and as such encoded in the charges against the accused.37
 34. $IANE -ARIE !MANN @Prosecutor v. Lubanga American Journal of International Law, 106:4 (2012), 

 35. International Criminal Court judgment for Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, case no. ICC-
  PARA 
 36. )BID *UDGE /DIO "ENITO DISSENTING OPINION PARA 
 37. )BID PARAS  AND 
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In spite of the failure to indict, or convict, Lubanga on crimes of sexual violence, the 
COURT ISSUED AN ARREST WARRANT FOR ,UBANGAS DEPUTY CHIEF "OSCO .TAGANDA FOR FOUR
counts of war crimes and three counts of crimes against humanity, both of which 
include charges of rape and sexual slavery. The ICC has also indicted and tried 
'ERMAIN +ATANGA FORMER LEADER OF THE 0ATRIOTIC 2ESISTANCE &ORCE IN )TURI FOR THREE
counts of crimes against humanity, including rape and sexual slavery, as well as seven 
counts of war crimes, which also include charges of rape and sexual slavery. As of 
this writing, the verdict is pending.
Another consideration relating to the prosecution by the ICC of crimes under in-
ternational law is that the statute, under Article 1, calls for complementarity. That is, 
the provision provides the ICC with jurisdiction over international crimes in the event 
that local or national courts are unable or unwilling to prosecute cases on their own. 
To this end, if the judicial system in a nation-state that is party to the statute is inoper-
able, then the ICC has jurisdiction over crimes against international law. 
)N EXAMINING THE CASE OF 3UDAN WHICH SIGNED THE 2OME 3TATUTE IN  BUT HAS
not yet ratified it, one sees that the rule of complementarity is not so simple. In 2005, 
3UDAN BEGAN PROSECUTING RAPE CRIMES IN THE $ARFUR REGION CLAIMING @;4=HE 3UDANESE
JUDICIARY IS AND ALWAYS HAS BEEN WILLING AND CAPABLE OF ASSUMING ITS RESPONSIBILITIES 
$ESPITE THE GOVERNMENTS ASSERTION OF ITS ABILITY TO PROSECUTE THESE CRIMES THE 5NITED
.ATIONS APPOINTED A COMMISSION ON $ARFUR TO INVESTIGATE CRIMES IN THE REGION AS WELL
AS TO REVIEW THE CASES BEFORE THE 3UDANESE NATIONAL COURTS
&IRST THE COMMISSION NEEDED TO ASCERTAIN WHETHER CRIMES MET THE PROVISIONS SET
OUT IN THE 2OME 3TATUTE )T DECIDED ALSO TO CENTER ITS INVESTIGATION ON EVENTS THAT OC-
CURRED BETWEEN &EBRUARY  AND *ANUARY  )N A SUBSEQUENT REPORT THE COMMIS-
SION FOUND THAT THE CRIMES COMMITTED IN THE $ARFUR REGION MET @THE THRESHOLDS OF THE
2OME 3TATUTE    ! BODY OF RELIABLE INFORMATION INDICATES THAT WAR CRIMES MAY HAVE
been committed on a large-scale, at times even as part of a plan or a policy. There is 
also a wealth of credible material which suggests that criminal acts were committed as 
part of widespread or systematic attacks directed against the civilian population, with 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE ATTACKS40 The commission noted that it was particularly concerned 
about the attacks on villages, killings, rape, pillaging, and the forced displacement of 
civilian populations. The report extensively documents several instances of rape, 
sexual slavery, abductions, and other forms of sexual violence.
3ECOND THE COMMISSION NEEDED TO INVESTIGATE WHETHER THE 3UDANESE NATIONAL
courts were able to prosecute those responsible for the crimes. In its report, the com-
mission noted,
The Sudanese justice system is unable and unwilling to address the situation in Darfur. 
This system has been significantly weakened during the last decade. Restrictive laws 
that grant broad powers to the executive have undermined the effectiveness of the 
judiciary, and many of the laws in force in Sudan today contravene basic human rights 
 International Criminal Court decision on confirmation of charges in Prosecutor v. Germain 
Katanga )## 	
 @3UDAN DEFENDS ITS HANDLING OF $ARFUR, Mail and Guardian, 22 April 2005. 
 40. @2EPORT OF THE )NTERNATIONAL #OMMISSION OF )NQUIRY ON $ARFUR TO THE 5NITED .ATIONS 3ECRETARY
'ENERAL 'ENEVA  
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standards. Sudanese criminal laws do not adequately proscribe war crimes and crimes 
against humanity, such as those carried out in Darfur, and the Criminal Procedure 
Code contains provisions that prevent the effective prosecution of these acts. In addi-
tion, many victims informed the Commission that they had little confidence in the 
impartiality of the Sudanese justice system and its ability to bring to justice the perpe-
trators of the serious crimes committed in Darfur. In any event, many have feared 
reprisals in the event that they resort to the national justice system.41 
4HUS THE COMMISSION DOCUMENTED THAT THE 3UDANESE COURTS WERE UNABLE TO PROVIDE
fair judicial processes for alleged perpetrators and on behalf of their victims. Although 
THE )## WAS UNABLE TO USURP THE 3UDANESE NATIONAL COURTS FOR CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIO-
LENCE IN THE $ARFUR REGION AS OF  IT HAD ISSUED ARREST WARRANTS FOR SEVERAL 3UDANESE
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS 4HE )## PROSECUTOR DETERMINED THAT 3UDANESE PRESIDENT /MAR
(ASSAN AL"ASHIR @BORE INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CRIMES PERPETUATED
IN $ARFUR 4HE PROSECUTOR INDICTED "ASHIR ON FIVE COUNTS OF CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
(murder, extermination, forcible transfer, torture, and rape) and two counts of war 
crimes (pillaging and intentionally directing attacks against civilians).42 Warrants were 
ALSO ULTIMATELY ISSUED FOR HIGHRANKING OFFICIALS WITHIN "ASHIRS ADMINISTRATION IN-
cluding a former minister of humanitarian affairs, the minister of national defense, 
leader of the Janjaweed, chairman and general coordinator of military operations of 
THE 5NITED 2ESISTANCE &RONT COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE *USTICE AND %QUALITY
-OVEMENT AND A FORMER CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE 3UDAN ,IBERATION !RMY43 All the war-
rants include charges of rape and sexual violence. 
4HE )##S CURRENT CASELOAD INCLUDES CASES FROM #ENTRAL !FRICAN 2EPUBLIC #¯TE
D)VOIRE $2# +ENYA ,IBERIA AND 5GANDA ALL OF WHICH HAVE BEEN LOCATIONS OF BRUTAL
CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE 4HERE WERE REPORTS OF  INSTANCES OF RAPE IN THE +IVU
REGION OF THE $2# IN  ALONE44 some perpetrated on infants six months of age. In 
addition, these numbers do not account for unreported instances of rape, and it is 
presumed that the numbers recorded account for only a fraction of the actual inci-
dents.45 #ASES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE ARE ALSO PREVALENT IN 5GANDA WHERE THE ,2! AB-
DUCTED YOUNG GIRLS AND BOYS TO CREATE ITS MILITIA 4HE YOUNG GIRLS WERE GENERALLY @GIVEN
to commanders as wives, and boys were often made to rape but also endured sexual 
 41. Ibid., 5–6.
 42. ,IV 4NNESSEN @&ROM IMPUNITY TO PROSECUTION 3EXUAL VIOLENCE IN 3UDAN BEYOND $ARFUR ./2%&
2EPORT .ORWEGIAN 0EACEBUILDING 2ESOURCE #ENTRE, /SLO &EBRUARY 2012. 
 43. !HMAD (ARUN FORMER MINISTER OF HUMANITARIAN AFFAIRS REMAINS AT LARGE !LI +USHAYB LEADER OF THE
*ANJAWEED WARRANT ISSUED IN  REMAINS AT LARGE /MAR (ASSAN AL"ASHIR PRESIDENT OF 3UDAN WARRANT
ISSUED IN  REMAINS AT LARGE "AHAR )DRISS !BU 'ARDA CHAIRMAN AND GENERAL COORDINATOR OF MILITARY
OPERATIONS OF THE 5NITED 2ESISTANCE &RONT WARRANT ISSUED  CONFIRMATION HEARING COMPLETED !BDALLAH
"ANDA !BAKAER .OURAIN COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE *USTICE AND %QUALITY -OVEMENT WARRANT ISSUED 
TRIAL SLATED FOR  3ALEH -OHAMMED *ERBO *AMUS FORMER CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE 3UDAN ,IBERATION !RMY
WARRANT ISSUED  TRIAL SLATED FOR  !BDEL 2AHEEM-UHAMMAD (USSEINMINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENSE
warrant issued 2012, execution of arrest warrant pending. 
44. 3ARA -EGER @2APE OF THE #ONGO 5NDERSTANDING SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN THE CONFLICT IN THE $EMOCRATIC
2EPUBLIC OF #ONGO Journal of Contemporary African Studies  	 n * % 4RENHOLM 0 /LSSON
AND " - !HLBERG @"ATTLES ON WOMENS BODIES 7AR RAPE AND TRAUMATIZATION IN EASTERN $EMOCRATIC
2EPUBLIC OF #ONGO Global Public Health  	 n
 45. 4NNESSEN @&ROM IMPUNITY TO PROSECUTION
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violence themselves.46 Considering the prevalence of rape and gender-based violence 
IN THESE REGIONS AND THE CASES BEFORE THE )## FROM THE 3UDAN THE COURT HAS AN IM-
portant opportunity to further international jurisprudence relating to rape and other 
crimes of a sexual violence.
INTERNATIONAL LAW
4HE IMPLICATIONS OF THE CONVICTIONS SET FORTH BY THE )#42 AND THE ADOPTION OF THE )##
mandate permitting the prosecution of rape and sexually based crimes solely on their 
merit allows for these laws to be promoted to the rule of jus cogens (preemptory norm 
of international law).47-ARK *ANIS STATES THAT jus cogens rules are seen as so ‘fundamen-
tal to the international community of states as a whole that the rule constitutes a basis 
FOR THE COMMUNITYS LEGAL SYSTEM    )T IS A SORT OF INTERNATIONAL LAW THAT ONCE EN-
SCONCED CANNOT BE DISPLACED BY STATES EITHER IN THEIR TREATIES OR IN THEIR PRACTICE 
Thus, the political will to ensure that sexually based crimes are prosecuted by interna-
tional courts to the fullest extent of the law will facilitate the prosecution of crimes of 
rape and sexual violence by not only international courts, but if rape and sexual vio-
lence fall under the category of jus cogens, then they would fall under universal juris-
diction, which allows for any nation to instigate proceedings against perpetrators. 
)N ADDITION TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF INTERNATIONAL JURISPRUDENCE THE 5NITED .ATIONS
has passed a number of resolutions that underscore the importance of protecting 
women and girls and the responsibility to prosecute crimes of rape and sexual vio-
LENCE 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION  ESTABLISHES THE RESPONSIBILITY OF 5. MEMBER
states to ‘end impunity and to prosecute those responsible for genocide, war crimes, 
AND CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY UNDER WHICH RAPE FALLS 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION
 EXPLICITLY CALLS FOR THE @IMMEDIATE AND COMPLETE CESSATION BY ALL PARTIES TO ARMED
CONFLICT OF ALL ACTS OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE AGAINST CIVILIANS )N SPITE OF THESE RESOLUTIONS AND
the precedent set by Akayesu, perpetrators of sexual violence in armed conflict still 
OPERATE WITH IMPUNITY !S NOTED BY 4ONIA 3T 'ERMAIN AND 3USAN $EWEY @SEXUAL VIO-
lence is widespread in conflict zones and often perceived by perpetrators as a particu-
larly effective weapon of war. In terms of method, war rape is used to subdue, punish, 
or take revenge upon entire communities rather to exert power over individual 
WOMEN AS IN MANY PEACETIME RAPES50 
4HIS IS NOT TO IMPLY THAT THE )#42 HAS BEEN INEFFECTIVE IN PROMOTING CONVICTIONS
OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN CONFLICT OR ADVANCING WOMENS RIGHTS IN THE INTERNATIONAL ARENA
The tribunal has been critical in establishing legal precedent to prosecute these crimes 
before the ICC and other ad hoc international tribunals. These convictions, however, 
 46. "RUCE "AKER @*USTICE FOR SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN +ITGUM 5GANDA Journal of Contemporary 
African Studies  	 n
 47. $AVID 7EISSBRODT *OAN &ITZPATRICK AND &RANK .EWMAN International Human Rights: Law, Policy, 
and Process, RD EDN #INCINNATI /HIO !NDERSON 0UBLISHING #O 	  (UGH 4HIRLWAY @4HE SOURCES
OF INTERNATIONAL LAW IN International Law ED -ALCOLM $ %VANS /XFORD /XFORD 5NIVERSITY 0RESS 	
142.
 -ARK 7 *ANIS An Introduction to International Law,  ND ED "OSTON ,ITTLE "ROWN AND
#OMPANY 	 AS QUOTED IN 7ACHALA @4HE TOOLS TO COMBAT THE WAR ON WOMENS BODIES 
 7ACHALA @4HE TOOLS TO COMBAT THE WAR ON WOMENS BODIES 
 50. 3T 'ERMAIN AND $EWEY @*USTICE ON WHOSE TERMS 
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are hardly a panacea for ending sexual violence in war and most certainly need the 
political will of the international community to ensure that pressure is maintained 
and that sexual violence is increasingly seen as a crime that will be prosecuted with the 
same vehemence as other forms of violence during war.
Equality before the Law
!S *UDGE /DIO "ENITO STATED THE LACK OF WILL BY INTERNATIONAL COURTS TO PROSECUTE
crimes of rape and sexual violence renders these crimes invisible in the legal concept, 
leading to discrimination against victims.51 This discrimination is reinforced by the 
VERY NATURE OF THE COURT PROCEEDINGS IN SEVERAL RESPECTS &IRST ACCESS TO TRIBUNALS FOR
VICTIMS OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IS IN SOME INSTANCES DIFFICULT )N THE CASE OF 2WANDA THE
tribunal was located in Arusha, Tanzania, more than a thousand kilometers away from 
2WANDA WHERE MOST OF THE CRIMES WERE COMMITTED 4HE LOCATION OF THE )#42 PROHIB-
ITED MANY 2WANDANS FROM INVOLVEMENT IN THE TRIBUNAL DUE TO THE COST AND TIME AWAY
from families it would require, thereby alienating them from the judicial and recon-
CILIATION PROCESSES )NDEED STUDIES AT THE TIME SHOWED THAT 2WANDANS @COMPLAINED
THAT THE TRIALS WERE HELD FAR AWAY FROM 2WANDA52 and 76.7 percent of Tutsis and 46.3 
PERCENT OF (UTUS POLLED EITHER @STRONGLY AGREE OR @AGREE THAT THE TRIALS SHOULD BE HELD
IN 2WANDA RATHER THAN !RUSHA53 4HE TRIBUNALS LOCATION AS %LIZABETH .EUFFER POINTS
out, ‘deprived genocide survivors from something they need in order for reconcilia-
tion: the need to confront those whose orders left them mutilated or robbed them of 
THEIR FAMILIES54
3ECOND OBFUSCATING THESE CRIMES IN THE LEGAL REALM DOES NOT PROVIDE A COMPLETE
HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE CRIMES PERPETRATED DURING THE GENOCIDE 2ATHER IT ONLY PRO-
VIDES THE NARRATIVE FOR A SEGMENT OF THE POPULATION 2WANDAN WOMEN @ARE LOOKING FOR
public acknowledgment of the crimes committed against them. They want the record 
to show that they were subjected to horrific sexual violence at the hands of those who 
INSTIGATED AND CARRIED OUT THE GENOCIDE55 Third, discrimination is inherent in the 
COURTROOM PROCESSES THEMSELVES &ROM SLOPPY OR UNSKILLED INVESTIGATION56 to attitudes 
that sexual offenses are secondary to other crimes,57 to severe cross-examination tech-
niques by the defense, victims of sexual violence are disproportionately re- victimized 
OR UNDERMINED IN TRIBUNAL PROCEEDINGS !S %LISABETH 2EHN AND %LLEN *OHNSON 3IRLEAF
note, ‘Witnesses have been intimidated and humiliated at international courts, pres-
sured into testifying through false promises, disrespected by court employees, and had 
 51. *UDGE /DIO "ENITO DISSENTING OPINION PARA 
 52. !LISON $ES &ORGES AND 4IMOTHY ,ONGMAN @,EGAL RESPONSES TO GENOCIDE IN 2WANDA INMy Neighbor, 
My Enemy: Justice and Community in the Aftermath of Mass Atrocity ED %RIC 3TOVER AND (ARVEY -
Weinstein (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2004), 56.
 53. 4IMOTHY ,ONGMAN 0HUONG 0HAM AND (ARVEY -7EINSTEIN @#ONNECTING JUSTICE TO HUMAN EXPERI-
ENCE !TTITUDES TOWARD ACCOUNTABILITY AND RECONCILIATION IN 2WANDA IN 3TOVER AND 7EINSTEINMy Neighbor, 
My Enemy, 214. 
 54. .EUFFER Key to My Neighbor’s House, 377, emphasis in the original. 
 55. .OWROJEE @9OUR JUSTICE IS TOO SLOW  
 56. Ibid.
 57. $E'UZMAN @'IVING PRIORITY TO SEX CRIMES PROSECUTION
 .OWROJEE @9OUR JUSTICE IS TOO SLOW  3T 'ERMAIN AND $EWEY @*USTICE ON WHOSE TERMS 
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their stories published against their will, leaving them intimidated or disillusioned by 
THE INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
&OURTH AND ON A RELATED POINT WITNESSES AND VICTIMS OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN SOME
instances are not able to access the social services available to them, and there is little 
post-trial follow up to ensure their safety. There have been numerous accounts in 
which victims faced harassment upon returning from Arusha, and the act of testifying 
itself can expose these women as victims of sexual violence.60 &IFTH THE INHERENT DIS-
crimination of the international legal system only serves to perpetuate itself. If the 
SYSTEM IS @A NEUTRAL AND LEVEL BACKDROP FOR A COMPETITION OF PRESUMED EQUALS61 its 
structure will automatically undermine feminine sensitivities. 
Gender, Violence, and the Courts
/NE OF THE GREAT CHALLENGES OF PROSECUTING CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IS THAT THE VERY
values and practices that contribute to the gender-based violence inherent in war and 
conflict are often replayed in the legal processes designed to address them. As men 
have been the dominant force in war, politics, and law, it is impossible to look at these 
issues without considering overarching gender issues, particularly those of patriarchy, 
male supremacy, and female subordination. Within patriarchal structures, women are 
subordinated in a hierarchy that diminishes their rights in virtually all arenas and are 
frequently victims of violence and coercion. The relationship between structural 
 violence—social structures of marginalization and oppression—and direct violence is 
EVIDENT 3OCIAL STRUCTURES THAT MARGINALIZE AND MINIMIZE THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN MORE
easily allow for actions that harm them and invest less in justice on their behalf. 
Patriarchy is not only associated with militarism, war, and violent conflict, but is in 
many ways seen as its root cause.62 The connection between these domains and patri-
archy is unavoidable. If conflicts are generally fought over territory, money, power, 
and religion, one must look at who typically presides over these domains, and there-
fore, in whose interest it is to fight or create laws to preserve and control them. 
Within a patriarchal society, it is the masculine standard that is valued. Within this 
framework, hierarchy, competition, dominance, and submission are all means toward 
this end. These similar dynamics are being played out in court systems heavily 
weighted with male judges and prosecutors, masculine values of rationality, order, 
power, and a worldview that stems from and privileges the perspective of the domi-
NANT RATHER THAN THE MARGINALIZED GENDER GROUP !CCORDING TO -ARTHA !LBERTSON
&INEMAN @4HE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM IN ITS PRESENT FORM LACKS A CONSID-
eration of privilege, particularly of the factors that discourage the direct inclusion of 
 0ARAPHRASE BY 3T 'ERMAIN AND $EWEY @*USTICE ON WHOSE TERMS  
 60. .OWROJEE @9OUR JUSTICE IS TOO SLOW  3CHNEIDER @!BOUT WOMEN WAR AND $ARFUR  3T 'ERMAIN
AND $EWEY @*USTICE ON WHOSE TERMS 
 61. -ARTHA!LBERTSON &INEMAN@%QUALITY STILL ELUSIVE AFTER ALL THESE YEARS INGender Equality: Dimensions 
of Women’s Equal Citizenship, ed. ,INDA -C#AIN AND *OANNA 'ROSSMAN AS QUOTED BY 3T 'ERMAIN AND
$EWEY @*USTICE ON WHOSE TERMS 
 62. Cynthia Enloe, Bananas and Bases: Making a Feminist Sense of International Politics ("ERKELEY
5NIVERSITY OF #ALIFORNIA 0RESS 	 6 3PIKE 0ETERSON AND !NNE 3ISSON 2UNYANGlobal Gender Issues in the 
New Millennium "OULDER #OLORADO7ESTVIEW 0RESS 	 * !NN 4ICKNER Gendering World Politics .EW
York, Columbia University Press, 2001).
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VICTIMSURVIVORS OF CONFLICTRELATED SEXUAL VIOLENCE (ENCE IT MISSES OPPORTUNITIES TO
further inquire into how societal resources are channeled in ways that privilege and 
PROTECT SOME WHILE TOLERATING THE DISADVANTAGE AND VULNERABILITY OF OTHERS63 As it is 
the masculinization of war that reinforces the hegemonic, patriarchal, and brutal 
agendas that perpetuate violence against women, one must consider the ways in which 
masculinization minimizes the significance of the legal arena. 
The limited number of convictions and indictments of perpetrators who have 
committed crimes of sexual violence has deep implications upon societies impacted 
BY ARMED CONFLICT &IRST AS NOTED ABOVE DE'UZMAN HIGHLIGHTS THAT CRIMES OF SEXUAL
VIOLENCE ARE CONSIDERED @SECOND RATE COMPARED TO KILLINGS !TTITUDES THAT LEAD TO SUCH
COMMENTS AS @)VE GOT TEN DEAD BODIES HOW DO ) HAVE TIME FOR RAPE AND @3O A BUNCH
OF GUYS GOT RILED UP AFTER A DAY OF WAR WHATS THE BIG DEAL64 deeply undermine the 
nature of these crimes and their ongoing effects on the victims personally as well as 
their communities. The implication of considering these crimes as second rate implies 
that women and their suffering are also second rate and not deserving of prosecutorial 
attention.
3ECOND THE LACK OF INDICTMENTS AND CONVICTIONS OF THESE CRIMES ALLOWS PERPETRATORS
to operate with impunity without fear of repercussions for their actions. Third, as 
these crimes are not brought to justice, women may fear coming forward to report 
INSTANCES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE -ARY $EUTSCH 3CHNEIDER OBSERVES @2APE AND SEXUAL AS-
sault case investigations are difficult under the best of conditions but in global conflict 
THAT IS MAGNIFIED AND THE PROBLEMS ARE PRACTICAL AND NUMEROUS 3UCH PROBLEMS IN-
clude humiliation, shame, fear of public or family ostracism, fear of reprisals, fear or 
unwillingness to be re-traumatized and reliving the crimes, ‘and the feeling that rape 
and sexual assault were not in fact of major concern compared with the loss of com-
MUNITY HOME AND POSSESSIONS AND THE DEATH OR DISAPPEARANCE OF FAMILY MEMBERS65 
All of these factors inform and only partially explain the reticence of women in re-
porting and going through an ordeal in which conviction for these crimes is unlikely, 
thus perpetuating the culture of impunity for these offenses. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR JUSTICE AND PEACEBUILDING
While international jurisprudence relating to crimes of rape and sexual violence has 
GAINED CONSIDERABLE MOMENTUM SINE THE )#42 THE LACK OF PROSECUTIONS BY INTERNA-
TIONAL COURTS FOR CRIMES IN THE $2# 5GANDA AND 3IERRA ,EONE AMONG OTHERS ON THE
African continent, undermines the gains these tribunals have created. Women are 
therefore injured not only by the sexual crimes against them, but also by a court sys-
TEM THAT FAILS TO PRIORITIZE JUSTICE ON THEIR BEHALF -ULTIPLE ISSUES MUST BE ADDRESSED
 63. -ARTHA !LBERTSON &INEMAN @'RAPPLING WITH %QUALITY /NE FEMINISTS JOURNEY IN Transcending the 
Boundaries of Law: Generations of Feminism and Legal Theory .EW 9ORK 2OUTLEDGE 	 n AS
QUOTED BY 3T 'ERMAIN AND $EWEY @*USTICE ON WHOSE TERMS n
 64. 0EGGY +UO @0ROSECUTING CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN AN INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNALCase Western Reserve 
Journal of International Law,  	 n AS QUOTED BY DE'UZMAN @'IVING PRIORITY TO SEX CRIME
PROSECUTIONS 
 65. 3CHNEIDER @!BOUT WOMEN WAR AND $ARFUR 
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within criminal courts to ensure that gender-based violence will be prioritized in 
bringing perpetrators to justice.
3TATUTES MUST ALLOW FOR THE CRIMES OF RAPE AND OTHER SEXUAL VIOLENCE TO STAND ALONE
rather than subsumed under other criminal acts. Courts must engage prosecutors 
who are committed to justice for the survivors of sexual violence and who make it 
central to their judicial agenda. While great strides have been made by the ICC to in-
clude special units to provide counseling and protection for witnesses and victims,66 
courtroom processes must also be designed to protect women from re-victimization 
at the hands of investigators so that they will be more likely to come forward. It would 
go a long way toward developing a comprehensive strategy for combatting gender 
violence in and out of the courtroom if advisors on gender issues were present at all 
levels of the court and international bodies to inform and educate prosecutors and 
investigative teams. In addition, crimes against women must be seen as crimes against 
entire families and communities so that their impact is understood as central and not 
PERIPHERAL TO A SOCIETYS WOUNDING
While there are many different definitions and interpretations of what constitutes 
justice, sustainable peacebuilding cannot occur without it. In formal legal processes, 
THE PROSECUTION OF CRIMES IS AN INTRINSIC ELEMENT OF POSTCONFLICT JUSTICE 2ESTORATIVE
processes do not necessarily take the place of formal legal processes, but the emphasis 
can shift from prosecution to healing, for the individuals involved as well as the larger 
SOCIETAL MILIEU AFFECTED BY THE CRIMES IN QUESTION 2ESTORATIVE PEACEBUILDING IN SOCIET-
ies where there has been historical conflict and violence needs to include an acknowl-
edgement of harm and wrongdoing, the creation of official historical records, space 
for victims to share their stories, and reparations of some sort.67 Particularly in situa-
tions where national or international legal processes have been inadequate in deliver-
ing justice, a greater need exists for community processes that focus on alternative 
forms of justice that can contribute to healing and the ability to move forward after 
violent conflict. 
If international courts and tribunals are not adequately responding to gender-
based crimes of sexual violence, local and national courts must step in. In the case of 
2WANDA CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE WERE INITIALLY OUTSIDE THE JURISDICTION OF TRADITIONAL
gacaca courts, BUT AN AMENDMENT WAS MADE TO THE GACACA LAW IN  ALLOWING THEM
TO BE HEARD !S A RESULT  CASES OF RAPE OR SEXUAL VIOLENCE WERE TRANSFERRED 
3IMILAR TO 2WANDAS GACACA LOCAL TRADITIONAL CONFLICT RESOLUTION MECHANISMS IN
$ARFUR SUCH AS judiya, promote a commonly acceptable outcome for the parties in-
 66. 3OLANGE -OUTHAAN @4HE PROSECUTION OF GENDERBASED CRIMES AT THE )## #HALLENGES AND OPPORTU-
NITIES International Criminal Law Review,  	 n
 67. $AVID "LOOMFIELD @2ECONCILIATION !N INTRODUCTION IN Reconciliation after Violent Conflict: A 
Handbook ED $AVID "LOOMFIELD 4ERESA "ARNES AND ,UC (UYSE 3TOCKHOLM )NTERNATIONAL )NSTITUTE FOR
$EMOCRACY AND %LECTORAL !SSISTANCE 	 n *OHAN 'ALTUNG @!FTER VIOLENCE RECONSTRUCTION RECON-
CILIATION AND RESOLUTION #OPING WITH VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE EFFECTS OF WAR AND VIOLENCE IN Reconciliation, 
Justice, and Coexistence: Theory and Practice, ED-OHAMMED !BU.IMER ,ANHAM ,EXINGTON "OOKS 	
3:23. 
 0ETER 5VIN AND #HARLES -IRONKO @7ESTERN AND LOCAL APPROACHES TO JUSTICE Global Governance 
	 n
 Emily Amick, ‘Trying international crimes on local lawns: The adjudication of genocide sexual vio-
LENCE CRIMES IN 2WANDAS GACACA COURTS Columbia Journal of Gender and Law  	 n
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volved as a central tenet.70 Whether the judiya can be leveraged to include crimes of 
sexual violence is related to larger social issues concerning the rights and roles of 
women in these communities. Traditional conflict resolution methodologies in the 
$2# ALSO HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO ADDRESS CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE BUT LOCAL PEACEMAK-
ing processes have been disrupted as a result of ongoing conflict.71 !S 2WANDA IS THE
only country of these three that is more securely in the post-violence phase of its 
conflict, the capacity to address these issues on a deeper and more far-reaching level 
IS GREATER THAN IN 3UDAN AND IN THE $2# WHICH ARE STILL VERY MUCH ADDRESSING IMME-
diate and ongoing episodes of violence. 
In addition to leveraging traditional local conflict resolution processes, another 
means of increasing visibility and justice in areas of sexual violence is including more 
WOMEN IN LEGISLATIVE AND JUDICIAL PROCESSES 3UB3AHARAN !FRICA HAS MADE GREAT STRIDES
IN INCLUDING WOMEN IN POSITIONS OF POWER WITH 2WANDA LEADING THE WAY WITH  PER-
cent of national parliamentary seats occupied by women.72 +ENYA HAS PASSED LEGISLA-
tion that requires one-third of parliamentary seats to be occupied by women.73 3IMILAR
action within judicial processes might include striving toward having women as at 
least one-third of the staff and judges. This would likely lead to increased attention 
paid to gender-based crimes as well as a voice within the court systems to advocate for 
the prosecution of these crimes.
While individual women are not inherently more motivated toward and capable of 
successfully prosecuting crimes of sexual violence, a critical mass of women within the 
judicial system will inevitably increase the focus on these issues. Capacity building for 
preventing and prosecuting gender-based violence will be slow. Additional goals in 
this direction include increased public education, media campaigns, stronger interna-
TIONAL PRESSURE AND LOCAL PROCESSES THAT ARE ATTUNED TO AND EMPOWER WOMEN /NLY
through proactive efforts in these directions can the local and international political 
will in this arena be shifted. 
CONCLUSION
Although the international community has helped further international jurispru-
dence in adjudicating crimes of sexual violence in situations of armed conflict, crimes 
of sexual violence are still underreported and underprosecuted. And while the ICC 
and ad hoc tribunals have provided groundbreaking precedents in convicting rape as 
a crime of genocide and ensuring that leaders are held accountable, there is a long way 
to go before justice is served in the rampant acts of sexual violence perpetrated during 
conflict and war. Increased political will to both prevent and address these crimes 
must take root at all levels for there to be greater justice in this area. The war on 
women in armed conflict will continue until both legal and restorative processes ad-
dress sexual violence at the center, rather than the margins, of efforts at justice. 
 70. *£R¯ME 4UBIANA 6ICTOR 4ANNER AND !DAM !BDUL*ALIL @4RADITIONAL AUTHORITIES PEACEMAKING ROLE IN
$ARFUR Peaceworks NO  5NITED 3TATES )NSTITUTE OF 0EACE 7ASHINGTON $# 
 71. 3£VERINE !UTESSERE @4HE TROUBLE WITH #ONGO (OW LOCAL DISPUTES FUEL REGIONAL CONFLICTS Foreign 
Affairs  	 
 72. $AYO /LOPADE @4HE FAIRER LEADERS International Herald Tribune, 10 July 2012.
 73. Ibid.
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From 2005 through 2010, 21.2 percent of Ethiopian members of parliament were women, the 
highest proportion in the history of the country. The impact of the increase in their number on 
policy changes and enforcement of gender equality was explored through surveys of female 
parliamentarians, key informant interviews with selected female parliamentarians and other 
stakeholders, as well as focus group discussions with women in constituencies represented by 
female parliamentarians. The majority of the parliamentarians indicated that they raised issues of 
women in different policy discussions and oversight visits. The constituents acknowledged 
changes in access to education and the reduction of harmful traditional practices, but they were 
unsure of the contribution of the parliamentarians to them. Members of women’s organizations 
indicated that the MPs needed to do more to voice the concerns of women and advocate for 
increased female parliamentary representation.
ALTHOUGH PROGRESS IN TERMS OF INCREASING FEMALE REPRESENTATION in government 
can be easily documented in the Ethiopian parliament, no systematic evidence has 
been assembled until now on whether this effort has translated into actual actions that 
PROMOTE GENDER EQUALITY (ENCE THIS PAPER ANALYSES THE IMPACT OF THE INCREASE IN THE
number of women members of parliament on gender equality issues through policy 
changes and enforcement. The research findings show that the women members of 
PARLIAMENT HAVE TRIED TO PLAY THEIR ROLE BY RAISING AWARENESS ABOUT WOMENS ISSUES AS
WELL AS MAINSTREAMING GENDER 4HE WOMEN -0S HOWEVER NEED TO WORK MORE TO ES-
tablish stronger relations with women in their constituencies, civil society organiza-
TIONS WORKING ON WOMENS ISSUES AND THE GENDER MACHINERY 4HEY ALSO NEED TO MORE
PURPOSEFULLY USE THE SPACE PROVIDED THROUGH THE 7OMENS #AUCUS IN THE PARLIAMENT
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BACKGROUND: WOMEN’S RIGHTS AND REPRESENTATION
!FTER THE %THIOPIAN 0EOPLES 2EVOLUTIONARY $EMOCRATIC &RONT %02$&	 CAME TO
POWER IN  %THIOPIA DEMONSTRATED A STRONG COMMITMENT TO ADDRESSING LONG
STANDING INEQUALITY AND DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN !RTICLE  OF THE  CONSTI-
TUTION ADDRESSES WOMENS RIGHTS AND THE FAMILY LAW AND PENAL CODE WAS REVISED TO TAKE
THEM INTO CONSIDERATION 4HE GOVERNMENT ADOPTED THE .ATIONAL 0OLICY ON 7OMEN IN
 AND HAS ESTABLISHED GENDER MACHINERIES INCLUDING THE -INISTRY OF 7OMENS
!FFAIRS IN  7OMENS !FFAIRS OFFICES WERE ALSO ESTABLISHED IN EACH MINISTRY AND IN
government offices up to the kebele level.1 
%THIOPIA HAS A BICAMERAL PARLIAMENT AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL CONSISTING OF THE (OUSE OF
0EOPLES 2EPRESENTATIVES AND THE (OUSE OF THE &EDERATION 4HE FORMER IS THE HIGHEST
POLITICAL BODY IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT-EMBERS OF PARLIAMENT -0S	 SERVE FOR FIVE
year terms and are selected through universal suffrage. The number of members is not 
to exceed 550, and minority nationalities and peoples must hold no fewer than 20 
seats.2 )N THE n TERM THE (OUSE HAD  SEATS WITH  RESERVED FOR THE REP-
resentatives of minority nationalities and peoples. 
4HE HISTORY OF WOMENS REPRESENTATION IN PARLIAMENT GOES BACK SLIGHTLY MORE THAN
HALF A CENTURY IN %THIOPIA )T BEGAN IN  WITH THE ELECTION OF TWO WOMEN TO PARLIA-
MENT 4HAT FIGURE GREW TO FOUR IN  AND WAS REPEATED IN THE  ELECTION
&OLLOWING THE END OF THE $ERGS COMMUNIST REGIME n	 %THIOPIA MOVED
from a centralized single-party system to a multiparty, ethnically based federation. 
4HIS MARKED THE BEGINNING OF AN INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF WOMEN -0S )N 
THIRTEEN WOMEN OR  PERCENT OF MEMBERS ENTERED PARLIAMENT IN THE %02$&
DOMINATED (OUSE OF 0EOPLES 2EPRESENTATIVES )N THE  ELECTION THE NUMBER OF
WOMEN-0S MORE THAN TRIPLED TO FORTYTWO OR  PERCENT "Y  THEIR NUMBER HAD
reached 117, or 21.2 percent of members. The adoption of a 30 percent party quota 
BY THE %02$& IN  HAS SIGNIFICANTLY CONTRIBUTED TO THE INCREASE IN THE REPRESENTA-
tion of women.3 %02$& BEGAN IMPLEMENTING THE QUOTA IN 
METHODOLOGY
The research presented here explores the influence of Ethiopian female parliamentar-
IANS ON POLICY CHANGES AND ENFORCEMENT OF GENDER EQUALITY ISSUES BY FOCUSING ON THE
following five dimensions:
s ATTITUDINAL SUPPORT FOR WOMENS ISSUES FEMINIST CONSCIOUSNESS	4 
s RELATIONSHIPS WITH WOMEN IN THEIR CONSTITUENCIES
 4HE -INISTRY OF 7OMENS !FFAIRS SUPERSEDED THE FEDERALLEVEL 7OMENS !FFAIRS /FFICE WHICH HAD
BEEN ESTABLISHED IN  UNDER THE 0RIME -INISTERS /FFICE A kebele is the lowest administrative unit in the 
government structure. 
 #ONSTITUTION OF THE &EDERAL $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLIC OF %THIOPIA  !RTICLE  n
 -EAZA !SHENAFI Participation of Women in Politics and Public Decision Making in Ethiopia, &33
-ONOGRAPH NO  !DDIS !BABA &ORUM FOR 3OCIAL 3TUDIES 	
 &EMINIST CONSCIOUSNESS REFERS TO THE ROLE WOMEN PLAY IN BRINGING ABOUT GENDER EQUITY AT VARIOUS
levels and being aware of their rights and issues affecting their lives.
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s COOPERATION WITH THE NATIONAL GENDER MACHINERY5 
s COOPERATION WITH WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS IN CIVIL SOCIETY AND
s 7OMENS #AUCUS IN THE PARLIAMENT6
A combination of quantitative and qualitative methodologies was used to capture dif-
FERENT ASPECTS OF THE ISSUE 7ITH REGARDS TO QUANTITATIVE DATA COLLECTION  WOMEN
-0S ONETHIRD OF THEIR TOTAL RESPONDED TO SEMISTRUCTURED QUESTIONNAIRES WHICH WERE
multipurpose and measured the five dimensions of the research. Every third woman 
FROM THE LIST OF FEMALE -0S WAS SELECTED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SURVEY )N CASES WHERE A
SELECTED -0 WAS NOT AVAILABLE SHE WAS REPLACED BY THE NEXT PERSON ON THE LIST
4O ASSEMBLE QUALITATIVE DATA TEN &OCUS 'ROUP $ISCUSSIONS &'$S	 WERE CONDUCTED
WITH WOMEN IN CONSTITUENCIES REPRESENTED BY WOMEN-0S 4HE &'$S WERE CONDUCTED
IN THE !DDIS !BABA /ROMIA 4IGRAY AND !MHARA REGIONAL STATES "ETWEEN EIGHT AND
TWELVE WOMEN PARTICIPATED IN EACH &'$ 4HIS METHOD WAS INSTRUMENTAL IN EXPLORING
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WOMEN -0S AND THEIR FEMALE CONSTITUENCIES AND IN UNDER-
standing the opinions of the constituents about their female representatives. In addi-
TION ONE &'$ WAS CONDUCTED WITH ELEVEN -0S FROM DIFFERENT POLITICAL PARTIES AND
regions. This discussion group was used to supplement the results of the quantitative 
survey by providing in-depth understanding of the reasons and contexts behind the 
survey responses. 
+EY INFORMANT INTERVIEWS WERE CONDUCTED WITH TWO LEADERS AND ACTIVE MEMBERS OF
THE 7OMENS #AUCUS THREE REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE NATIONAL GENDER MACHINERY AND
THREE HEADS OF WOMENS CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS THAT HAVE WORKED CLOSELY WITH -0S
The key informant interviews were helpful in understanding cooperation among 
WOMEN -0S STRUCTURES OF THE NATIONAL GENDER MACHINERY AND WOMENS CIVIL SOCIETY
ORGANIZATIONS AS WELL AS THE ROLE AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE 7OMENS #AUCUS
FEMINIST CONSCIOUSNESS:  
ATTITUDINAL SUPPORT FOR WOMEN’S ISSUES
7OMEN IN POLITICAL LEADERSHIP POSITIONS ARE GENERALLY EXPECTED TO REPRESENT WOMENS
issues. In this respect, one of the key informants explained that women give priority 
TO @GENDER EQUALITY ISSUES AND TAKE THE LEAD TO ADVANCE THEM 3HE CITED THE FOLLOWING
anecdote: ‘If a house is burning and the owner is not trying to extinguish it, then her 
NEIGHBORS SHOULD NOT BOTHER TO HELP7 !MONG -0 RESPONDENTS  PERCENT EITHER
STRONGLY AGREED OR AGREED THAT WOMEN -0S WERE MORE RESPONSIBLE THAN MALE -0S IN
REPRESENTING WOMENS INTERESTS IN THEIR CONSTITUENCIES All the key informants from 
 5. Gender machinery refers to government structures involved in gender issues at the levels of legisla-
TION IMPLEMENTATION AND OVERSIGHT &OR THE RESEARCH HERE THE TERM REFERS TO THE -INISTRY OF 7OMENS
!FFAIRS WOMENS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENTS AT MINISTRIES AND OTHER GOVERNMENT OFFICES AND THE 7OMENS !FFAIRS
3TANDING #OMMITTEE IN THE PARLIAMENT 4HE FIRST TWO REPRESENT THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF THE GOVERNMENT AND
the third monitors the activities of the executive.
 4HE7OMENS #AUCUS IS THE ASSOCIATION OF %THIOPIAN WOMEN-0S THAT SPECIFICALLY FOCUSES ON GENDER
issues.  
 +EY INFORMANT !DDIS !BABA *UNE 
 !SHENAFI Participation of Women in Politics and Public Decision Making in Ethiopia, argues simi-
larly. 
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THE PARLIAMENT GENDER MACHINERY AND WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS SHARED THE ATTITUDE THAT
WOMEN -0S HAVE A GREATER DUTY THAN THEIR MALE COUNTERPARTS TO REPRESENT WOMENS
interests. %MPHASIZING THIS POINT ONE OF THE KEY INFORMANT -0S STATED @)F ) JOIN PAR-
liament only to sit down and wait for my salary, I am not playing my role but person-
ally benefitting. I should work towards making a difference in the lives of other 
WOMEN10
-OST OF THE KEY INFORMANTS ARGUED THAT WOMEN -0S ARE PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE FOR
advocating for women because they understand the challenges of women better than 
MEN DO GIVEN THAT THEY ARE MORE LIKELY TO HAVE GONE THROUGH SIMILAR EXPERIENCES 3UCH
ARGUMENTS ARE DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE PRIMARY TASK OF -0S WHICH IS REPRESENTING THE
interests of their constituencies.11 )N THIS REGARD THE #ODE OF #ONDUCT OF THE (OUSE
STATES UNDER !RTICLE 	 THAT WOMENS RIGHTS ENSHRINED IN THE CONSTITUTION MUST BE
respected and that women must benefit from their rights.12 Thus, if women can best 
represent the interests of their fellow women, it is expected that they follow the cur-
rent status of women and bring their concerns to the table.  
!MONG THE -0S  PERCENT STRONGLY AGREED WITH THE STATEMENT THAT WOMEN AND
men should have an equal role in running the government, while 43.6 percent strongly 
AGREED WHEN ASKED IF THEY HAD PROMOTED A GREATER CONSCIOUSNESS OF WOMENS NEEDS13 
4HE &'$ WITH THE -0S REINFORCED THAT MANY OF THEM WERE AWARE AND CONCERNED
ABOUT WOMENS ISSUES AND A FEW OF THEM WERE PASSIONATE WHEN THEY SPOKE ABOUT DIS-
crimination against women in Ethiopia.  
3EVERAL KEY CHALLENGES WERE IDENTIFIED AS HINDERING WOMEN -0S EFFORTS TO ADDRESS
WOMENS ISSUES 4HESE INCLUDE A NEGATIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD WOMENS LEADERSHIP /NE KEY
informant summed up the problem, observing, ‘The issue of gender is not easy to 
PENETRATE ESPECIALLY IN RELATION TO ATTITUDE14 3OME  PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS FELT
that the impact of societal attitudes made it very challenging for them to carry out 
THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES /NE KEY INFORMANT NOTED THAT THE VICTIMS OF SUCH CHALLENGES ARE
NOT ONLY WOMEN WHO WORK ON WOMENS ISSUES BUT ALSO MEN WHO ARE CONCERNED ABOUT
GENDER EQUALITY ISSUES )N THIS RESPECT SHE EXPLAINED MALE MEMBERS OF THE 7OMENS
!FFAIRS 3TANDING #OMMITTEE OF THE PARLIAMENT ARE ADDRESSED AS @7RO -RS	 BY PEOPLE
who would like to undermine and belittle them. 
2ISK TO ONES CAREER WAS IDENTIFIED AS THE OTHER KEY CHALLENGE HINDERING WOMEN
-0S )N THIS REGARD ONE OF THE KEY INFORMANTS EXPLAINED @7HEN WOMEN JOIN THE PAR-
liament, they do not want to look less professional, less political or less committed to 
 ! CASE STUDY ON .AMIBIAN WOMEN -0S INDICATES A SIMILAR FINDING @)N THE VIEW OF MANY .AMIBIAN
WOMEN WOMEN ARE SIMPLY BETTER PLACED AND MORE LIKELY TO REPRESENT hWOMENS INTERESTSv 'RETCHEN "AUER
@4HE HAND THAT STIRS THE POT CAN ALSO RUN THE COUNTRY %LECTING WOMEN TO THE PARLIAMENT IN .AMIBIA Journal 
of Modern African Studies  	 n
 10. +EY INFORMANT !DDIS !BABA 
 11. (ANNA 0ITKIN The Concept of Representation "ERKELEY 5NIVERSITY OF #ALIFORNIA 0RESS 	
 12. (OUSE OF 0EOPLES 2EPRESENTATIVES OF THE &$2% 2ULES OF 0ROCEDURES AND -EMBERS #ODE OF #ON
DUCT REG 
 13. 3HIREEN (ASSIM Women’s Organizations and Democracy in South Africa: Contesting Authority. 
Women in Africa and the Diaspora 0IETERMARITZBURG 5NIVERSITY OF +WA:ULU .ATAL 0RESS 	 ARGUES THAT
FEMINIST CONSCIOUSNESS OF WOMEN-0S IS THE FIRST STEP TOWARD ENACTING LEGISLATIONS THAT RESPOND TO THE NEEDS
of women.
 14. +EY INFORMANT !DDIS !BABA *UNE 
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THEIR PARTY15 They want to prove their capabilities through contributions focused on 
THEIR PARTIES PRIORITIES NOT NECESSARILY ON ISSUES AFFECTING THEIR SPECIFIC CONSTITUENCY
/NE OF THE REASONS BEHIND THEIR NOT TAKING A RISK ON THE LATTER MIGHT BE FAMILY RESPON-
SIBILITY !MONG SURVEY PARTICIPANTS  PERCENT HAD TWO OR MORE CHILDREN AND 
percent had two or more other dependents.16   
"EING COMPELLED TO FOLLOW PARTY DECISIONS IS A CHALLENGE THE WOMEN IDENTIFIED
!LONG THIS LINE  PERCENT OF THE -0 RESPONDENTS EITHER STRONGLY AGREED OR AGREED
THAT THEY WERE FIRST AND FOREMOST ACCOUNTABLE TO THEIR POLITICAL PARTY %LECTED -0S ARE
typically viewed as taking responsibility for their constituency but in reality are ulti-
mately bound by party lines. In addition, one cannot assume that gender is the sole 
common denominator among women and that party divisions cannot outweigh gen-
der divisions.17
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WOMEN MPS  
AND THEIR FEMALE CONSTITUENTS 
!S THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY WAS TO EXAMINE WOMEN -0S INFLUENCE ON PROMOTING
WOMENS ISSUES ONE FOCUS MUST INCLUDE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WOMEN -0S AND THE
WOMEN WITHIN THEIR CONSTITUENCIES )N ACCORDANCE TEN &'$S WERE CONDUCTED WITH
WOMEN IN THE CONSTITUENCIES REPRESENTED BY WOMEN -0S )N FIVE OF THE TEN GROUPS
NONE OF THE PARTICIPANTS KNEW THE NAME OF THE -0 REPRESENTING THEIR woreda (admin-
istrative zone) or whether the person was a man or a woman. This is notwithstanding 
the fact that nearly all the participants had voted in the 2005 elections. As one par-
ticipant related, ‘We voted according to the party symbols, and did not pay attention 
TO THE INDIVIDUAL CANDIDATES This was found to be the case even in constituencies 
WHERE THE &'$ PARTICIPANTS KNEW THEIR -0
&ROM THE FIVE &'$S IN WHICH PARTICIPANTS KNEW THE -0 REPRESENTING THEM THE
women in four of them indicated that they had neither participated in nor knew of 
ANY MEETINGS ORGANIZED BY THE -0 )N ONE OF THE &'$S HOWEVER SOME OF THE DISCUS-
SANTS INDICATED THAT ALTHOUGH THEY HAD NOT MET WITH THEIR -0 THEY HAD CONTACTED HER
through representatives from the kebele. 
7ITH THE EXCEPTION OF ONE OF THE &'$S PARTICIPANTS IN GENERAL DID NOT EXPRESS DIS-
APPOINTMENT WITH THEIR -0 OR ACCUSE THEM OF NEGLECTING THEM 4HIS HOWEVER SHOULD
NOT BE MISCONSTRUED TO MEAN THAT THEY WERE UNANIMOUSLY SATISFIED EITHER /NE POSSIBLE
EXPLANATION WHICH WAS OBSERVED IN MANY OF THE &'$S IS THE PARTICIPANTS LACK OF
knowledge in regard to the role of parliament and parliamentarians. In a few cases, 
especially in rural areas, some participants were unfamiliar with the term parliament. 
 15. 3OME STUDIES ALSO INDICATE THAT WORKING ON GENDER ISSUES IN MANY PARTS OF THE WORLD CAN BE DIFFICULT
AS IT IS CONSIDERED A SECONDCLASS POLITICAL ISSUE AND RAISING IT CAN RISK A CAREER 2UTH ,ISTER Citizenship: 
Feminist Perspectives D ED "ASINGSTOKE 0ALGRAVE -ACMILLAN 	
 16. In recent years in Uganda, a country that is in a similar socioeconomic situation as Ethiopia, ‘be-
COMING AN -0 HAS OFTEN BEEN REFERRED TO AS hGETTING A JOBv !LULA 0ANKHURST AND $AMEN (AILE -ARIAM
@4HE )DDIR IN %THIOPIA (ISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT SOCIAL FUNCTION AND POTENTIAL ROLE IN ()6!)$3 PREVENTION
AND CONTROL Northeast African Studies, 7:2 (2002), 35. 
 17. #ITED IN "AUER @(AND THAT STIRS THE POT
 &'$ PARTICIPANT !DDIS !BABA 
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In others, they did not fully understand the functions of the legislature, especially the 
relationship between the parliament and the populace.
!RTICLE  OF THE #ODE OF #ONDUCT STATES THAT EVERY -0 HAS THE RIGHT TO MEET WITH
any member of the electorate he or she desires. The point of the meeting could be 
FOR ANY REASON INCLUDING UNDERSTANDING WOMENS ISSUES AND LISTENING TO THEIR CON-
CERNS "EING UNAWARE OF -0S RESPONSIBILITIES CONSTITUENTS HAD NO EXPECTATIONS OF THE
parliamentarian representing them and thus did not demand or hold their representa-
tive accountable. This situation might be greatly improved in the future as civic educa-
tion is included in the curriculum of grades 5–12. It was introduced in higher 
EDUCATION IN THE LATE S TO CREATE AWARENESS ABOUT THE POWERS AND FUNCTIONS OF
PARLIAMENT AS WELL AS CITIZENS RIGHTS AND DUTIES
! SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT RESPONSE WAS OFFERED BY AN &'$ OF CONSTITUENTS WHOSE RE-
LATIONSHIP WITH THEIR -0 APPEARED TO BE STRONG 4HE PARTICIPANTS SAID THAT WHEN PARLIA-
MENT TOOK ITS SUMMER RECESS THEIR -0 CAME TO VISIT THEM AND STAYED IN THE COMMUNITY
for the entire time. They also related that she went from kebele to kebele and that 
EVERYONE IN THE CONSTITUENCY KNEW HER -OREOVER THEY INDICATED THAT THEY COULD CON-
TACT HER BY TELEPHONE WHEN SHE WAS IN !DDIS !BABA 3OME PARTICIPANTS SHARED THAT THEY
had met with her when they went to the capital. The participants further stressed that 
SHE UNDERSTOOD AND ADDRESSED THE CONCERNS OF WOMEN IN THE AREA &OR INSTANCE THEY
mentioned that they had informed her of the need for a road in their area and of a 
shortage of ambulances. They then revealed that the road was under construction and 
THAT THE -0 HAD ALSO HELPED THEM TO ACQUIRE AN AMBULANCE 4HE &'$ PARTICIPANTS
indicated their satisfaction with her competence and commitment in addressing their 
problems. This representative appears to exemplify the intentions of the Code of 
#ONDUCTS !CT 	 BY WHICH EVERY MEMBER IS EXPECTED TO DISCHARGE THE RESPONSI-
BILITIES ENTRUSTED TO HIM OR HER BY THE PUBLIC AND THE TASKS ASSIGNED BY THE (OUSE BY
effectively applying his or her full knowledge and experience.20
)N CONTRAST NEARLY  PERCENT OF THE WOMEN -0S RATED THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH
WOMEN IN THEIR CONSTITUENCY AS STRONG AND  PERCENT AS FAIR /NLY  PERCENT RATED
THEIR RELATIONSHIP AS @LOOSE )N THE &'$ WITH -0S MANY OF THE PARTICIPANTS INDICATED
that they had a strong relationship with the women in their constituencies. The Code 
OF #ONDUCT STATES THAT SETTING AN EXAMPLE IS EXPECTED OF -0S BY PERFORMING THEIR DU-
ties with a sense of responsibility and of accomplishment. It is hardly possible for 
WOMEN -0S OR MALE ONES FOR THAT MATTER TO SET AN EXAMPLE WITHOUT BUILDING RELA-
tionships and working with their constituents.
4O EXPLAIN THE DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN THE VIEWS OF THE -0S AND THE WOMEN IN THEIR
CONSTITUENCIES IT IS IMPORTANT TO LOOK AT THE MECHANISMS THAT THE -0S REPORTED TO
HAVE USED IN COMMUNICATING WITH THE WOMEN6ISITING ANDMEETING WITH LOCAL GOVERN-
MENT STRUCTURES PREDOMINANTLY WOREDALEVEL 7OMENS !FFAIRS OFFICES AND WOREDA
ADMINISTRATIONS DURING THE TWO PARLIAMENTARY BREAKS WERE THE -0S MAJOR MECHA-
nisms for constituent communication. In addition to the twice-a-year visits, some said 
 (OUSE OF 0EOPLES 2EPRESENTATIVES OF THE &$2% 2ULES OF 0ROCEDURES AND -EMBERS #ODE OF
#ONDUCT 2EGULATION .O 
 20. Ibid.
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THEY MAINTAINED OCCASIONAL CONTACT WITH WOREDA7OMENS !FFAIRS OFFICES VIA TELEPHONE
WHEN URGENT ISSUES AROSE 4HE FINDINGS INDICATE THAT THE -0S ONLY RARELY USED DIRECT
contact to address concerns raised by their constituents. This explains the responses 
OF THE CONSTITUENTS OF EITHER NOT KNOWING THE -0 REPRESENTING THEIR AREA OR HAVING NO
relationship with her. 
Establishing direct contacts with constituents can be challenging, primarily due to 
THE LARGE NUMBER OF PEOPLE REPRESENTED BY EACH -0 AND THE LIMITED RESOURCES AVAIL-
able for communicating with them given the small travel allowances and per diems. It 
IS EVIDENT HOWEVER THAT THE FEMALE -0S DID NOT VIEW THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE
women in their constituencies as a major issue of concern that should be improved. 
!S NOTED  PERCENT OF WOMEN -0S FELT THAT THEY HAD A STRONG OR FAIR RELATIONSHIP
WITH THEIR CONSTITUENTS )N ADDITION THE -0S DID NOT IDENTIFY THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH
their constituents as a problem when discussing the challenges they faced in promot-
ING WOMENS ISSUES "RINGING TO THE TABLE THE CONCERNS OF WOMEN WILL REMAIN A DREAM
AS LONG AS -0S FAIL TO GET IN TOUCH WITH THE WOMEN IN THEIR RESPECTIVE CONSTITUENCIES
to understand their concerns. The findings, thus, implicate the need to emphasize the 
importance of direct contacts with constituents and finding creative ways to strengthen 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FEMALE -0S AND WOMEN IN THEIR CONSTITUENCIES21 
COOPERATION WITH NATIONAL GENDER MACHINERY 
'ENDER MACHINERY REFERS TO GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES THAT DEAL WITH GENDER
issues.22 4HIS RESEARCH ASSESSED HOW AND WHETHER THE -INISTRY OF 7OMENS !FFAIRS THE
7OMENS !FFAIRS 3TANDING #OMMITTEE IN THE PARLIAMENT AND THE WOMENS AFFAIRS DE-
partments in different ministries have worked together on policy changes and imple-
mentation of gender equality.
The Code of Conduct gives the standing committee the authority to follow up and 
supervise governmental bodies.23 In this respect, one of the key informants explained 
THAT THE COMMITTEE CLOSELY OVERSEES AND SUPERVISES THE -INISTRY OF 7OMENS !FFAIRS
AND THE DEPARTMENTS 2EPRESENTATIVES OF THE THREE INSTITUTIONS MEET EVERY THREE
months, during which time the ministry and departments present reports to the 
standing committee. This would appear to be in conformity with the Code of 
Conduct.24 )N ADDITION THE MINISTRY ORGANIZES AN ANNUAL FORUM IN WHICH WOMEN-0S
 21. )N STUDYING THE ROLE OF CONSTITUENCY OFFICES IN #ANADA 0ETER -ACLEOD OBSERVED @0ERHAPS THE CORE
lesson that the constituency system can teach the rest of government is that rich or poor, citizens need to 
feel heard. Even when nothing else can be done, constituency staff are unanimous in their conviction that 
listening actively to a citizen as they vent, or again patiently explaining a procedure, produces its own re-
WARDS 0ETER -ACLEOD @4HE LOW ROAD TO DEMOCRATIC FREEDOM #ONSTITUENCY OFFICES PUBLIC SERVICE PROVISION
AND CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT REPORT TO THE $EMOCRATIC 2EFORM 3ECRETARIAT /TTAWA 0RIVY #OUNCIL /FFICE OF
Canada, 2005.
 22. 4HESE STRUCTURES EMERGED IN THE S WHEN WOMENS POLITICAL REPRESENTATION BECAME INSTITUTIONAL-
IZED 0AMELA 0AXTON-ELANIE -(UGHES AND *ENNIFER , 'REEN @4HE INTERNATIONAL WOMENS MOVEMENT AND
WOMENS POLITICAL REPRESENTATION n American Sociological Review,  	 n
 23. (OUSE OF 0EOPLES 2EPRESENTATIVES OF THE &$2% 2ULES OF 0ROCEDURES AND -EMBERS #ODE OF
#ONDUCT 2EGULATION .O  ART 	B	
 24. Ibid., art. 172(7).
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AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE WOMENS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENTS AND RELEVANT NONGOVERNMEN-
TAL ORGANIZATIONS .'/S	 AND 5. AGENCIES TAKE PART
2AISING AWARENESS ON GENDER EQUALITY ISSUES AS PRESCRIBED BY THE #ODE OF #ONDUCT
WAS FOUND TO BE ONE OF THE AREAS IN WHICH THE -INISTRY OF 7OMENS !FFAIRS AND THE
7OMENS !FFAIRS 3TANDING #OMMITTEE ARE WORKING TOGETHER25 In this regard, the min-
ISTER OF WOMENS AFFAIRS OFFERED TRAINING TO ALL -0S ABOUT THE ACTIVITIES OF HER MINIS-
try.26 The institutions also collaborated informally, as one of the key informants stated 
that members of the standing committee shared information with the ministry based 
on their observations from oversight visits and forwarded suggestions on how the 
MINISTRY MIGHT ADDRESS CERTAIN ISSUES 3URVEY FINDINGS ALSO SHOWED THAT  PERCENT
OF THE WOMEN -0S MADE SPECIAL EFFORTS TO CONSULT THE MINISTRY
$ESPITE COLLABORATION BETWEEN THE INSTITUTIONS PARTICIPANTS IN THE &'$ OF -0S
were unable to explain the working relationship between the standing committee and 
THE MINISTRY /NE MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE SAID THAT HAD THE HEAD OR THE DEPUTY HEAD
of the committee been present, either would have been able to better explain the con-
nection.27 Thus, not all members of the committee are aware of their responsibility to 
supervise government bodies and monitor their activities, indicating a loose relation-
SHIP BETWEEN THE -INISTRY OF 7OMENS !FFAIRS AND THE 7OMENS !FFAIRS 3TANDING
Committee.  
2EGARDING THE WORKING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE WOMENS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENTS
AND THE STANDING COMMITTEE  PERCENT OF THE WOMEN -0 SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
INDICATED THAT THEY HADMADE SPECIAL EFFORTS TO CONSULT THE DEPARTMENTS &URTHERMORE
some explained that they regularly communicated with the departments in their 
constituencies and arranged meetings to monitor their activities and discuss chal-
LENGES 3IMILARLY PARTICIPANTS IN THE -0S &'$ EXPLAINED THAT THEY HAD USED THE
DEPARTMENTS AS ONE MECHANISM FOR CHECKING ON WHETHER WOMENS ISSUES WERE BEING
addressed. 
+EY INFORMANTS STRESSED THAT THERE WAS A STRONG RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE -INISTRY
OF 7OMENS !FFAIRS AND THE WOMENS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENTS WITH CAPACITY BUILDING BEING
their major area of collaboration. As such, experts from the departments had partici-
pated in numerous trainings organized by the ministry, including a training of train-
ERS ON HARMFUL TRADITIONAL PRACTICES (40S	 AND WORKSHOPS ON GENDER ISSUES
community mobilization, and enhancing leadership skills. In addition, the ministry 
organized experience-sharing visits to four woreda administrations that exemplified 
GOOD EXPERIENCES IN COMBATING (40S 2EPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY AND ALL THE
REGIONAL STATES AND FEDERAL WOMENS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENTS TOOK PART DURING THE VISITS !
key informant indicated that when the departments organized trainings, the minis-
TRYS RESOURCE PERSONNEL SUPPORTED THEM 4HE DEPARTMENTS ASSIST THE MINISTRY IN @OF-
 25. Ibid., art. 150(1)(g).
 26. &'$ PARTICIPANT !DDIS !BABA 
 27. Ibid.
 +EY INFORMANT !DDIS !BABA *UNE 
 (AMER AND "ENATSEMAY WOREDAS IN THE 3OUTH /MO :ONE OF THE 3OUTHERN .ATIONS .ATIONALITIES
AND 0EOPLES 2EGION AS WELL AS +OFELE AND 3HASHEMENE IN THE 7EST !RSI :ONE OF /ROMIA REGION 
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fering trainings, facilitating some projects, assisting in preparing gender main streaming 
MANUALS REVIEWING POLICIES AND PRODUCING REPORTS30 
Awareness raising, particularly in regard to gender budgeting and auditing, is an-
other area in which the ministry and the departments have worked together.31 A key 
informant explained that the ministry is working on clarifying and creating awareness 
in these areas.32 )N ADDITION THE 7OMENS !FFAIRS $EPARTMENT AT THE &EDERAL #IVIL
3ERVICE !GENCY &#3!	 PUBLISHED AN ARTICLE ON GENDER AUDITING IN Merit Magazine, 
which has countrywide circulation.33 
2ESEARCH OUTCOMES INDICATE THAT THE WORK OF THE THREE STRUCTURES FOCUS PRIMARILY
on organizing meetings and engaging in activities related to capacity building and 
AWARENESS CREATION .O DATA HOWEVER HAVE BEEN FOUND TO ELUCIDATE THEIR COLLABORA-
tion in policy making and implementation. Thus, it was useful to assess the challenges 
that hinder the structures from working together in these areas. 
Lack of strong networking between the structures was identified as the major chal-
lenge to their effective collaboration. A key informant revealed that there is a lack of 
information exchange between the ministry and the standing committee arising from 
a fear of mixing roles. As a result, the two institutions work within their respective 
SPHERES IN A WAY THAT MAKES SURE ONE DOES NOT CROSS THE OTHERS BOUNDARIES )N A SIMI-
lar vein, the departments come together whenever a meeting is called by the ministry, 
but otherwise they contact each other only if one of the parties needs something from 
another.34 -OREOVER IT WAS INDICATED THAT THERE IS IRREGULAR REPORTING BY DEPARTMENTS
to the standing committee. As one of the key informants explained, not all of the de-
partments get the opportunity to present their quarterly reports to the committee due 
to the limited amount of time allocated for such meetings.
Inconsistent oversight visits by the standing committee were also highlighted as 
another challenge, with one key informant offering that she could remember only one 
VISIT FROM THE -0S )T IS UP TO THE STANDING COMMITTEE TO DEMAND REPORTS FROM THE
departments on a quarterly basis, given their responsibility to supervise and monitor 
the activities being undertaken. In this regard, the Code of Conduct states that the 
STANDING COMMITTEE MUST FOLLOW UP AND ENSURE THAT THE .ATIONAL 0OLICY ON7OMEN IS
being implemented at a national level in all governmental institutions instrumental in 
enabling women to have a say in national development policies, plans, and project 
PREPARATION AND EXECUTION ESPECIALLY CONCERNING PROJECTS THAT MIGHT AFFECT WOMENS
advantages.35
Therefore, to ensure the effective implementation of policy, it is the responsibility 
OF THE 7OMENS !FFAIRS 3TANDING #OMMITTEE TO CLEARLY KNOW ITS RESPONSIBILITIES IN
 30. +EY INFORMANT !DDIS !BABA *UNE 
 31. A gender audit is part of mainstreaming, that is, ‘analyzing mainstream public policy, including leg-
islation, regulations, allocations, taxation and social projects, from the point of view of their effect on the 
STATUS OF WOMEN IN A SOCIETY "ARBARA 3WIRSKI @7HAT IS A GENDER AUDIT $AVA #ENTER  HTTPINTERNATIONAL 
BUDGETORGWPCONTENTUPLOADS7HATISA'ENDER!UDITPDF
 32. +EY INFORMANT !DDIS !BABA *UNE 
 33. Ibid. 
 34. +EY INFORMANT !DDIS !BABA 
 35. (OUSE OF 0EOPLES 2EPRESENTATIVES OF THE &$2% 2ULES OF 0ROCEDURES AND -EMBERS #ODE OF
#ONDUCT 2EGULATION .O  ART 	
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terms of following up on activities being undertaken in agencies. In this regard, the 
Code of Conduct clearly stipulates that the standing committee must review the an-
nual plans and quarterly and other reports of the government.36 The committee is 
responsible for being satisfactorily aware of the laws, regulations, and directives as well 
as pertinent documents establishing government bodies.37
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WOMEN MPS AND WOMEN’S 
ORGANIZATIONS IN CIVIL SOCIETY
-ODERN FORMAL AND LEGAL CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS ARE A RECENT PHENOMENON IN
%THIOPIA4HE REGIME CHANGE IN  LED TO AMARKED EXPANSION OF LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL
#3/S )T IS IMPERATIVE TO MENTION THE REMARKABLE CONTRIBUTION OF #3/S PARTICULARLY
the Ethiopian Women Lawyers Association (EWLA), in advocating for women-friendly 
provisions in the revision of the family law and penal code adopted in 2000 and 2004, 
respectively. EWLA played an important role in conducting research on the discrimina-
tory elements of the legislation, actively participating in forums debating the draft law 
ORGANIZED BY THE 7OMENS !FFAIRS 3TANDING #OMMITTEE AND PROVIDING COMMENTARY 
3EVERAL OTHER WOMENS ORGANIZATIONSMADE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE REVISION OF THE
penal code to outlaw discriminatory features in line with their fields.40
In light of this past experience, in order to examine the nature and extent of the 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WOMEN -0S IN THE n PARLIAMENT AND WOMENS ORGANI-
ZATIONS INTERVIEWS WERE CONDUCTED WITH REPRESENTATIVES FROM %7,! THE .ETWORK OF
%THIOPIAN 7OMENS !SSOCIATIONS AND 9E %THIOPIA 'OJI ,IMADAWI $IRGITOCH !SWEGAJ
-AHIBIR41 )N ADDITION THE &'$ AND INTERVIEWS WITH THE-0S ASSESSED THE PARTICIPANTS
VIEWS IN REGARD TO THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WITH WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS IN CIVIL SOCIETY
4HE FINDINGS SHOW THAT BOTH WOMEN -0S AND REPRESENTATIVES FROM WOMENS ORGA-
nizations considered their relationships to be unsatisfactory. They indicated that their 
communication was mainly limited to trainings and other such capacity-building 
ACTIVITIES 4HE -0S EXPLAINED THAT THEY HAD PARTICIPATED IN A NUMBER OF TRAININGS OR-
GANIZED BY DIFFERENT #3/S BUT BOTH GROUPS STATED THAT THEIR COMMUNICATION IN TERMS
 36. Ibid., art. 155(1)(b)(c).
 37. Ibid., art. 155(1)(a).
 Ethiopia has a rich history of associational life in the form of traditional self-help systems. Idirs 
(burial societies), ekubs (rotating credit associations), and mahebers (religion-based associations) have been 
ACTIVE FOR MORE THAN A CENTURY 3EE 0ANKHURST AND (AILE -ARIAM @)DDIR IN %THIOPIA 4ODAY THERE ARE MORE
THAN THREE THOUSAND REGISTERED #3/S AND .'/S AT THE FEDERAL AND REGIONAL LEVELS $ESSALEGN 2AHMATO
!KALEWOLD "ANTIRGU AND 9OSEPH %NDESHAW @#3/S.'/S IN %THIOPIA 0ARTNERS IN DEVELOPMENT AND GOOD
GOVERNANCE REPORT PREPARED FOR THE !D (OC #3/.'/ 4ASK &ORCE !DDIS !BABA 
 3EE Berchi: The Journal of Ethiopian Women Lawyers Association, 1:3 (summer 2002).
 40. &OR EXAMPLE THE .ATIONAL #OMMITTEE ON 4RADITIONAL 0RACTICESn%THIOPIA NOW 9E %THIOPIA 'OJI
,IMADAWI $IRGITOCH !SWEGAJ -AHIBER CONTRIBUTED TOWARD OUTLAWING (40S SPECIFICALLY FEMALE GENITAL
MUTILATION 4HE %THIOPIAN 3OCIETY OF /BSTETRICIANS AND 'YNECOLOGISTS AN .'/ THAT WORKS ON ENDING PRE-
ventable deaths and disabilities from unsafe abortion, and other organizations also advocated reforms in 
THE PENAL CODE TO PROMOTE WOMENS REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND RIGHTS
 41. 4HE .ETWORK OF %THIOPIAN 7OMENS !SSOCIATIONS COORDINATES LOCAL .'/S WORKING ON GENDER AND
WOMENS ISSUES FOCUSING ON GENDER EQUALITY AND PUBLIC CAMPAIGNS TO PROMOTE ADVOCATE AND LOBBY FOR
WOMENS RIGHTS
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of policy debates was minimal.42 4HE ONLY EXAMPLE PROVIDED BY THE -0S REGARDING THE
ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES OF WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS WAS THE EFFORT BY SOME TO LOBBY FOR NEW
LEGISLATION ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT 4HE -0S INDICATED THAT THEY HAD ATTENDED MEETINGS
AND DISCUSSIONS WITH #3/S AND DEBATED WHAT CONSTITUTED SEXUAL HARASSMENT 4HEY
also revealed, however, that they were not sure what happened to the legislation, as it 
was never presented to the parliament. 
To bring about meaningful changes for women in society at large, close coordina-
TION COOPERATION AND COLLABORATION BETWEEN WOMEN-0S AND WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS
play crucial and indispensible roles.43 In particular in countries like Ethiopia, where 
resources are limited, cooperation increases the impact of both parties. In this regard, 
facilitating ways to enable women to equally compete with men in the political, eco-
nomic, and social fields as well as in government and private institutions—that is, 
ENSURING AFFIRMATIVE ACTIONIS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE 7OMENS !FFAIRS 3TANDING
Committee.44/NE OF THE SOUND WAYS OF REACHING WOMEN IS THROUGH COLLABORATING AND
SYNERGIZING WITH #3/S WORKING ON THE SAME MISSION
In underlining the importance of building and strengthening the relationship be-
TWEEN WOMEN -0S AND WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS IN %THIOPIA ONE MUST EXAMINE THE
CHALLENGES IN THE LIMITED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO SO FAR 3OME -0S FOR INSTANCE
COMPLAINED THAT #3/S DO NOT CONSULT WITH THEM WHEN THEY ORGANIZE TRAININGS OR
CAPACITYBUILDING ACTIVITIES 4HE -0S INDICATED THAT FOR TRAININGS TO BE FRUITFUL THEY
should be involved throughout the process, beginning with an assessment of gaps and 
NEEDS 4HEY SAID THAT INSTEAD THE #3/S TYPICALLY PLANNED TRAININGS INDEPENDENTLY AND
SIMPLY INVITED THEM TO ATTEND /NE OF THE -0S EXPLAINED THAT OVER THE PRECEDING FIVE
YEARS THE #3/S HAD BEEN GIVING THEM SHORTNOTICE WHEN SENDING INVITATIONS FOR MEET-
INGS AND TRAININGS 3HE FURTHER LAMENTED @3OMETIMES WE EVEN GO THERE ;MEETING
VENUE= WITHOUT KNOWING WHAT THE TRAINING IS ABOUT45 
4HE WOMEN -0S FURTHER INDICATED THAT THEY HAD HAD DISAGREEMENTS WITH SOME
#3/S OVER WHAT SHOULD BE PRIORITIZED 4HEY EXPLAINED THAT CERTAIN #3/S HAD ADVO-
cated for legislation that did not take into consideration the context or, in their view, 
THE PRIORITIES OF %THIOPIAN WOMEN /NE OF THE INTERVIEWEES ELABORATED THIS POINT
In our culture, it is not common to see husbands ask their wives for permission to sleep 
with them. That is not common. . . . A husband raped his wife? We are not there yet! 
 42. 3IMILAR FINDINGS ON THE LIMITED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FEMALE PARLIAMENTARIANS AND WOMENS ORGANI-
ZATIONS HAVE BEEN REPORTED IN OTHER COUNTRIES 3YLVIA 4AMALE When Hens Begin To Crow: Gender and 
Parliamentary Politics in Uganda "OULDER #OLORADO7ESTVIEW 0RESS 	 "AUER @(AND THAT STIRS THE POT
.ADEZHDA 3HVEDOVA @/BSTACLES TO WOMENS PARTICIPATION IN PARLIAMENT IN *ULIE "ALLINGTON AND !ZZA +ARAM
Women in Parliament: Beyond Numbers, REV ED 3TOCKHOLM )NSTITUTE FOR $EMOCRACY AND %LECTORAL
Assistance, 2012), who argue, ‘In new democracies there is less contact and cooperation between women 
POLITICIANS AND WOMENS ORGANISATIONS
 43. Tamale, When Hens Begin To Crow, for instance, argued that if formal legal equality in Uganda were 
TO BE TRANSLATED INTO SUBSTANTIVE EQUALITY THEN THIS TREND WOULD HAVE TO BE REVERSED AND WOMEN-0S WOULD
have to work more closely with women activists.
 44. (OUSE OF 0EOPLES 2EPRESENTATIVES OF THE &$2% 2ULES OF 0ROCEDURES AND -EMBERS #ODE OF
#ONDUCT 2EGULATION .O  ART  	
 45. &'$ !DDIS !BABA 
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Now, when we educate about harmful traditional practices, and when we mobilize 
the community, we are dealing with religious leaders and clan leaders. So, do these 
people themselves ask permission from their wives to sleep with them? So if you take 
this to them they will not support you. Therefore, it is better to address this later. I say 
there are many big problems that need urgent solution.46
4HE-0S ALSO EXPLAINED THAT WOMENFOCUSED #3/S TEND TO EXAGGERATE SOME PROBLEMS
&OR INSTANCE IN THE DISCUSSION THEY HAD REGARDING SEXUAL HARASSMENT THEY DID NOT
agree on the percentage of girls and women harassed. They also indicated their disap-
POINTMENT WITH SOME #3/S THAT HAD PROVIDED INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS WITH INCOR-
rect information. They stated that distrust can be a major obstacle to building effective 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH #3/S IN SUCH EVENTS47 ! PARTICIPANT IN THE &'$ OFFERED
There is lack of trust between nongovernmental organizations and us. . . . They do 
not trust us, and we also have suspicions about them because there were bad experi-
ences. . . . When you expect them to be genuinely working to promote gender issues 
and fill the gap, there were times when this was not the case. . . . When we see one 
or two of such actions, we are afraid that others also come to us with similar motives. 
So when they come, we will not be totally open. We want to look through each and 
everything. And, on their side, they ask, ‘Why are we examined like this while we 
come to help’.48 
2EPRESENTATIVES OF WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS ALSO AGREED THAT DISTRUST HAS BEEN A MAJOR
OBSTACLE /NE REPRESENTATIVE ELABORATED THAT THE 3OCIETIES AND #HARITIES 0ROCLAMATION
HAD RESULTED IN INCREASED TENSION BETWEEN #3/S AND THE GOVERNMENT 3HE FURTHER AS-
SERTED THAT THE RELATIONSHIP THAT HAD BEEN ESTABLISHED BETWEEN #3/S AND GOVERNMENT
prior to 2005, during the revision of the family and penal codes, no longer existed.
!S CLEARLY INDICATED BY RESEARCH FINDINGS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WOMEN-0S AND
WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS IN CIVIL SOCIETY NEEDS TO BE STRENGTHENED ! LEADER OF ONE
WOMENS ORGANIZATION ASSERTED h4HEIR ;WOMEN -0S= CONSTITUENCY MIGHT BE FROM THE
PLACE THEY HAVE COME FROM BUT WE ;WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS= ARE ALSO THEIR CONSTITUEN-
CIES BY CAUSE 3O IN THIS RESPECT THEY NEED TO CONSULT WITH THEIR CONSTITUENCIES )T
SHOULD BE SOMETHING PLANNED )T SHOULD NOT BE JUST A ONETIME MEETING A -ARCH 
 46. +EY INFORMANT !DDIS !BABA 
 47. $ISTRUST IS NOT UNCOMMON BETWEEN PARLIAMENTARIANS AND #3/S IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 4HE FIND-
INGS FROM A RESEARCH PROJECT INVOLVING +ENYA 4ANZANIA 5GANDA AND :AMBIA INCLUDED A NUMBER OF KEY
PARLIAMENTARIANS RAISING CONCERNS ABOUT THE ALLEGED HIDDEN AGENDAS AND CONCEALED WORKS OF #3/S AND
COMPLAINING THAT #3/S WERE PERCEIVED AS BEING TOO CLOSE TO DONORS .ICOLA *ONES AND &LETCHER 4EMBO
@0ROMOTING GOOD GOVERNANCE THROUGH CIVIL SOCIETYnLEGISLATOR LINKAGES /PPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR
POLICY ENGAGEMENT IN DEVELOPING COUNTRY CONTEXTS /VERSEAS $EVELOPMENT )NSTITUTE ,ONDON 
 &'$ PARTICIPANT KEY INFORMANT !DDIS !BABA 
 4HE 3OCIETIES AND #HARITIES 0ROCLAMATION ADOPTED IN EARLY  IS INDICATIVE OF THE DISTRUST 4HE
PROCLAMATION BARS ALL FOREIGN #3/S FROM WORKING ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND GOVERNANCE ISSUES )T DEFINES AS
hFOREIGNv ANY #3/ THAT RECEIVES MORE THAN  PERCENT OF ITS FUNDING FROM FOREIGN SOURCES 3INCE NEARLY ALL THE
EXISTING FORMAL LOCAL #3/S DEPEND FULLY OR SIGNIFICANTLY ON FUNDS FROM FOREIGN SOURCES THEY ARE EXCLUDED
FROM PROMOTING GOOD GOVERNANCE DEMOCRACY HUMAN RIGHTS AND PEACE 2AHMATO "ANTIRGU AND %NDESHAW
@#3/S.'/S IN %THIOPIA 4HIS RESEARCH HAS NOT ASSESSED THE IMPACT OF THE PROCLAMATION ON THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN WOMEN -0S AND WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS AS IT IS IN THE EARLY STAGES OF IMPLEMENTATION
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meeting, or when we get together in other meetings. It should be a planned meeting, 
AND THEY HAVE TO SAY @7E WANT TO DISCUSS THESE ISSUES50
THE WOMEN’S CAUCUS 
4HE 7OMENS #AUCUS WAS ESTABLISHED IN THE PARLIAMENT IN  WITH THE PRIMARY
objectives of gender mainstreaming, reviewing legislation and budgets from a gender 
perspective, and organizing gender trainings. At the time this research was conducted, 
ALL  FEMALE -0S FROM THE RULING PARTY AND OPPOSITION PARTIES WERE MEMBERS OF THE
CAUCUS-EMBERSHIP IN THE CAUCUS IS ALSO OPEN TO PREVIOUS WOMEN-0S AND TO ANYONE
INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING AND CONTRIBUTING TO THE CAUCUSS ACTIVITIES FINANCIALLY OR IN
kind.51  
The caucus provides its members, theoretically, a platform to promote gender 
EQUALITY ISSUES )N THIS RESPECT  PERCENT OF THE FEMALE -0 PARTICIPANTS INDICATED THAT
the creation of the caucus had brought a substantial or noticeable change to promot-
ING GENDER EQUALITY ISSUES -ANY OF THE KEY INFORMANTS EMPHASIZED THE OPERATIONAL-
ization of the caucus as a major achievement, given that it is, as one person noted, ‘A 
PRESSURE GROUP THAT CHECKS WHETHER WOMENS INTERESTS ARE ADDRESSED IN DRAFT LEGISLA-
TIONS AND WORKS TOWARDS CREATING GREATER AWARENESS ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF WOMENS
EQUALITY52 
In addition to its regular meetings, the caucus has also used events, such as 
)NTERNATIONAL 7OMENS $AY HELD ON -ARCH  TO CREATE DISCUSSION FORUMS 4HIS WAS A
PARTICULARLY SPECIAL EVENT DURING THE  CELEBRATION WHEN ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION
FORUMS AND ACTIVITIES WERE ORGANIZED BECAUSE IT COINCIDED WITH %THIOPIAS MILLENNIUM
celebrations.53 In accordance, the caucus organized a panel discussion, ‘Women farm-
ERS AND ANIMAL BREEDERS PUBLISHED AN ARTICLE @%THIOPIAN WOMEN -0S &ROM (AILE
3ELASSIES REGIME TO %02$& IN !MHARIC AND %NGLISH IN THE March 8th Magazine; and 
organized a photo exhibition.54 
Capacity building was identified as the key activity of the caucus, according to 52.6 
percent of survey respondents. This included trainings to enhance legislative and 
OVERSIGHT CAPACITIES OF WOMEN -0S 3OME  PERCENT OF THE -0S ALSO CONSIDERED
BUILDING THE CAPACITY OF WOMEN-0S AWARENESS ABOUT GENDER ISSUES TO BE VERY IMPOR-
tant. The trainings were focused on gender mainstreaming, creating legislation, over-
sight, computer operation, and the English language.55 -OREOVER THREE WOMEN -0S
obtained scholarships for post-graduate studies abroad. The impact of the trainings 
 50. +EY INFORMANT !DDIS !BABA 
 51. #AUCUS REPORT TO THE PARLIAMENT 
 52. +EY INFORMANT !DDIS !BABA 
 53. %THIOPIAS CALENDAR COMBINES THE *ULIAN CALENDAR AND THAT OF THE #OPTIC #HURCH OF !LEXANDRIA )T IS
SEVEN YEARS BEHIND THE 'REGORIAN CALENDAR UNTIL *ANUARY AND EIGHT YEARS BEHIND AFTERWARDS 4HE DATES FOR
.EW9EARS #HRISTMAS AND %ASTER ARE DIFFERENT FROM THE 'REGORIAN CALENDARS 4HUS .EW9EARS IS CELEBRATED
ON 3EPTEMBER  3EPTEMBER  IN THE 'REGORIAN CALENDAR	 AND THE %THIOPIAN MILLENNIUM WAS ON
3EPTEMBER  
 54. 7OMEN -0S CAUCUS REPORT 
 55. 4HE 4ANZANIAN 7OMEN 0ARLIAMENTARY 'ROUP HAS ALSO BEEN PROVIDING ADVICE AND TRAINING FOR
WOMEN -0S -I 9UNG 9OON @3PECIAL SEATS FOR WOMEN IN THE NATIONAL LEGISLATURE 4HE CASE OF 4ANZANIA
Africa Today,  	 n
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WAS EXPLAINED BY ONE OF THE -0 &'$ PARTICIPANTS AS FOLLOWS @7E ATTEND DIFFERENT
CAPACITYBUILDING TRAININGS THROUGH THE CAUCUS .OT ONLY THAT THE CAUCUS ALSO IS A
PLACE TO PRACTICE THE SKILLS WE HAVE LEARNED IN THESE TRAININGS &OR EXAMPLE WE MODER-
ate meetings in the caucus, which gives us opportunities to speak publicly. I would say, 
GENERALLY THE ACTIVITIES OF THE CAUCUS ARE MAKING US MORE CONFIDENT56 
Experience-sharing visits to parliaments in other countries are regarded as another 
important aspect of capacity-building endeavors. The idea of establishing the caucus 
was itself the result of an experience-sharing visit to the Canadian parliament in 2001. 
3UCH VISITS ARE NOT LIMITED TO DEVELOPED COUNTRIES BUT INCLUDE SOME TO DEVELOPING
NATIONS 3UDAN AND 3OUTH !FRICA	 AS WELL57 3INCE DEVELOPING NATIONS SHARE SIMILAR
experiences, and might be at similar stages in relation to the functioning of their par-
liaments, such visits are quite instrumental. 
The caucus also worked in raising awareness about gender equality issues in ways 
other than trainings. In particular, members worked on minimizing female genital 
MUTILATION &'-	 )N THIS REGARD ONE OF THE KEY INFORMANTS SAID @&'- WAS DECLARED
haram [forbidden] in the Afar regional state after some of the caucus members 
WORKED WITH 4IMRET A LOCAL .'/ ADDRESSING THE ISSUE 3IMILARLY THE WOMENS CAUCUS
IN 2WANDA THE &ORUM OF 2WANDAN 7OMEN 0ARLIAMENTARIANS HAS WORKED WITH 0RO
&EMMES A WOMENS #3/ TO REVOKE LAWS PREVENTING WOMEN FROM INHERITING LAND 
.OT ALL WOMEN -0S WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE SURVEY AGREED THAT THE CAUCUS MADE A
difference in promoting gender equality issues. Among them, 34.2 percent indicated 
THAT THE CAUCUS HAD NOT ACHIEVED MUCH IN THIS AREA /NE OF THE PARTICIPANTS IN THE -0
FOCUS GROUP EXPLAINED @) GO TO THE CAUCUS MEETINGS (OWEVER ) DO NOT SEE MUCH IN-
TEREST IN CONSIDERING DIFFERENT OPINIONS $UE TO THIS ) DO NOTHING OTHER THAN ATTENDING
the meeting and leaving. There are visits and such things. I have not been invited to 
VISITS !ND EVEN IF ) GO ) KNOW THAT NOTHING NEW WILL COME OF IT 
In short, the research findings show that the establishment of the caucus has of-
FERED WOMEN -0S AN ORGANIZED PLATFORM FOR DISCUSSING GENDER EQUALITY ISSUES IN
particular via the long- and short-term capacity-building trainings it offers. The cau-
cus also worked at creating awareness about gender equality activities corresponding 
TO ITS OBJECTIVES OF ORGANIZING GENDER AWARENESS TRAINING FOR -0S AND STAFF TO ADVANCE
GENDER MAINSTREAMING SUPPORTING WOMENS CAUCUS REPRESENTATIVES IN PARLIAMENTARY
COMMITTEES AND ENSURING EQUAL PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN AND MEN -0S IN DECISION
making processes. 
4HE DATA ASSEMBLED ARE LIMITED WITH REGARD TO THE CAUCUSS OTHER THREE OBJECTIVES
mainstreaming the rights of women, conducting legislative reviews, and conducting 
ANNUAL BUDGET REVIEWS THROUGH A GENDER LENS 3INCE THESE THREE ARE CRUCIAL TO SETTING
 56. &'$ PARTICIPANT !DDIS !BABA 
 57. 7OMEN -0S #AUCUS 2EPORT 
 %LIZABETH 0OWLEY @3TRENGTHENING GOVERNANCE 4HE ROLE OF WOMEN IN 2WANDAS TRANSITION ! SUM-
MARY SPEECH AT THE 5NITED .ATIONS /FFICE OF THE 3PECIAL !DVISER ON 'ENDER )SSUES AND !DVANCEMENT OF
7OMEN %XPERT 'ROUP -EETING ON @%NHANCING WOMENS PARTICIPATION IN ELECTORAL PROCESSES IN POSTCONFLICT
COUNTRIES  *ANUARY  AS QUOTED IN #AREY ,EIGH (OGG @7OMENS POLITICAL REPRESENTATION IN POST
CONFLICT 2WANDA ! POLITICS OF INCLUSION OR EXCLUSION Journal of International Women’s Studies  	
34–55.
 3URVEY PARTICIPANT !DDIS !BABA 
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up a system that supports legislation and oversight from a gender perspective, they 
should be the main focus of the caucus in trying to achieve gender equality issues.   
CONCLUSION 
Putting women in parliament does not instantly guarantee favorable policies for 
women and enforcement of gender equality. It should instead be viewed as the begin-
ning of a long process that requires a lot of struggle and hard work before tangible 
results can be realized. This is evident in the Ethiopian parliament, as the increase in 
the number of women parliamentarians has not been accompanied by visible positive 
impacts on policy outcomes and enforcement of gender equality issues. 
7OMEN -0S IN %THIOPIA STILL HAVE A LONG WAY TO GO IN BRINGING ABOUT TANGIBLE RE-
sults in promoting policy changes and advancement of gender equality. There are, 
HOWEVER NUMEROUS GOOD BEGINNINGS IN TERMS OF UNDERSTANDING WOMENS ISSUES
&EMALE -0S HAVE TAKEN IMPORTANT STEPS IN RAISING AWARENESS ABOUT WOMENS ISSUES
DEMANDING EXPLANATIONS WHEN WOMENS ISSUES ARE IGNORED AND MAINSTREAMING GEN-
der in the development works of the executive branch. Their determination to raise 
such issues in different committees and in the full parliament is to be commended, but 
their invisibility to the public is a predicament. Thus, they need to work harder to 
BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH WOMEN CONSTITUENTS WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS AND THE GENDER
MACHINERY 4HERE IS GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR THEM TO PROMOTE WOMENS ISSUES AND CON-
cerns given that they are among the few women in the country to hold positions with 
the potential to influence attitudes and policies. 
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There has been an abundance of calls for women’s involvement in peacebuilding since the adop-
tion of UN Security Council Resolution 1325 in 2000. Thirteen years later, the focus is not on 
whether women are involved but on how. Much of the literature on women and peacebuilding 
refers to women’s activities in peacebuilding processes as ‘informal’. The description of women’s 
roles as informal serves to relegate women’s involvement in the process to the background. As 
long as the aim of the activity is to achieve sustainable peace, the focus should be less on the 
distinction between formal and informal roles and more on the significance of the roles. Men and 
women are both victims and actors in armed conflict, which should make women equally active 
participants in peacebuilding processes. 
ARMED CONFLICTS’ IMPACT ON MEN AND WOMEN ARE NUMEROUS. .EVERTHELESS THE CHAL-
LENGES FACED BY WOMEN DIFFER GREATLY FROM THOSE OF THEIR MALE COUNTERPARTS /NE IM-
portant point to keep in mind is that women are not a homogenous group. The 
experiences of and impacts on women may differ greatly depending on their class, 
status, and social context. Women, particularly those in rural Africa, are especially 
vulnerable in intrastate armed conflicts today because of their status in society as 
mostly poor and uneducated. At the same time as there is a temptation to separate 
WOMENS EXPERIENCES FROM THOSE OF MEN IT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND THAT WOMENS
EXPERIENCES CANNOT BE UNDERSTOOD IN ISOLATION FROM MENS BECAUSE THEY ARE A CONSE-
QUENCE OF THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF WOMENS AND MENS ROLES AND STATUS IN SOCIETY1 
'IVEN THAT MEN AND WOMEN ARE ACTORS IN ARMED CONFLICT EXPERIENCING ITS IMPACT
in varying degrees, women deserve to participate as actively as men in the processes 
of building peace. In this regard, contributions of women should be valued for their 
SUBSTANCE AND SIGNIFICANCE TO A PEACE PROCESS OVERALL AND NOT JUDGED FOR THEIR ROLES
informality or formality. The inclusion of women in all aspects of peacebuilding, even 
IF INFORMAL WILL REMOVE THIS ARTIFICIAL DISTINCTION AND ELEVATE WOMENS CONTRIBUTIONS
 - 4URSHEN AND # 4WAGIRAMARIYA @&AVOURS TO GIVE AND CONSENTING VICTIMS 4HE SEXUAL POLITICS OF
SURVIVAL IN 2WANDA IN - Turshen and C. Twagiramariya (eds.), What Women Do in Wartime: Gender and 
Conflict in Africa ,ONDON :ED "OOKS 	 101–17.
Reconceptualizing Women’s 
Role in Peacebuilding
Onyinyechukwu Onyido
Onyinyechukwu Onyido IS A LECTURERRESEARCHER AT THE #ENTRE FOR %THNIC AND #ONFLICT 3TUDIES
5NIVERSITY OF 0ORT (ARCOURT 2IVERS 3TATE .IGERIA
!FRICA 0EACE AND #ONFLICT *OURNAL  	 n  
Ú  5NIVERSITY FOR 0EACE !FRICA 0ROGRAMME !LL RIGHTS RESERVED )33. n
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to peacebuilding rather than relegating them to the background as informal and 
therefore unimportant. 
GENDER DIMENSIONS OF ARMED CONFLICT IN AFRICA
Conflict is a gendered process. Women and men play multiple roles in conflict and 
experience the impacts of these processes both similarly and differently. It is a misno-
mer that women are only victims in armed conflict, and men are the actors. In truth, 
WOMEN AND MEN ARE BOTH ACTORS AND VICTIMS THOUGH IN DIFFERENT ASPECTS .OT ALL
women are peacemakers; some women are violent combatants. Women are quite ca-
pable of committing violence against others, as documented in some accounts of 
armed conflicts.2 
The history of independence wars and other forms of intrastate conflict provides 
EVIDENCE OF !FRICAN WOMENS INVOLVEMENT AS COMBATANTS IN !NGOLA )N  THE
0OPULAR -OVEMENT FOR THE ,IBERATION OF !NGOLA -0,!	CREATED A WOMENS WING THE
/RGANIZATION OF !NGOLAN 7OMEN 4EN YEARS LATER IN  THE .ATIONAL 5NION FOR THE
4OTAL )NDEPENDENCE OF !NGOLA 5.)4!	 CREATED THEIR WOMENS WING THE )NDEPENDENT
League for Angolan Women. The history of liberations and other forms of internal 
WARS PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF !FRICAN WOMENS ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT AS COMBATANTS IN
%RITREA +ENYA ,IBERIA -OZAMBIQUE 3OUTH !FRICA 5GANDA AND :IMBABWE IN SOME
cases even holding high-ranking positions.3 /VER THE LAST DECADE @GIRLS HAVE BEEN PART
OF FIGHTING FORCES IN  COUNTRIES AND INVOLVED IN ARMED CONFLICT IN  OF THESE COUN-
TRIES ALL OF THEM INTRASTATE CONFLICTS4
Women are involved in various armed conflicts around the world and have played 
a part in wars throughout history. It was first in World War II that their roles were 
HIGHLIGHTEDMAINLY IN RESERVE OR SUPPORT UNITS IN THE 'ERMAN AND "RITISH FORCES )N THE
CASE OF THE 3OVIET 5NION THEY PARTICIPATED DIRECTLY IN THE WAR AS MEMBERS OF ALL THE
SERVICES AND UNITS CONSTITUTING  PERCENT OF THE TOTAL ARMED FORCES5 In the war of inde-
pendence in Eritrea, women made up 25 to 30 percent of forces.6 Women were perpe-
TRATORS AS WELL AS VICTIMS TAKING PART IN THE KILLING OF CIVILIANS DURING THE 2WANDAN
GENOCIDE OF 7 $URING THE 3IERRA ,EONE 7AR n	 IT IS ESTIMATED THAT BE-
tween 10 percent and 30 percent of all fighters were women. At the initial stage of the 
5GANDAN CIVIL WAR n	 IN THE .ATIONAL 2ESISTANCE !RMY WOMEN WERE INVOLVED
 2. Ibid.
 / "ENNET * "EXLEY AND + 7ARNOCK Arms to Fight: Arms to Protect: Women Speak Out About 
Conflict ,ONDON 0ANOS 	 
 4 "OUTA Gender and Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration 4HE (AGUE .ETHERLANDS
)NSTITUTE OF )NTERNATIONAL 2ELATIONS 	 
 & +RILL @4HE PROTECTION OF WOMEN IN INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW International Review of the 
Red Cross, NO  .OVEMBERn$ECEMBER  n
 + +ARIME AND ' "ERTINUSSEN @'ENDERING HUMAN SECURITY &ROMMARGINALIZATION TO THE INTEGRATION
OF WOMEN IN PEACEBUILDING .ORWEGIAN )NSTITUTE OF )NTERNATIONAL !FFAIRS AND &AFO 0ROGRAMME FOR
)NTERNATIONAL #OOPERATION AND #ONFLICT 2ESOLUTION /SLO  20.
 !FRICAN 2IGHTS Rwanda: Death, Despair and Defiance (London, 2004), 1; E. Powley, Strengthening 
Governance: The Role of Women in Rwanda’s Transition 7ASHINGTON $# 7OMEN 7AGING 0EACE 	
12, asserts that a small minority of women took part in the killings.
 3AVE THE #HILDREN @&ORGOTTEN CASUALTIES OF WAR 'IRLS IN ARMED CONFLICT ,ONDON 
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IN FETCHING SUPPLIES FROM +AMPALA AND TAKING THEM TO ,UWERO Eventually, they got 
involved in combat and were said to even carry guns with babies on their backs.10 
Women and girls in fighting forces have had complex experiences, like men, being 
held as captives and dependents, but also being involved in the planning and execu-
tion of war.11 Women have served in great numbers in logistics and the intelligence 
services. They have provided shelter, food, and medical care and liaised between com-
BATANTS AND THEIR FAMILIES -EN AND WOMEN GET INVOLVED IN OR SUPPORT CONFLICT FOR
similar reasons, including forced recruitment, agreement with war goals, patriotism, 
religious or ideological motives, and economic necessity.12 In very few cases, women 
engage in conflict because they view the war as a means by which to bring about their 
own empowerment and changes in power relations between men and women. In 
-OZAMBIQUE WOMEN AND GIRLS WERE CONSIDERED MORE RECEPTIVE THAN MEN AND BOYS TO
army discipline and new values, and thus more obedient and easier to train.13 At the 
same time, it is important to note that recruitment into rebel movements is typically 
NOT VOLUNTARY-OST ARE CONSCRIPTED BY FORCE !CCORDING TO 3ONJA7LTE @3OME WOMEN
AND GIRLS ;IN 3IERRA ,EONE= WERE FORCED TO BECOME COMBATANTS FOR THE REBELS &ORCED
WOMEN COMBATANTS WERE REPEATEDLY RAPED BY THE REBELS "EFORE THEY WERE SENT TO FIGHT
some women and girls were given drugs. The rebels carved with razor blades the 
names of their factions into the chest of the abducted women and girls. If these 
marked women and girls were caught by pro-government or other rebels, they would 
often be killed. Yet, depending on the situation, some women tried to flee with the first 
OPPORTUNITY14
In some conflicts, women have been abducted and forced to join irregular armies 
and young girls forced into marriages with combatants.15 Women who join armies, 
whether voluntarily or forcibly, tend primarily to play three types of roles: combatant, 
supporter, and dependent.16 In northern Uganda, the top three roles girls have re-
ported taking on are porters (41 percent), food producers (22 percent), and fighters 
(12 percent).17 !CCORDING TO $YAN -AZURANA MOST WOMEN AND GIRLS JOIN ARMED
 $/TTOMOELLER @4HE POLITICS OF GENDER IN 5GANDA 3YMBOLISM IN THE POLITICS OF PRAGMATISMAfrican 
Studies Review,  	 n
 10. A. Tripp, Women and Politics in Uganda +AMPALA &OUNTAIN 0UBLISHERS 	
 11. $ -AZURANA AND + #ARLSON @&ROM COMBAT TO COMMUNITY 7OMEN AND GIRLS IN 3IERRA ,EONE
7OMEN 7AGING 0EACE 7ASHINGTON $#  
 12. " 3ORENSEN @7OMEN AND POSTCONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION )SSUES AND SOURCES /CCASIONAL 0APER NO 
4HE 7AR4ORN 3OCIETY 0ROJECT, 5. 2ESEARCH )NSTITUTE FOR 3OCIAL $EVELOPMENT 'ENEVA 
 13. + -ENKHAUS AND * 0RENDERGAST @#ONFLICT AND CRISIS IN THE GREATER (ORN OF !FRICA Current History, 
 	 n
 14. 3ONJA 7LTE @!RMED CONFLICT AND TRAFFICKING IN WOMEN $EUTSCHE 'ESELLSCHAFT FÓR 4ECHNISCHE
:USAMMENARBEIT %SCHBORN 'ERMANY  
 15. % 2EHN AND % *OHNSON3IRLEAFWomen, War and Peace: The Independent Experts’ Assessment on the 
Impact of Armed Conflict on Women and Women’s Role in Peace-building .EW 9ORK 5NITED .ATIONS
$EVELOPMENT &UND FOR 7OMEN 	
 16. 4 "OUTA ' &RERKS AND ) "ANNON Gender, Conflict and Development 7ASHINGTON $# 7ORLD
"ANK 	 
 17. 3 -C+AY AND $ -AZURANAWhere Are the Girls? Girls in Fighting Forces in Northern Uganda, Sierra 
Leone and Mozambique: Their Lives During and After the War -ONTREAL )NTERNATIONAL #ENTRE FOR (UMAN
2IGHTS AND $EMOCRATIC $EVELOPMENT 	 3.
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groups to further justice by taking up arms. They see it as a means of empowerment, 
especially for protecting themselves from further abuse of their physical and mental 
integrity by actors in the armed conflict. They may also infiltrate opposition groups 
FOR THE PURPOSES OF PASSING INFORMATION AND HIDING OR SMUGGLING WEAPONS &OR EX-
AMPLE IN 3IERRA ,EONE WOMEN SUPPORTING THE REBEL FORCES SMUGGLED WEAPONS
through checkpoints in baskets of fish, under their clothing, and via their children. 
They also infiltrated governmental and peacekeeping forces using social contacts. 
3TUDIES INDICATE THAT WOMEN GENERALLY DO NOT INITIATE WAR BUT THE WAR IN NORTHERN
Uganda is an exception. There, Alice Auma Lakwena, a traditional healer and leader of 
THE (OLY 3PIRIT -OVEMENT FROM  TO  INITIATED AN EFFORT TO OVERTHROW THE
Ugandan government.20 (ER ARMY WAS CRUSHED IN EASTERN 5GANDA WHILE EN ROUTE TO
+AMPALA IN .OVEMBER 
Although men are the primary perpetrators of violence toward women and chil-
dren, it is important to note that men are also subject to victimization and violence. 
$URING CONFLICTS MEN COMPRISE THE MAJORITY OF THE KILLED DISAPPEARED PRISONERS OF
war, and forced recruits, for the government or non-state groups. The increasing 
number of households headed by women in conflict zones is an explicit illustration of 
MENS VULNERABILITY21 -EN ALSO ENCOUNTER GENDERBASED VIOLENCE DURING ARMED CON-
flict, although this phenomenon has been framed primarily in respect to violence 
AGAINST WOMEN AND GIRLS PARTICULARLY SEXUAL VIOLENCE *UDY "ENJAMIN AND +HADIJA
&ANCY DEFINE GENDERBASED VIOLENCE AS @VIOLENCE TARGETED TO A PERSON BECAUSE OF THEIR
gender, or that affects them because of their special roles or responsibilities in the 
SOCIETY22 'ENDERBASED VIOLENCE ISSUES FACED BY MEN IN ARMED CONFLICT INCLUDE SEX
selective massacres, forced conscription, sexual violence, and mutilation. In certain 
contexts, non-combatant men can be singled out for mass execution, as happened in 
2WANDA AND 9UGOSLAVIA AT THE SAME TIME AS LARGESCALE SEXUAL AND OTHER ABUSE AND
violence is inflicted on women.23 
The singling out of men for execution has now been documented in dozens of 
ONGOING CONFLICTS WORLDWIDE )N 2WANDA PERPETRATORS OF THE GENOCIDE TOOK DIAPERS
off infants to determine gender, and if they were boys, they were killed.24 This was a 
result of an injunction given at the start of the genocide not to repeat the mistake of 
THE  REVOLUTION WHEN MALE CHILDREN HAD BEEN SPARED ONLY TO GROW UP AND JOIN
 Ibid., 3.
 " -ANSARAY @7OMEN AGAINST WEAPONS ! LEADERS ROLE FOR WOMEN IN DISARMAMENT AS CITED IN
5NITED .ATIONSWomen, Peace and Security: Study Submitted by the Secretary-General Pursuant to Resolution 
1325 .EW 9ORK 	 
 20. )SISn7)##% @7OMENS EXPERIENCES OF ARMED CONFLICT IN 5GANDA 'ULU $ISTRICT n PART 
+AMPALA  
 21. ! %L*ACK @'ENDER PERSPECTIVES ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SMALL AND LIGHT WEAPONS IN THE 3UDAN IN 6
&ARR AND + 'EBRE7OLD EDS	 @'ENDER PERSPECTIVES ON SMALL ARMS AND LIGHT WEAPONS 2EGIONAL AND INTER-
NATIONAL CONCERNS "RIEF  "ONN )NTERNATIONAL #ENTRE FOR #ONVERSION  
 22. * "ENJAMIN AND +HADIJA &ANCY @4HE GENDER DIMENSIONS OF INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT 7OMENS
#OMMISSION ON 2EFUGEE 7OMEN AND #HILDREN .EW 9ORK  
 23. 2 #ARPENTER @h7OMEN AND CHILDREN FIRSTv 'ENDER NORMS AND HUMANITARIAN EVACUATION IN THE
"ALKANS n International Organisation,  	 n
 24. !FRICAN 2IGHTS Rwanda: Not So Innocent: When Women Became Killers ,ONDON !FRICAN 2IGHTS
	 
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rebel groups as fighters.25 -EN AND BOYS ARE ALSO RAPED DURING CONFLICT AND MEN BE-
come targets of sexual abuse, torture, and mutilation in attacks to destroy their sense 
OF MASCULINITY OR MANHOOD &OR EXAMPLE CASES OF MALE RAPE WERE REPORTED IN THE WAR
IN 3IERRA ,EONE26
Another common form of war-related sexual violence involves forcing men to 
sexually assault a family member or to watch as a female family member is raped by 
members of armed groups. In wartime contexts, fathers have been forced to rape their 
DAUGHTERS BROTHERS TO RAPE THEIR SISTERS OR SONS TO RAPE THEIR MOTHERS $ESPITE THE
prevalence of men and boys being exposed to wartime sexual violence, as well as other 
forms of violence, these kinds of actions are not generally analysed or discussed at 
length. This is a gap that peace scholars should, however, delve into.
In many ways, whether as combatants or civilians, women share many of the dif-
ficulties as men in war. They are targeted with the same weapons and suffer disloca-
tion, the loss of shelter, and shortages of medical and food supplies. It is indisputable 
that women are victims of unbelievably horrific activities and injustices in conflict 
situations, and there is abundant evidence in the literature that women and children 
constitute the majority of fleeing populations.27 !CCORDING TO THE 7OMENS 2EFUGEE
Commission, women constitute the overwhelming majority of people displaced by 
ARMED CONFLICT /F THE MORE THAN  MILLION PEOPLE DISPLACED IN ARMED CONFLICT WORLD-
wide, four out of five are women, children, or youths.
Women are also the most affected by sexual violence, with rape and other forms of 
sexual violence reaching epidemic proportions in armed conflicts. The Liu Institute 
claims without any systematic data that while men may be more likely to be killed than 
women, women are far more vulnerable to sexual violence. 2APE AND SEXUAL ABUSE ARE
used as a part of strategies to undermine the community under threat, especially in 
ETHNIC CONFLICTS AIMED AT DESTROYING THE OTHER ETHNIC GROUPS CULTURE AND IDENTITY BE-
cause women have central roles to play in cultural and family structures.30 As Carolyn 
.ORDSTROM STATES @2APE AS WITH ALL TERROR WARFARE IS NOT EXCLUSIVELY AN ATTACK ON THE
BODYIT IS AN ATTACK ON THE @@BODY POLITICv31 In armed conflict, women and girls are 
targeted as a unique strategy, since women have a central role to play in culture and 
family structures. The sexual violation of women in armed conflict is also a means for 
assailants to symbolically and physically debase the men of a community under attack. 
The gender dimensions of armed conflict became particularly magnified with the 
changed nature of warfare in the post–cold war period. Two features of most intra-
state wars are their intense brutality and dismissal of conventional rules of war. This 
 25. !FRICAN 2IGHTS Rwanda: Death, Despair and Defiance REV EDN ,ONDON 	 
 26. (UMAN 2IGHTS 7ATCH @7ELL KILL YOU IF YOU CRY 3EXUAL VIOLENCE IN THE 3IERRA ,EONE CONFLICT .EW
York, 2003, 42.
 27. 2 #OHEN Refugee and Internally Displaced Women: A Development Perspective 7ASHINGTON $#
"ROOKINGS )NSTITUTION 	 
 7OMENS 2EFUGEE #OMMISSION @7AYS TO GIVE  HTTPWOMENSREFUGEECOMMISSIONORGDONATE
 Liu Institute, Human Security Report, 2005 6ANCOUVER 5NIVERSITY OF "RITISH #OLUMBIA 	 
 30. 2 3IEFERT @-ASS RAPES IN "OSNIA(ERZEGOVINA AND ELSEWHERE ! PATTERN OF CULTURAL DESTRUCTION IN
War against Women-the Impact of Violence on Gender Relations, 2EPORT OF THE TH !NNUAL #ONFERENCE "ERN
3WISS 0EACE &OUNDATION 	
 31. # .ORDSTROM @7OMEN AND WAR /BSERVATIONS FROM THE FIELD Minerva: Quarterly Report on Women 
and the Military  	 
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is mainly because, the entire society is the arena of conflict, and distinctions between 
combatants and non-combatants are blurred.32 In traditional wars between nations, 
warring parties were obliged to follow certain international laws intended to minimize 
direct harm to non-combatants, especially women and children.33 This is not the case 
IN INTRASTATE WARS &OR EXAMPLE IN THE $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLIC OF #ONGO THERE WERE 
MILLION WAR DEATHS BETWEEN  AND  YET ONLY  OF THOSE KILLED WERE IN
ACTUAL BATTLE )N !NGOLA BETWEEN  AND  THERE WAS AN ESTIMATED  MILLION
war deaths, of which some 160,500 were battle-related.34 )N 2WANDA AN ESTIMATED
 PEOPLE WERE KILLED IN THE  GENOCIDE WITHIN A PERIOD OF  DAYS35 
The recruitment of cheap fighters, which resulted in the recruitment of child sol-
diers, forced and voluntary, is a feature of the type of war described above. In sub-
3AHARAN !FRICA IN PARTICULAR STATE COLLAPSE AND REBEL INSURGENCIES HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO
the rising number of child soldiers.36 According to War Child,, there are an estimated 
250,000 children, both boys and girls involved in armed conflict worldwide.37 The 
preference for child soldiers is often based on the assumption that children are easier 
to control and therefore follow orders more readily, are easily indoctrinated to feel no 
fear or guilt for their actions, and are easily brainwashed into thinking only about the 
battle ahead. 
All of this introduced another degree of complexity to conflict and the resolution 
PROCESS !S THE NATURE OF WARFARE CHANGED THE 5. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL RECOGNIZED THAT
international peace and security were advanced when women contributed to peace-
BUILDING 4HE IMPORTANCE OF THE NEED FOR WOMENS INVOLVEMENT IN THE PEACEBUILDING
process arises from their experiences of armed conflict as victims and actors. The in-
TEREST IN WOMENS INVOLVEMENT IN PEACEBUILDING IS NOT BECAUSE MENS CONTRIBUTION TO
PEACE IS NOT SIGNIFICANT 2ATHER IT IS BECAUSE WOMENS CONTRIBUTIONS TO PEACEBUILDING
are usually ad hoc and rarely part of formal peace processes. Thus, their experiences 
ARE NOT ACKNOWLEDGED 3HEDDING LIGHT ON THE PEACEBUILDING CONTRIBUTIONS OF WOMEN
might begin to address this gap.
WOMEN AND PEACEBUILDING
Wars and internal conflicts do not end simply with the signing of peace agreements. 
To avoid a resurgence of violence, it is necessary to develop and support measures for 
strengthening the governance, security, justice, and socioeconomic capacities of a 
state. There is no strong agreement on the definition of peacebuilding, let alone the 
best practices for achieving it. The term peacebuilding entered the peace and security 
 32. ! 2OBERTS @(UMANITARIAN INTERVENTION PAPER PRESENTED AT THE SYMPOSIUM #IVILIANS IN 7AR 
9EARS !FTER THE (AGUE 0EACE #ONFERENCE .EW 9ORK .
 33. ! $E 7AAL @#ONTEMPORARY WARFARE IN !FRICA #HANGING CONTEXT CHANGING STRATEGIES’, IDS Bulletin, 
 	 n
 34. " ,ACINA AND 0 'LEDITSCH @-ONITORING TRENDS IN GLOBAL COMBAT ! NEW DATA SET OF BATTLE DEATH 
European Journal of Population, 21:213 (2005), 145–66.
 35. ' 0RUNIER The Rwandan Crisis: History of a Genocide ,ONDON 4HURST AND #O 	
 36. , -JOSET AND 3 6AN (OLDE EDS	 INTRODUCTION IN The Comparative Study of Conscription in the 
Armed Forces (Amsterdam, JAI, 2002), 237–54.
 37. 7AR #HILD @#HILD SOLDIERS HTTPWWWWARCHILDORGUKISSUESCHILDSOLDIERS
 'RACA -ACHEL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 5.)#%& 
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LEXICON IN  WHEN 5. 3ECRETARY'ENERAL "OUTROS "OUTROS'HALI DEFINED IT IN @!N
AGENDA FOR PEACE AS @POSTCONFLICT ACTION TO IDENTIFY AND SUPPORT STRUCTURES THAT TEND
TO STRENGTHEN AND SOLIDIFY PEACE TO AVOID A RELAPSE INTO CONFLICT According to the 
 "RAHIMI 2EPORT PEACEBUILDING IS DEFINED AS @ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN ON THE FAR SIDE
of conflict to reassemble the foundations of peace and provide tools for building on 
THOSE FOUNDATIONS SOMETHING THAT IS MORE THAN JUST THE ABSENCE OF WAR40 In 2001, the 
PRESIDENT OF THE 5. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL DEFINED PEACEBUILDING AS @A MEANS OF PREVENTING
the outbreak, recurrence or continuation of armed conflict and therefore encom-
passes a wide range of political, developmental, humanitarian and human rights 
MECHANISMS41 The aim of peacebuilding is to foster the social, economic, and politi-
cal institutions and attitudes that will prevent conflicts from resurfacing.
3CHOLARS BELIEVE THAT THE IMAGE OF PEACEBUILDING IS TARNISHED PARTLY BECAUSE OF THE
CONFUSION SURROUNDING THE CONCEPT ITSELF 4HE  @3UPPLEMENT TO !N AGENDA FOR
PEACE FOR EXAMPLE NOTED THE LINKAGES BETWEEN CONFLICT PREVENTION AND PEACEBUILDING
@$EMILITARIZATION THE CONTROL OF SMALL ARMS INSTITUTIONAL REFORM IMPROVED POLICE
and judicial systems, the monitoring of human rights, electoral reform and social and 
economic development can be as valuable in preventing conflict as in healing the 
WOUNDS AFTER CONFLICT HAS OCCURRED42 In other words, peacebuilding is a pre-conflict 
as well as a post-conflict process. 
Traditionally peacebuilding concerns a wide range of activities and functions as-
sociated with political, social, and economic reconstruction in war-torn societies, 
most of them designed to help recover relationships. They include technical assistance 
for democratic development (such as electoral reform); humanitarian aid and devel-
opment assistance; application of the rule of law; economic reconstruction and re-
form; protection of human rights; security sector reform; justice sector reforms; 
DISARMAMENT DEMOBILIZATION AND REINTEGRATION $$2	 OF EXCOMBATANTS CONSTITU-
tional reform; and rehabilitation, reconstruction, and reconciliation.
(OW MANY WOMEN ARE INVOLVED AND TO WHAT DEGREE ARE THEY INVOLVED IN THE ABOVE
LISTED ACTIVITIES )N MOST !FRICAN COUNTRIES SERIOUS BARRIERS EXIST THAT PREVENT WOMEN
from taking full advantage of new opportunities for political participation following 
CONFLICT &OR EXAMPLE WOMEN LOBBIED FOR ELECTORAL QUOTAS IN "URUNDI 3IERRA ,EONE
3OUTH 3UDAN AND 3UDAN AS PART OF POSTCONFLICT REFORMS43 In northern and southern 
3UDAN AND "URUNDI THE USE OF QUOTAS WAS ACCEPTED )N 3IERRA ,EONE HOWEVER THE
political parties blocked their adoption.44$ESPITE THE SUCCESSES IN "URUNDI AND 3UDAN
women expressed disappointment that the quotas were not resulting in more gender-
 5NITED .ATIONS @!N AGENDA FOR PEACE 0REVENTIVE DIPLOMACY PEACEMAKING AND PEACEKEEPING REPORT
OF THE SECRETARYGENERAL DOC ! 
 40. @2EPORT OF THE PANEL ON 5NITED .ATIONS PEACE OPERATIONS  HTTPWWWUNORGPEACEREPORTS
peace_operations.
 41. 3TATEMENT BY THE 0RESIDENT OF THE 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 30234  &EBRUARY  !T THE TIME
THE 3ECURITY #OUNCIL WAS PRESIDED OVER BY 4UNISIA REPRESENTED BY 3AID "EN -USTAPHA AND (ABIB "EN
Yahia.
 42. @3UPPLEMENT TO !N AGENDA FOR PEACE 0OSITION PAPER OF THE SECRETARYGENERAL ON THE OCCASION OF THE
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE 5NITED .ATIONS DOC !3 PARA  
 43. # #ASTILLEJO @"UILDING A STATE THAT WORKS FOR WOMEN )NTEGRATING GENDER INTO POSTCONFLICT STATE
BUILDING &2)$% -ADRID  
 44. Ibid., 5.
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sensitive policies.45 In most African countries, there are often deep-seated structural 
barriers related to economic, social, and cultural legacies. In most African countries, 
these derive primarily from customary institutions, which are typically involved in 
FORMAL POLITICS AND VIEW WOMENS POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AS A THREAT TO THE TRADITIONAL
patriarchal order. 
The overall aim of peacebuilding is to transform conflicts constructively and to 
CREATE A SUSTAINABLE PEACE 3USTAINABLE PEACE IS A CONCEPT THAT HAS BEEN USED IN THE
CONTEXT OF PEACEBUILDING 4HE 5. 0EACEBUILDING #OMMISSION 0"#	 WAS CREATED IN
2006 to help post-conflict countries move from a post-conflict environment toward 
an environment of a sustainable peace. There is no overall, widely accepted definition 
of sustainable peace, and the concept remains under-theorized, although the term is 
INCREASINGLY EVOKED IN POLICY AND ACADEMIC TEXTS &ORMER 5. SECRETARYGENERAL +OFI
Annan indicated the dimensions integrated in the international agenda under the 
concept of sustainable peace: ‘With the end of the Cold War, a new understanding of 
the concept of peace and security has emerged. A broader focus on the nature of sus-
tainable peace and its building-blocks, such as social and economic development, 
good governance and democratization, the rule of law and respect for human rights, 
IS SUPPLEMENTING THE TRADITIONAL CONCEPT OF COLLECTIVE SECURITY46
,UC 2EYCHLER DEFINES SUSTAINABLE PEACE AS @A SITUATION CHARACTERISED BY THE ABSENCE
of physical violence; the elimination of unacceptable political, economic and cultural 
forms of discrimination; a high level of internal and external legitimacy or support; 
self-sustainability; and a propensity to enhance the constructive transformation of 
CONFLICT47 (ENNING (AUGERUDBRATEEN DEFINES IT AS @STABLE SOCIAL EQUILIBRIUM IN WHICH
THE SURFACING OF NEW DISPUTES DOES NOT ESCALATE INTO VIOLENCE AND WAR What these 
definitions share is the notion that a society will not escalate into violence in the fu-
ture, meaning that there is not only peace in the present, but also peace in the future. 
3USTAINABLE PEACE IS CHARACTERIZED BY THE ABSENCE OF PHYSICAL AND STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE
the elimination of discrimination, and self-sustainability. It is the path to sustainable 
development. 
Yet when it comes to the process, there is a lot of discrimination and structural 
VIOLENCE 3TRUCTURAL VIOLENCE IS USED HERE IN THE SENSE THAT THE PATRIARCHAL STRUCTURES
THAT ARE DOMINANT IN MOST !FRICAN SOCIETIES ARE INDEED IN PLACE AND HAMPER WOMENS
involvement in the peacebuilding process. The equal participation of women and men 
in public and political life was one of the bases of the Convention on the Elimination 
OF !LL &ORMS OF $ISCRIMINATION !GAINST 7OMEN #%$!7	 WHICH WAS ADOPTED BY THE
5. 'ENERAL !SSEMBLY IN  AND GAINED LEVERAGE IN  )TS PREAMBLE ASSERTS @THAT
the full and complete development of a country, the welfare of the world and the cause 
of peace require the maximum participation of women on equal terms with men on 
 45. Ibid.
 46. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL AND 'ENERAL !SSEMBLY @2EPORT OF THE SECRETARYGENERAL ON THE WORK OF THE ORGA-
NIZATION 0REVENTION OF ARMED CONFLICT DOC ! .EW 9ORK *UNE 
 47. , 2EYCHLER @&ROM CONFLICT TO SUSTAINABLE PEACEBUILDING #ONCEPTS AND ANALYTICAL TOOLS IN ,
2EYCHLER AND 4 0AFFENHOLZ EDS	 Peacebuilding: A Field Guide "OULDER #OLORADO ,YNNE 2IENNER 0UBLISH
ers, 2001), 12.
 ( (AUGERUDBRATEEN @0EACEBUILDING 3IX DIMENSIONS AND TWO CONCEPTSAfrican Security Review, 7:6 
	 n
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ALL FIELDS 4ODAY  COUNTRIES ARE PARTIES TO #%$!7 AND ARE THEREFORE REQUIRED TO
TAKE APPROPRIATE MEASURES TO PROMOTE WOMENS PARTICIPATION IN DECISION MAKING
4HE CALL FOR THE INCLUSION OF WOMEN IN PEACEBUILDING WAS REFLECTED IN THE 
"EIJING $ECLARATION AND ITS 0LATFORM FOR !CTION STEMMING FROM THE &OURTH 7ORLD
Conference for Women (Women and Armed Conflict), and was made official through 
5. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION  ON WOMEN PEACE AND SECURITY RECOGNIZING THE
inclusion of women and gender issues in the structures of peacebuilding in post-
CONFLICT SITUATIONS7ITH THE PASSAGE OF THE RESOLUTION ON  /CTOBER  ALL 3ECURITY
#OUNCIL AND 'ENERAL !SSEMBLY MEMBER STATES AGREED THAT GENDER PERSPECTIVES MUST
be mainstreamed in all peace and security issues at all levels in a post-conflict society. 
The resolution marked the first time the council had addressed the disproportionate 
and unique impact of armed conflict on women and recognized the undervalued and 
underutilized contributions women make to conflict prevention, peacekeeping, con-
FLICT RESOLUTION AND PEACEBUILDING )T ALSO STRESSED THE IMPORTANCE OF WOMENS EQUAL
and full participation as active agents in peace and security and asserted that since 
women are affected by armed conflict, they should also be involved in peace processes 
both before and after conflict peacebuilding. 
4HE 3ECURITY #OUNCIL MARKS THE ANNIVERSARY OF 2ESOLUTION  ANNUALLY REAFFIRM-
ing its ongoing commitment and highlighting progress made. What makes this resolu-
tion distinct from previous advances is that it provides the first legal and political 
international framework recognizing the role of women in armed conflict and peace-
building. The resolution goes beyond the historical image of women as solely victims 
OF WAR AND ACKNOWLEDGES WOMENS ROLE AS PARTICIPATING PEACEMAKERS AND PEACEBUILD-
ERS !NOTHER GROUNDBREAKING ASPECT OF 2ESOLUTION  IS THAT IT CALLS ON ALL ACTORS
INVOLVED IN PEACE PROCESSES TO ADOPT MECHANISMS SUPPORTING LOCAL WOMENS PEACE
INITIATIVES 3O FAR FORTYTWO COUNTRIES HAVE DEVELOPED NATIONAL ACTION PLANS FOR PUTTING
2ESOLUTION  INTO PRACTICE
In most states affected by armed conflict, there is still a long way to go before 
women are fully integrated in peace and post-conflict political processes. Approaching 
THE THIRTEENTH ANNIVERSARY OF 2ESOLUTION  IN /CTOBER  MAJOR GAPS REMAIN IN
IMPLEMENTATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY 4HE 3ECURITY #OUNCIL ADOPTED A FOLLOWUP RESOLU-
TION IN /CTOBER  2ESOLUTION  ON WOMEN AND GIRLS IN POSTCONFLICT SITUATIONS
CALLING FOR RENEWED ATTENTION TO WOMENS ROLE IN PEACEBUILDING AND POSTCONFLICT RE-
construction. It further underlined the need for states to take measures to improve 
AND ENHANCE WOMENS PARTICIPATION IN POSTCONFLICT DECISION MAKING
7HILE 2ESOLUTION  IS RECOGNIZED AS A HISTORIC AND UNPRECEDENTED DOCUMENT IT
does not exist in a vacuum. As indicated in the introductory article to this volume by 
&UNMI /LONISAKIN AND #HERYL (ENDRICKS A NUMBER OF CONVENTIONS STATEMENTS AND
reports preceded it, and therefore, form its foundation and an integral part of the 
 /UT OF THE FORTYTWO COUNTRIES WITH NATIONAL ACTION PLANS ELEVEN ARE !FRICAN !USTRIA !USTRALIA
"ELGIUM "OSNIA AND (ERZEGOVINA "URUNDI #ANADA #HILE #¯TE D)VOIRE #ROATIA $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLIC OF
#ONGO $ENMARK %STONIA &INLAND FORMER 9UGOSLAV 2EPUBLIC OF -ACEDONIA &RANCE 'EORGIA 'ERMANY
'HANA'UINEA'UINEA"ISSAU )CELAND )RELAND )TALY+YRGYZSTAN ,IBERIA ,ITHUANIA.EPAL THE.ETHERLANDS
.ORWAY THE 0HILIPPINES 0ORTUGAL 2WANDA 3ENEGAL 3ERBIA 3IERRA ,EONE 3LOVENIA 3PAIN 3WEDEN
3WITZERLAND 5GANDA THE 5NITED +INGDOM AND THE 5NITED 3TATES 3EE 0EACE7OMEN @,IST OF NATIONAL ACTION
PLANS HTTPWWWPEACEWOMENORGNAPSLISTOFNAPS
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WOMEN PEACE AND SECURITY POLICY FRAMEWORK &OR INSTANCE AFTER THE &OURTH 5.
7ORLD #ONFERENCE ON 7OMEN IN  THE "EIJING $ECLARATION AND 0LATFORM FOR
Action became the consensus documents that governments negotiated and agreed 
upon. The Platform for Action has an entire chapter on women and armed conflict, 
recognizing that ‘while entire communities suffer the consequences of armed conflict 
and terrorism, women and girls are particularly affected because of their status in 
SOCIETY AND THEIR SEX50 It identifies women and armed conflict as one of the twelve 
critical areas of concern to be addressed by member states, the international commu-
nity, and civil society. In addition, there is the Protocol to the African Charter on 
(UMAN AND 0EOPLES 2IGHTS ON THE 2IGHTS OF 7OMEN IN !FRICA WHICH SPECIFICALLY AD-
dresses African women and provides for their participation in all aspects of planning, 
formulation, and implementation of post-conflict reconstruction and rehabilitation. 
4HUS LEGAL INSTRUMENTS ARE IN PLACE TO PROMOTE WOMENS PARTICIPATION IN PEACE-
building, but a range of cultural (patriarchal) justifications persist for the exclusion of 
gendered concerns in peacebuilding approaches, which are not addressed by these 
instruments. Approaches concerned with women in international development typi-
cally focus solely on women, ignoring the cultural relationships that exist between 
MEN AND WOMEN AND THE CORRESPONDING EFFECT THEY HAVE ON WOMENS SOCIAL POLITICAL
and economic development. In many countries, the difficulty of the patriarchal social 
STRUCTURE STILL LARGELY DOMINATES WOMENS POSITION AND INVOLVEMENT
/NE OF TODAYS GREATEST DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES IS TURNING POLICY INTO PRACTICE 4HIS
IS ESPECIALLY THE CASE IN THE REALM OF WOMENS RIGHTS AND GENDER EQUALITY WHERE THE
commitments made at the international and national levels remain far from the day-
TODAY REALITIES OF WOMENS LIVES51 4HEREFORE CONTRARY TO 2ESOLUTION  !FRICAN
women, even if they possess a wealth of experience and insight, too often fail to ar-
TICULATE BEYOND THE COMMUNAL LEVEL BARRING A FEW CASES LIKE "URUNDI AND THE $2# IN
RECENT YEARS WHERE A FEW WOMEN PARTICIPATED ALTHOUGH MINIMALLY &OR EXAMPLE
"URUNDIAN WOMENS PARTICIPATION IN THE !RUSHA !CCORDS WAS MOSTLY ON AN OBSERVER
status. The number of women signatories to the agreement was zero. The same held 
for women mediators. Women constituted 2 percent of negotiating team members—
IN A COUNTRY WHERE WOMEN MAKE UP  PERCENT OF THE POPULATION52
Peacebuilding is about transformation, therefore, arguably, patriarchy needs to be 
@TRANSFORMEDINTO TRUEBROTHERHOODTHAT IS CAPABLEOF RECOGNISINGWOMENS SISTERHOOD53 
0ATRIARCHY HAS CONTRIBUTED IN NO SMALL WAY TO RELEGATING WOMENS ROLE IN PEACEBUILD-
ING TO THAT OF @INFORMALITY 0ATRIARCHY IS BASED ON THE SOCIOCULTURAL BELIEF THAT DECIDES
THE PERCEPTIONS OF MEN AND WOMENS RIGHTS FROM CHILDHOOD 4HE SOCIOCULTURAL PRAC-
tice of patriarchy determines the masculine superordination versus the feminine 
subordination dichotomy, which creates obstacles for female advancement in the de-
 50. "EIJING 0LATFORM FOR !CTION  HTTPWWWUNORGWOMENWATCHDAWBEIJINGPLATFORM
 51. + 6ALASEK @3ECURING EQUALITY ENGENDERING PEACE ! GUIDE TO POLICY AND PLANNING ON WOMEN PEACE
AND SECURITY 5.3#2 	 5. )NTERNATIONAL 2ESEARCH AND 4RAINING )NSTITUTE FOR THE !DVANCEMENT OF
7OMEN 3ANTO $OMINGO 
 52. 5.)&%- @7OMENS PARTICIPATION IN PEACE NEGOTIATIONS #ONNECTIONS BETWEEN PRESENCE AND INFLU-
ENCE  5NITED .ATIONS @"URUNDI AND WOMENS POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 4HE ROLE OF /.5" WWWUNORG
AFRICAOSAAREPORTS"URUNDI
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cision making and politics that surround women in all spheres of life in Africa and 
other parts of the world.
Patriarchy as a concept was originally used to describe the power of the father as the 
HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD BUT THIS CHANGED WHEN POST FEMINISM REDEFINED IT AS THE
systematic organization of male supremacy and female subordination.54 This system of 
male authority oppresses women through its social, political, and economic institutions 
because throughout history, patriarchy has enjoyed the social support of religion, politi-
CAL SYSTEMS AND CULTURES &OR EXAMPLE THE $2# GOVERNMENT AS WELL AS OTHER WARRING
parties in previous peace negotiations, strongly opposed the inclusion of women in for-
mal peace negotiations.55 &OR THEM WAR AND PEACE ARE EXCLUSIVELY THE BUSINESS OF MEN56 
Another barrier is the lack of financial and material resources that would allow women 
TO PARTICIPATE IN PEACE PROCESSES AND IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROCESSES $ESPITE
these obstacles, evidence shows that women are nonetheless involved in the peacebuild-
ing process, but their efforts are at most times limited to the informal sphere.
WOMEN’S CONTRIBUTION TO PEACEBUILDING:  
SIGNIFICANT, EVEN IF INFORMAL 
$ -AZURANA AND 3 -CKAY EXAMINED GENDER AND MEANINGS OF PEACEBUILDING AT THE
5. .'/ AND GRASSROOTS LEVELS AND CONCLUDED THAT WOMENS PEACEBUILDING IS CULTUR-
ally and contextually based and usually informal.57 !  REPORT BY 5. SECRETARY
general Annan acknowledges that ‘the contributions women can and do make to 
PEACEBUILDING THROUGH INFORMAL PROCESSES IS INCREASING THEREBY ACKNOWLEDGING INFOR-
mal peacebuilding.
It is important to give the word informal meaning. It can be interpreted as unoffi-
cial; not according to the prescribed, official way or manner; irregular; not in accord 
with prescribed regulations or form; or not officially recognized. The activities that 
constitute informal peacebuilding processes include peace marches and protests; 
prayer sessions; intergroup dialogue; cross-community development projects; finan-
cial assistance to internally displaced persons; soup kitchens; trauma healing; and 
drama sketches. 4HE LIST CANNOT BE EXHAUSTED !CCORDING TO !LEX -BAYO @;4=HE
above named strategies are confined to the marginalised feminine realm that is with-
OUT A STRONG POLITICAL STRATEGY60 
 54. * 3TACEY @5NTANGLING FEMINIST THEORY IN $ 2ICHARDSON AND6 2OBINSON EDS	 Introducing Women’s 
Studies: Feminist Theory and Practice ,ONDON -ACMILLAN 	 
 55. $ -POUMOU @7OMENS PARTICIPATION IN PEACE NEGOTIATIONS DISCOURSE IN THE $2# WWWIDEAINT
AFRICAUPLOADWOMEN?DRCPDF
 56. Ibid.
 57. $ -AZURANA AND 3 -CKAYWomen and Peacebuilding -ONTREAL )NTERNATIONAL #ENTRE FOR (UMAN
2IGHTS AND $EMOCRATIC $EVELOPMENT 	
 5NITED .ATIONSWomen, Peace and Security.
 2 3TRICKLAND AND . $UVVURY @'ENDER EQUITY AND PEACEBUILDING &ROM RHETORIC TO REALITY &INDING
THE WAY )NTERNATIONAL #ENTER FOR 2ESEARCH ON 7OMEN 7ASHINGTON $# 
 60. ! -BAYO @4HE CONSEQUENCES OF WOMENS MARGINALIZATION AND EXCLUSION FROM PEACE PROCESSES AND
SUSTAINABLE PEACEBUILDING IN !FRICA !N EXAMINATION OF THE 3IERRA ,EONE CASE Journal of International 
Development and Cooperation,  	 
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4HE ABOVE PROCESSES WHICH @ARE WITHOUT STRONG POLITICAL STRATEGY HAVE YIELDED RE-
SULTS &OR EXAMPLE IN ,IBERIA IT WAS MOTHERS WHO GOT TOGETHER AND WENT TO THE BUSH
TO PERSUADE THE YOUNG CHILD SOLDIERS TO LAY DOWN THEIR ARMS $URING THE NEGOTIATION
OF THE "URUNDI PEACE ACCORD A GROUP OF WOMEN WENT TO SEE 3OUTH !FRICAN PRESIDENT
.ELSON -ANDELA SERVING AS CHIEF MEDIATOR FOR THE PEACE TALKS AND TOLD HIM SOME OF
the things they would like to see in the accord. 
)N ANOTHER INSTANCE THE ,IBERIAN 7OMENS )NITIATIVE ,7)	 FORMED TO UNITE
Liberian women for peace across ethnic and class lines. It ultimately consisted of 
women from all walks of life, but had started as an organization of elite women. 
!MONG THE ,7)S CONTRIBUTIONS TO PEACEBUILDING WAS SENDING FRIENDLY LETTERS TO INDI-
vidual warlords asking them to put aside their differences and work together for peace. 
They dispatched a follow-up letter requesting an audience with the warlords and per-
sistently pursued the matter by using contacts close to the warlords until a meeting 
could be organized with the warlords. They also lobbied the international community, 
WRITING LETTERS TO THE 53 GOVERNMENT HEADS OF STATE OF THE %CONOMIC #OMMUNITY OF
7EST !FRICAN 3TATES THE %UROPEAN 5NION AND INTERNATIONAL FIGURES ,7) ORGANIZED A
PEACEFUL DEMONSTRATION THROUGHOUT THE MAIN STREETS OF -ONROVIA AND THREATENED TO
march naked if the authorities tried to stop them. They held a regular weekly prayer 
service for peace and ensured that radio broadcasts and newspapers carried peace 
MESSAGES !LL THEIR ACTIVITIES HAD AN EFFECT ON THE PEACEBUILDING PROCESS IN ,IBERIA &OR
EXAMPLE  PERCENT OF THE COMBATANTS VOLUNTARILY DISARMED
)N 3IERRA ,EONE THE 7OMENS )NTERNATIONAL ,EAGUE FOR 0EACE AND &REEDOM
7),0&	 ORGANIZED PRAYER MEETINGS TO BUILD PARTNERSHIPS WITH WOMEN INITIALLY RELUC-
tant to attend the demonstrations or rallies. Women in calm areas took in homeless 
women and their families and when possible helped them to register as displaced 
persons. They also regularly organized peace songs, poetry, and drawing competitions 
at all levels of educational institutions to get young people involved.61
!LTHOUGH THE WOMENS WORK NOTED HERE IS IRREGULAR IT IS UNFORTUNATE THAT THESE
PROCESSES ARE CALLED @INFORMAL BECAUSE IT MEANS THEIR EFFORT IS NOT OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZED
)T IS NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH WHAT SCHOLARSHIP OR THE 5NITED .ATIONS HAS PRESCRIBED AS
PEACEBUILDING 4HIS IN ITSELF REFLECTS INEQUALITY AND DISCRIMINATION /F PARTICULAR NOTE
the emphasis on women and informal processes is often used to justify the failure to 
target discriminatory cultural practices in the peacebuilding process, particularly in 
relation to economic, social, and cultural rights. It is as if informal mechanisms rep-
resent the only opportunities for women to participate in peacebuilding and bring the 
central concerns of women—health and safety, education, accountability for lost fam-
ily members, and community rebuilding—to the attention of the parties engaged in 
formal peace processes.
7OMENS INFORMAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO PEACEBUILDING DESERVE RECOGNITION AND AC-
knowledgment for the critical role they play in enhancing overall peace efforts. While 
women are active peacebuilders, their contribution often is informal, behind the 
scenes, unpaid, and unrecognized as actual peacebuilding and thus they continue to 
 61. 4HE EXAMPLES OF ,7) AND 7),0& WERE PARAPHRASED FROM ! %RNEST ED	 @"EST PRACTICES IN PEACE-
BUILDING AND NONVIOLENT CONFLICT RESOLUTION 3OME DOCUMENTED !FRICAN WOMENS PEACE INITIATIVES 5NITED
.ATIONS 6ERNIER 3WITZERLAND
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be excluded from formal peacebuilding processes. Arguably, women need to be in-
cluded in so-called formal peace structures to establish meaningful gender equality 
and to place on the agenda not only issues that help violence to cease, but also those 
that affect human well-being and sustain peace. Local approaches to peacebuilding 
should be recognized, honored, and built upon. This includes traditional peacebuild-
ing approaches and the peacebuilding interventions of women-centered local groups. 
It is important to understand what meanings women attribute to peacebuilding, and 
the processes they define as important to peacebuilding work, and compare them with 
those commonly used within international standards. This should all be included in 
the peacebuilding literature.
CONCLUSION
The components of peacebuilding indicate that a lot of women are not involved in a 
huge part of these processes: they are the formal processes, which in effect are re-
corded and recognized in practice. The major aim of peacebuilding is to achieve sus-
tainable peace. The so-called informal processes in themselves also promote sustainable 
peace, but they are not viewed as central to the peacebuilding, even though they may 
BE EFFECTIVE IN CHANGING PEOPLES ATTITUDES OPENING UP OPPORTUNITIES FOR FORMAL PEACE
processes, and catalyzing change. These are activities women engage in without ‘step-
PING ON THE TOES OF PATRIARCHY
The differentiation between formal and informal peacebuilding is made to make it 
look like women are involved, and relevant resolutions and frameworks are being 
IMPLEMENTED WHILE AT THE SAME TIME KEEPING WOMEN IN @THEIR PLACE )T IS THE CONTEN-
tion of this paper that regardless of what anyone or any actor does in the post-conflict 
sphere, as long as its aim is to bring about sustainable peace, it should be regarded as 
peacebuilding and not demarcated as formal or informal. As long as there is differen-
tiation between the formal and the informal, women will not get involved in main-
stream peacebuilding. Therefore, if peacebuilding is to encompass all actors, there 
should be a conceptual review of the word peacebuilding and a general definition 
should be developed that is all encompassing and non-discriminatory.
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‘GENDER’ IS INCREASINGLY RECOGNIZED AS INTEGRAL TO UNDERSTANDING what it takes to 
build peaceful societies.1 This has come at a time when several countries in Africa are 
recovering from protracted armed conflict. A transformation of patriarchal gender 
RELATIONS IS INTEGRAL TO BUILDING PEACE AND THE CREATION OF @DEEP PEACE IS MORE PROB-
able when it is recognized that the social, economic, political, and spiritual aspects of 
structural violence intersect with gendered meanings of identity, livelihood, political 
POWER AND IN	SECURITY7HAT DOES IT MEAN TO THINK OF PEACE IN THIS WAY )S A FOCUS ON
@PEACEFUL WOMANHOOD AND A CURSORY GENDER ANALYSIS OF @POSTWAR RECONSTRUCTION
ADEQUATE FOR IMAGINING DEEP PEACE
!FRICAS RECENT ATTEMPTS TO MAKE PRACTICAL AND CONCEPTUAL LINKS BETWEEN GENDER
PEACE AND SECURITY HAVE BEEN HEAVILY INFLUENCED BY THE PASSAGE OF 5. 3ECURITY
#OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION  IN /CTOBER 2$ESPITE A GENDERED PERSPECTIVE IN INTERNA-
tional and continental human rights documents and resolutions, feminist literature 
about war and peace has made little impact on the discussions and empirical research 
taking place in the predominantly male mainstream of political science, security dis-
 1. Gender as used here is an analytical category for understanding systems of oppression and empow-
erment. Central to this is the understanding that gender identities cannot be thought of as separate or 
mutually exclusive from other social identities, such as race and ethnicity, religion, or social, economic, and 
political status.
 3EE 4HELMA %KIYOR AND ,-UTHONI7ANYEKI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 5NITED .ATIONS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course and practice.3-ICHAEL $OYLE AND *OHN )KENBERRYS  COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY
of scholarship on war and peace contains six gender-related index entries but devotes 
only about one-tenth of its space to gender. The word gender occasionally shows up as 
a passing note.4 /UT OF TWENTYONE MAJOR PEACE PROCESSES HELD SINCE  ONLY 
percent of signatories have been women.5 !CCORDING TO !MINA -AMA AND -ARGO
/KAZAWA2AY MAINSTREAM SECURITY DISCOURSE AND PRACTICE PAYS MINIMAL ATTENTION TO
‘the contradictory ways in which women are affected by the complex relationship 
between gendered capitalist processes and militarism, and the manner in which 
WOMEN NEGOTIATE THEIR LIVES THROUGH BOTH6
It is thus unsurprising that initial conceptual links made between gender, war, and 
PEACE HAVE EMPHASIZED THE ABSENCE OF @WOMEN FROM MAINSTREAM PUBLIC PEACE EF-
FORTS 7OMENS CONCEPTUALIZATION OF WAR TENDS TO BE MORE ALIGNED WITH SOCIOLOGICAL
OR ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTIONS OF POWER AND MILITARIZATION )T IS SUGGESTED THAT WOMENS
LIVES OFFER @SITUATED KNOWLEDGES ABOUT GENDERED MEANINGS OF IN	SECURITY WAR AND
PEACE 4HIS PERSPECTIVE DRAWS ON @FEMINIST STAND POINT THEORY WHICH PROPOSES THAT
knowledge can be generated from experiences of struggle against patriarchal social 
systems.
Without going into a discussion on the validity of such an approach, some peace 
activists have relied on the idea that womanhood uniquely embodies qualities of 
motherly care and peace—a yet untapped resource for building peace.7 Women of 
:IMBABWE !RISE 7/:!	 FOR EXAMPLE ONE OF THE LARGEST WOMENS NETWORKS IN
3OUTHERN !FRICAN WITH A MEMBERSHIP OF MORE THAN  DRAW ON THEIR SHARED IDEN-
tity of motherhood to build solidarity and resilience in the situation of harsh eco-
 &EMINIST POLITICAL SCIENTISTS BEGAN TO CRITIQUE NEOREALIST INTERPRETATIONS OF PEACE AND SECURITY IN THE
EARLY S 3EE FOR EXAMPLE !NN * 4ICKNER @(ANS -ORGENTHAUS PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL REALISM ! FEMINIST
REFORMULATION IN 2EBECCA 'RANT AND +ATHLEEN .EWLAND EDS	 Gender and International Relations -ILTON
+EYNES 5+ /PEN 5NIVERSITY 0RESS 	 n *ILL 3TEANS Gender and International Relations: An 
Introduction #AMBRIDGE 0OLITY 0RESS 	 3ANDRA 7HITEWORTH Feminism and International Relations 
.EW 9ORK 3T -ARTINS 0RESS 	 /N THE MALE MAINSTREAM SEE *OSHUA 3 'OLDSTEIN War and Gender 
(Cape Town, Cambridge University Press, 2001), 23.
 -ICHAEL $OYLE AND *OHN ' )KENBERRY EDS	 New Thinking in International Relations "OULDER
#OLORADO 7ESTVIEW 0RESS 	
 5. 7/-%. @&ACTS AND FIGURES ON PEACE AND SECURITY HTTPWWWUNIFEMORGGENDER?ISSUES
WOMEN?WAR?PEACEFACTS?FIGURESHTML
 !MINA -AMA AND -ARGO /KAZAWA2EY @-ILITARISM CONFLICT AND WOMENS ACTIVISM IN THE GLOBAL
ERA #HALLENGES AND PROSPECTS FOR WOMEN IN THREE 7EST !FRICAN CONTEXTS Feminist Review,  	 
 3ANAM .ARAGHI !NDERLINI Women Building Peace: What They Do, Why It Matters "OULDER
#OLORADO ,YNNE 2IENNER 0UBLISHERS 	 "ETTY 2EARDON Sexism and the War System .EW 9ORK 4EACHERS
#OLLEGE 0RESS 	 *UDY %L"USHRA @&EMINISM GENDER AND WOMENS PEACE ACTIVISM IN !NDREA #ORNWALL
et al. (eds.), Gender Myths and Feminist Fables: The Struggle for Interpretative Power in Gender and 
Development /XFORD "LACKWELL 0UBLISHING 	 (ILLARY #HARLESWORTH @!RE WOMEN PEACEFUL 2EFLECTIONS
ON THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN PEACEBUILDING Feminist Legal Studies  	 n +ARI +ARAME ED	
Gender and Peacebuilding in Africa /SLO .ORDIC !FRICAN )NSTITUTE 	 9ALIWE #LARKE AND (ELEN 3CANLON
@7OMEN AND PEACEBUILDING IN !FRICA SEMINAR REPORT #ENTRE FOR #ONFLICT 2ESOLUTION #APE 4OWN 
)NTERNATIONAL #RISIS 'ROUP @"EYOND VICTIMHOOD 7OMENS PEACEBUILDING IN 3UDAN #ONGO AND 5GANDA
!FRICA 2EPORT NO   HTTPWWWCRISISGROUPORGENREGIONSAFRICACENTRALAFRICA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nomic and political times in Zimbabwe. (UNDREDS OF ,IBERIAN WOMEN USED THEIR
status as women, wives, and mothers to call for the cessation of violence between war-
ring factions and for formal peace talks to commence during the civil war.
5. 2ESOLUTION  AND THE !FRICAN 5NION PROTOCOL ON THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN IN
!FRICA ALSO DRAW ON NOTIONS OF @PEACEFUL CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF FEMININITIES10 The 
language used seems to suggest that women have a special role in peacebuilding and 
that this in particular should lead to their equality of participation in peacebuilding 
and conflict prevention.11 A troubling consequence of this could be the possible alien-
ation of those women who cannot be easily separated from the political, ethnic, or 
class divisions that are part and parcel of armed conflicts. Women who may align 
themselves with certain fighting forces, or take militant forms of resistance to war, 
MIGHT BE @INVISIBLIZED BY THIS HEAVY FOCUS ON @PEACEFUL FEMININITIES
!N ESSENTIALIZATION OF WOMANHOOD AS AN AGENT OF @PEACE HAS BEEN CRITIQUED BY
various authors.12 *UDY %L"USHRA WHO BASES HER ANALYSIS ON THE WORK OF WOMEN AC-
tivists, argues that the ‘essentialist conflation of womanhood and motherhood (as 
CARING AND NURTURING ROLES	 NOT ONLY SEEMS REMOTE FROM THE REALITY OF MANY WOMENS
AND MENS OUTLOOKS BUT ALSO FAILS TO CHALLENGE THE VERY STEREOTYPES OF MASCULINITY AND
femininity which may need to be transformed if conflict is to be managed non-
VIOLENTLY13 #AROLINE -OSER EXPRESSES A SIMILAR CONCERN WITH FEMINIST ANALYSIS THAT
draws on simplistic divisions between gender roles.14(ER MAIN POINT IS THAT PLACE AND
location shape masculinities and femininities across other identities, such as race, 
class, and ethnicity.
 7/:! WAS ESTABLISHED IN  &OR MORE DETAILS ABOUT IT SEE -ARTHA -UTISI @#OUNTERING THE CUR-
RENTS :IMBABWE IN -ANESHKA %LIATAMBY ED	Women Waging War and Peace: International Perspectives on 
Women’s Roles in Conflict and Post-Conflict Reconstruction (London, Continuum International Publishing 
'ROUP 	 n
 &OR MORE DETAIL ON THIS SEE 4HELMA %KIYOR AND ,EYMAH 'BOWEE @7OMENS PEACE ACTIVISM THE
,IBERIAN WOMENS EXPERIENCE IN 0AUL 6AN 4ONGEREN ET AL EDS	 People Building Peace II: Success Stories of 
Civil Society "OULDER #OLORADO ,YNNE 2IENNER 0UBLISHERS 	 Pray the Devil Back to Hell, documentary 
FILM DIRECTED BY 'INI 2ETICKER  ,EYMAH 'BOWEE @%FFECTING CHANGE THROUGH WOMENS ACTIVISM IN
,IBERIA IDS Bulletin  	 
 10. 3ERI ,YNN 'IBBINGS @.O ANGRY WOMEN AT THE 5NITED .ATIONS 0OLITICAL DREAMS AND THE CULTURAL
POLITICS OF 5NITED .ATIONS 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION  International Feminist Journal of Politics, 13:4 
	  4HE !5 0ROTOCOL TO THE !FRICAN #HARTER ON (UMAN AND 0EOPLES 2IGHTS ON THE 2IGHTS OF
7OMEN IN !FRICA !RTICLE  REFERS TO WOMENS RIGHT TO @A PEACEFUL EXISTENCE AND THE RIGHT TO PARTICIPATION
IN THE PROMOTION AND MAINTENANCE OF PEACE )T ALSO COMMITS STATES TO WOMENS INCREASED PARTICIPATION IN
peace education and all structures and processes for conflict prevention, management and resolution of 
conflict, including structures established for the management of camps and settlements for asylum seekers, 
returnees, refugees, and displaced people. Article 11 makes specific mention of the need for states to protect 
WOMEN IN SITUATIONS OF ARMED CONFLICT &OR THE FULL TEXT OF THE PROTOCOL VISIT HTTPWWWSOAWRORGEN
AUPROTOCOLARTICLETEXT
 11. #HARLESWORTH @!RE WOMEN PEACEFUL
 12. *ANE "ARRY Rising in Response: Women’s Rights Activism in Conflict .AIROBI 5RGENT !CTION &UND
	 #HARLESWORTH @!RE WOMEN PEACEFUL $ONNA 0ANKHURST @@3EX WAR AND OTHER WARS 4OWARDS A FEMI-
NIST APPROACH TO PEACE BUILDING Development in Practice, 13:2–3 (2003), 154–77.
 13. %L"USHRA @&EMINISM GENDER AND WOMENS PEACE ACTIVISM 
 14. #AROLINE -OSERVictims, Perpetrators or Actors? Armed Conflict and Political Violence .EW9ORK :ED
"OOKS 	
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/N THE OTHER HAND #YNTHIA #OCKBURN ARGUES THAT IT IS NOT NECESSARILY ESSENTIALIST
to deploy motherhood and the propensity to nurture as a significant factor in wom-
ENS ORIENTATION TO PEACE 2ATHER IT CAN SERVE TO UNIFY WOMEN ACROSS RACIAL POLITICAL
and class divides, build solidarity, and effectively resist patriarchal systems.15 Whatever 
ONES JUSTIFICATION FOR A FOCUS ON CERTAIN TYPES OF FEMININITIES AS CENTRAL TO BUILDING
peace, the transformation of patriarchal gender relations needs to remain at the center 
of analysis and action. Peacebuilding that takes gender seriously would thus need to 
unpack and investigate what kind of patriarchal gender relations exist in societies that 
HAVE EXPERIENCED WAR 4HIS WOULD NECESSITATE AN ANALYSIS OF @WOMANHOOD BEYOND THAT
of peaceful, caring, anti-militarist femininities and require an analysis of patriarchies 
embedded in innumerable femininities and masculinities. 
The challenge of gender and peacebuilding work is to conduct conflict analysis that 
frames militarized patriarchal gender identities as root causes of war. This would en-
tail naming certain histories of militarized or subservient masculinities and feminini-
ties as root causes of war that require transformation. What would this kind of 
feminist conflict analysis mean for conflict practitioners, government securocrats, and 
WOMENS RIGHTS AND PEACE ACTIVISTS TODAY
&IRST IT WOULD MEAN THINKING BEYOND TERMS SUCH AS post-war or post-conflict. When 
one takes gender identities seriously, it becomes apparent that what is commonly 
FORMALLY CONSIDERED A @POSTCONFLICT OR @POSTWAR SITUATION COULD ACTUALLY BE A RETURN
to or continuation of a historically engrained patriarchal system. In a post-war setting, 
@MEN USE VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN AND WOMENS FEAR OF VIOLENCE TO REINFORCE THEIR HOLD
on women; they compel women to comply because they need to re-establish or pre-
SERVE CONTROL OVER WEALTH AND RESOURCES AND ABOVE ALL OVER WOMENS PRODUCTIVE AND
REPRODUCTIVE LABOUR16 This suggests that if ways of being a man are premised on vio-
lence and insecurity, then deep peace is possible only when these problematic mascu-
linities are transformed. The contextual specificities of historic roots of militarized 
masculinities are thus worth examining as root causes of systemic insecurity.
4HIS IDEA RESONATES WITH RESEARCH DONE BY )SIS7)##% 7OMENS )NTERNATIONAL
#ROSS#ULTURAL %XCHANGE	 IN NORTHERN 5GANDA 	 3UDAN 	 AND ,IBERIA
	 THAT FOUND THAT WOMEN WHO WERE ABLE TO BEGIN TO RECOVER FROM THE RAVAGES OF
war became rather busy providing for their families and quite economically self- 
reliant in comparison with their gender roles of womanhood prior to war.17 
Conversely, men who did not join militia groups and become reliant on humanitarian 
handouts experienced a sense of disempowerment in comparison with their gender 
ROLES OF MANHOOD BEFORE WAR ! VIDEO BY THE -AKERERE 5NIVERSITY ,AW 0ROJECT TITLED
Gender Against Men 	 REVEALS MENS SENSE OF LOSS AND DESTITUTION TO BE A RESULT OF
 15. Cynthia Cockburn, From Where We Stand: War, Women’s Activism and Feminist Analysis (London, 
:ED "OOKS 	 n
 16. 3 -EINTJES ET AL The Aftermath: Women in Post-Conflict Transformation ,ONDON AND .EW 9ORK
:ED "OOKS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their lost social status as capable males. 4HESE @DISEMPOWERED MASCULINITIES HAVE
been found to contribute to domestic violence against women.
Each of these contexts presents a complex set of gendered meanings of (in)security. 
An imagination of multiple possibilities of deep peace would necessitate that building 
peace is distinguished from post-war reconstruction of social, political, and economic 
SYSTEMS THAT REINFORCE HISTORICALLY EMBEDDED MILITARIZED PATRIARCHIES $EEP PEACE RE-
quires an examination of contextually specific historical roots of militarized patriar-
chy to find grounded ways of transforming them.
 2EFUGEE ,AW 0ROJECT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 -AKERERE 5NIVERSITY +AMPALA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Insights on the Emerging Tensions of Including 
Women in the Military: Lessons from South Africa
Lindy Heinecken
SOUTH AFRICA PRIDES ITSELF ON BEING A NATION with one of the highest percentages of 
women serving in the military and deployed on peacekeeping missions in Africa. 
7OMEN CONSTITUTE  PERCENT OF FULLTIME 3OUTH !FRICAN .ATIONAL $EFENCE &ORCE
3!.$&	 PERSONNEL 4HIS FIGURE INCREASES TO  PERCENT IF THE CIVILIAN COMPONENT IS
included. Two active processes—gender equality and gender mainstreaming—drive 
THE HIGH NUMBERS OF WOMEN IN THE 3OUTH !FRICAN MILITARY 7ITH THE FORMATION OF THE
3!.$& IN  AND THE ADOPTION OF THE FINAL #ONSTITUTION OF THE 2EPUBLIC OF 3OUTH
!FRICA IN  NEW POLICY GUIDELINES WERE ISSUED TO ALLOW WOMEN TO BE TRAINED FOR ALL
ranks and positions, including combat. Their inclusion was premised more on liberal, 
equal rights arguments than on internal military or strategic considerations.
'ENDER MAINSTREAMING INITIATED A SECOND DRIVE FOR GENDER EQUALITY BASED ON DIF-
ferential arguments that women have a unique contribution to make to security sector 
REFORM 332	 PEACEKEEPING PEACEBUILDING AND POSTCONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION 4HIS HAS
led to a campaign to increase the representation of women being recruited into the 
military to 40 percent, including 30 percent at decision-making levels. 
There are, however, tensions in terms of implementing gender equality and main-
streaming initiatives, and these have affected the integration and position of women 
IN THE 3!.$& !S THE MILITARY REMAINS MALE DOMINATED PATRIARCHAL RELATIONS AND
MILITARIZED MASCULINITIES CONTINUE TO AFFECT WOMENS STATUS AND BELONGING AND THUS
ultimately, their ability to influence security sector reform.
IMPLEMENTING GENDER EQUALITY: THE TENSIONS
4HE INITIAL PUSH FOR GENDER EQUALITY IN THE 3!.$& EMANATED FROM 3OUTH !FRICAS 
constitution, which forbids discrimination based on race, gender, and sexual orienta-
TION AS WELL AS OTHER CHARACTERISTICS 3INCE ITS PASSAGE WOMEN HAVE RECEIVED THE SAME
training and opportunities as men, but most women continue to serve in traditional 
@FEMALE ROLES AS THE PHYSICAL NATURE OF SOME SPECIALIZATIONS ESPECIALLY ARTILLERY AND
special forces, remains a challenge for many women. 
Lindy Heinecken IS A PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY IN THE $EPARTMENT OF 3OCIOLOGY AND 3OCIAL !NTHROPOLOGY
3TELLENBOSCH 5NIVERSITY
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7ITHIN THE 3!.$& THE ADOPTION OF A LIBERAL EQUAL RIGHTS OR GENDER NEUTRAL AP-
proach to integrating women has not meant that they have been able to compete 
EQUALLY "ECAUSE OF WOMENS PHYSICAL DISADVANTAGES STANDARDS HAVE BEEN ADAPTED TO
@GET THE NUMBERS RIGHT WHICH HAS RAISED QUESTIONS INVOLVING ISSUES OF MERITOCRACY AS
reflected in the following comment by an army officer: ‘All should train to one stan-
dard and if women want to be equal they need to meet that standard. You cannot just 
throw away the test to accommodate women; there needs to be objective selection 
criteria and even men that are not suited to work in the fighting corps should not be 
TAKEN UP INTO THE CORPS1
4HE 3!.$& HAS PUSHED HARD TO HAVE WOMEN REPRESENTED THROUGHOUT THE CORPS
but many people have been critical of quotas and feel that too much is being done to 
ACCOMMODATE WOMEN THUS CREATING DOUBLE STANDARDS 2ESPONDENTS WHO TOOK PART IN
A $EPARTMENT OF $EFENCE GENDER INTEGRATION AND LEADERSHIP SURVEY WERE ADAMANT THAT
lowering the standards to get the numbers right is the wrong approach. They also 
believed that the perception that women were being promoted to fill quotas, rather 
than based on their abilities, has a negative effect on gender equality.2
The problem, however, is that even where women meet the training requirements, 
they continue to be seen as tokens or judged on masculine criteria. In addition, many 
women express the view that to cope and to be accepted, one has to act like a man. 
4HIS RESULTS IN WHAT (ELENA #ARREIRAS CALLS DILUTED FEMININITY WHEREBY WOMEN HAVE TO
assimilate and conform to the masculine hegemonic culture of the military to be suc-
cessful.3 Women, therefore, suppress the very qualities that constitute the prime mo-
tivation for increasing their numbers in the military. This leads to one of two things: 
the masculinization of women in the military or dissonance or attrition in situations 
where it places too much strain on women.
Table 1 presents the tensions between the equal opportunity and special contribu-
tion arguments.4 The first issue is whether women should be obliged (a gender neutral 
position) to serve in certain corps, such as combat, or be given the option (based on 
GENDER DIFFERENCE	 4HE MAJORITY  PERCENT	 OF $/$ SURVEY RESPONDENTS SUP-
PORTED THE VOLUNTEER OPTION DIFFERENTIAL ARGUMENT	 /NLY  PERCENT THOUGHT THE
combat corps should be closed to women, while 36.6 percent felt women should be 
assigned on the same basis as men.5 /F INTEREST WHITES SERVING IN THE 3!.$& WERE
consistently more conservative in their views than were black Africans.
Previously the push for gender equality had been driven by moral and rights-based 
arguments, but recently it has shifted to differential arguments—that is, the special 
 ,INDY (EINECKEN AND !DEL %STERHUYSE @!CCEPTANCE OF WOMEN IN THE 3OUTH !FRICAN ARMED FORCES
&OR BETTER OR WORSE PAPER PRESENTED AT THE )NTERNATIONAL &EMINIST *OURNAL OF 0OLITICS #ONFERENCE 5NIVERSITY
OF THE &REE 3TATE "LOEMFONTEIN n !UGUST  
 ,INDY (EINECKEN @2EPORT ON THE FINDINGS OF THE $EPARTMENT OF $EFENCE INTEGRATION AND LEADERSHIP
SURVEY SUBMITTED TO THE #HIEF $IRECTORATE 4RANSFORMATION-ANAGEMENT $EPARTMENT OF $EFENCE 0RETORIA
 &EBRUARY  
 ( #ARREIRAS @&ROM LOYALTY TO DISSENT (OW MILITARY WOMEN RESPOND TO INTEGRATION DILEMMAS IN (
#ARREIRAS AND ' +UMMEL EDS	 Women in the Military and in Armed Conflict 7EISBADEN 63 6ERLAG FÓR
3OZIALWISSENSHAFTEN 	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contribution that women can make based on their unique feminine characteristics—
LARGELY DUE TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF 5. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION  4HESE DIF-
FERENTIAL DEBATES HAVE SURFACEDMOST PROMINENTLY IN RELATION TO WOMENS CONTRIBUTIONS
to peace operations. Attributes commonly associated with women, namely, that they 
are more compassionate, intuitive, conciliatory, and less aggressive, are qualities de-
sired in peacekeepers.  
-ANY CLAIM THAT BECAUSE OF THESE QUALITIES WOMEN PEACEKEEPERS HAVE BEEN ABLE TO
improve community relations, reduce the incidence of sexual-based gender violence, 
build the capacity of local women, improve community security, and counter tradi-
tional views that discriminate and marginalize women. It is also argued that women 
are more effective in defusing potentially violent situations.6 There is little substantive 
evidence, however, to support these claims.
The lack of empirical evidence to substantiate the operational necessity of women 
HAS WEAKENED WOMENS POSITION WITHIN THE MILITARY &OR EXAMPLE SENDING FEMALE PEACE-
keepers to provide security might be perceived negatively by the affected population 
given the stereotype of men as providers and women as consumers of security. Issues of 
race, ethnicity, language, religion, national affiliation, and class may have a greater im-
pact on community relations than gender. Evidence on the value of women peacekeep-
ers remains steeped in essentialist views and is in need of rigorous investigation.
.ONETHELESS THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY RESPONDING TO THE $/$ SURVEY SUPPORTED
the prevailing discourse that women, due to their female characteristics, have unique 
AND VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO MAKE TO PEACEKEEPING AND PEACEBUILDING /F PARTICULAR
note, women regarded their contribution much more highly than men did. At the 
 , /LSSON @-AINSTREAMING GENDER IN MULTIDIMENSIONAL PEACEKEEPING ! FIELD EXPERIENCE
International Peacekeeping  	 n +AREN $AVIS AND "RIAN -CKEE @7OMEN IN THE MILITARY &ACING
A WARRIOR FRAMEWORK IN &RANKLIN # 0INCH ET AL EDS	 #hallenge and Change in the Military: Gender and 
Diversity Issues /TTAWA #ANADIAN &ORCES ,EADERSHIP )NSTITUTE #ANADIAN $EFENCE &ORCE !CADEMY 	
.ADINE 0UECHGUIRBAL @'ENDER TRAINING FOR PEACEKEEPERS ,ESSONS FROM THE $2# International Peacekeeping, 
 	 
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SAME TIME HOWEVER ALTHOUGH  PERCENT OF MEN SAID WOMEN ARE CAPABLE OF FIGHTING
like men, only 23 percent of women considered themselves able to do so. 
Emphasized femininity is apparently not as highly valued by men as it is by women 
SERVING IN THE MILITARY 4HIS HAS GIVEN RISE TO ADDITIONAL TENSIONS /N THE ONE HAND
THERE IS RECOGNITION THAT WOMEN CAN MAKE A @UNIQUE CONTRIBUTION BUT THERE IS ALSO
concern that this reinforces essentialist stereotypes.7 !S WOMENS WORTH IS ACKNOWL-
edged, this can be used to challenge patriarchal views linked to military culture and 
HEGEMONIC MASCULINITY BUT THIS IS NOT YET THE CASE 4HE RESULTS OF THE $/$ SURVEY FOR
example, show that women feel that men value them less, that they are less respected 
when in leadership positions, and that they constantly have to prove themselves to 
men when serving in non-traditional female roles.
!S THE NUMBER OF CAPABLE WOMEN SERVING IN THE 3!.$& INCREASES WOMEN ARE BE-
coming more assertive in demanding their rightful place within the institution. There is 
an inkling of radical feminism emerging, as women strive to challenge the patriarchal 
order and militarized masculinities. In counterreaction, men now claim that women are 
feminizing the military, and in doing so, destroying the warrior spirit. 
Women are also seen as affecting military culture in a way that undermines mili-
TARY EFFECTIVENESS IN PARTICULAR IN REGARD TO AUTHORITY RELATIONS #OMMENTS BY 3OUTH
!FRICAN SOLDIERSSUCH AS WOMEN @USE THEIR FEMININITY TO GET AWAY WITH THINGS AND
@MEN GET SOFTHEARTED TOWARDS WOMEN SO THEY TEND TO MANIPULATE THE SYSTEMTESTIFY
to this perception. This leads to favoritism, which affects discipline, morale, and co-
HESION /F PARTICULAR CONCERN IS THE LEVEL OF @FRATERNIZATION BETWEEN WOMEN OF LOWER
RANK AND MEN OF HIGHER RANK 3EXUAL HARASSMENT AND GENDER VIOLENCE ARE ENDEMIC IN
3OUTH !FRICA AND EVEN MORE SO IN THE MILITARY WHERE COERCION AND ABUSE OF POWER IS
always imminent. Yet, such incidences are, not unsurprisingly, underreported. Women 
are loath to officially acknowledge such incidents, as the potential impact on their 
careers is too great. As a consequence, the extent of the damage this inflicts on women 
and the institution through loss of productivity, low morale and readiness, absentee-
ism, and attrition remains obscured.
CONCLUSION
'ENDER MAINSTREAMING IS BASED ON THE RECOGNITION THAT MEN AND WOMEN HAVE DIFFER-
ent strengths and abilities and that these should be recognized equally. Embedded in 
this recognition lies the need to challenge patriarchy and the social structures and 
PRACTICES THAT OPPRESS AND EXPLOIT WOMEN 2EFLECTING ON THE FINDINGS CITED HERE IT IS
CLEAR THAT THIS CHALLENGE IS NOT OCCURRING IN THE 3!.$& %VEN WHERE WOMEN HAVE AT-
tained the required levels of training and competency, discrimination continues to 
prevail. They remain a highly visible category judged on their gender rather than on 
their ability to do a job. Underlying this is the constant emphasis on physical strength, 
although only a small proportion of jobs in the military require it. This remains the 
!CHILLES HEEL THAT AFFECTS HOW WOMEN ARE JUDGED IN TERMS OF THEIR COMPETENCY WHICH
they always need to defend.
 #ARREIRAS @&ROM LOYALTY TO DISSENT 
 (EINECKEN AND %STERHUYSE @!CCEPTANCE OF WOMENn
 )BID 
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A mismatch and tension remain between the soldier profile based on the warrior-
masculine image and the peacekeeper-feminine image and identity. War fighting is 
still regarded as the core business of the military, while peacekeeping and the need for 
GREATER SOCIAL COMPETENCE FOR OPERATIONAL SUCCESS LAGS 3OCIAL COMPETENCE AND THE
ability to interact and engage with people is today more crucial than physical strength 
for operational success. The issue is no longer about giving women a fair chance to 
compete in this male-dominated environment, but to recognize that their skill sets are 
in fact necessary in addressing the security concerns facing communities affected by 
war and are imperative in resolving such conflict and bringing about sustainable 
peace.
The challenge, however, is achieving a critical mass of women to change the war-
rior ethos so deeply embedded in military culture. To this end, women should build 
on their strengths and challenge attitudes that prevent them from being recognized as 
equals.
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Reviewed by Irene Ndungu
THIS MONOGRAPH PROVIDES A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS of the role of women in conflict and 
post-conflict reconciliation processes as well as their efforts in the adoption of na-
TIONAL ACTION PLANS .!0S	 IN ACCORDANCE WITH 5. 3ECURITY #OUNCIL 2ESOLUTION 
on women, peace, and security. Largely through a desktop review of literature, the 
report utilizes case studies of Commonwealth countries with the goal of assisting 
#OMMONWEALTH MEMBER STATES DEVELOP .!0S AND THE #OMMONWEALTH 0LAN OF !CTION
FOR 'ENDER %QUALITY n	 &REDLINE ! / -#ORMACK(ALE NOTES FOR EXAMPLE
THAT OF THE THIRTYTHREE COUNTRIES THAT HAVE ADOPTED .!0S ONLY FIVE ARE FROM THE
#OMMONWEALTH#ANADA 2WANDA 3IERRA ,EONE 5GANDA AND THE 5NITED +INGDOM
!USTRALIA .EW :EALAND AND 3OUTH !FRICA ARE IN THE PROCESS OF DEVELOPING .!0S
The central argument is that despite the multidimensional impact of conflict on 
WOMEN AND THE RECOGNITION IN MULTIPLE 3ECURITY #OUNCIL RESOLUTIONS OF WOMENS
agency in peacemaking, peacekeeping, and peacebuilding processes, women continue 
to be excluded from the peace table. Gender, Peace and Security: Women’s Advocacy and 
Conflict Resolution is intended as a call to action for members of the Commonwealth 
to increase the participation of women in peace activities at all decision-making levels 
THROUGH THE ADOPTION OF .!0S 4HE LOGIC IS THAT .!0S WILL FOSTER THE INSTITUTIONALIZA-
tion of gender mainstreaming and equity at all levels of decision making and will help 
COUNTRIES COORDINATE THEIR WORK IN PURSUIT OF 2ESOLUTION  REQUIREMENTS P IV	
Policy makers, researchers, and practitioners dealing with peace and security issues are 
THE BOOKS TARGET AUDIENCE
/F THE TWENTYEIGHT #OMMONWEALTH COUNTRIES THAT HAVE CONTRIBUTED TROOPS TO 5.
PEACEKEEPING AND PEACEBUILDING OPERATIONS "ANGLADESH 'HANA )NDIA .IGERIA
2WANDA AND 3OUTH !FRICA HAVE CONTRIBUTED SOME OF THE LARGEST FEMALE CONTINGENTS
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7ITH ONLY A FEW OF THE FIFTYFOUR #OMMONWEALTH COUNTRIES HAVING ADOPTED .!0S THE
commitment levels are, not surprisingly, low. 
-#ORMACK(ALE NOTES THAT ENGAGEMENT BY WOMEN AT THE LOCAL LEVEL IN PEACE-
building activities has not necessarily translated ‘into their involvement at higher-level 
PEACEBUILDING PROCESSES P 	 3HE HIGHLIGHTS A NUMBER OF FACTORS THAT HINDER WOM-
ENS ENGAGEMENT AT HIGHER LEVELS NAMELY THE FAILURE OF POLICIES TO QUESTION GENDER
roles, cultural barriers, absence of sustained promotion of gender equality at the in-
TERNATIONAL AND STATE LEVELS STRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS ON WOMENS TIME AND DIFFERENCES
among women themselves on objectives (p. 11). These conclusions are arrived at after 
AN EXAMINATION OF CASE STUDIES FROM 0APUA .EW 'UINEA -OZAMBIQUE 3IERRA ,EONE
3OLOMON )SLANDS AND :IMBABWE P 	
-#ORMACK(ALE ALSO ENGAGES IN A COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
.!0S IN 2WANDA 3IERRA ,EONE AND 5GANDA POSTCONFLICT COUNTRIES	 VERSUS THOSE OF
#ANADA AND THE 5NITED +INGDOM PEACEFUL STATES	 4HE POSTCONFLICT COUNTRIES ARE
DEEMED TO HAVE POLITICAL STRUCTURES SUPPORTIVE OF WOMENS RIGHTS P 	 HENCE THE
FACILITATION OF .!0S #OUNTRIES AT PEACE HOWEVER TEND TO DEVELOP .!0S THAT ARE @PRI-
marily oriented towards the engagement of soldiers deployed with overseas local 
POPULATIONS P 	
The often-made argument is advanced that ‘where women are involved substan-
tially in conflict resolution, peacemaking and peace-building processes, the likelihood 
OF SUSTAINABLE PEACE INCREASES P 	 BUT THE CLAIM IS NOT SUBSTANTIATED BY THE PROVI-
sion of concrete evidence in the book. It is merely asserted. Again, using the case of 
)NDIA AS AN EXAMPLE THE AUTHOR CITES 2ESOLUTION @5RGES THE 3ECRETARY 'ENERAL
TO SEEK TO EXPAND THE ROLE AND CONTRIBUTION OF WOMEN IN 5NITED .ATIONS FIELD BASEDn
operations and especially among observers, civilian police, human rights and hu-
MANITARIAN PERSONNEL P 	IN LAYING CLAIM THAT THE INCREASED DEPLOYMENT OF
female peacekeepers contributes to the empowerment of local women. The case of 
)NDIAS DEPLOYMENT OF FEMALE PEACEKEEPERS IN ,IBERIA AND SUBSEQUENT INCREASE IN THE
involvement of women in policing is postulated as evidence in support of this claim.
.O CLEAR OR SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENTIAL LINK HOWEVER IS MADE BETWEEN THE REASONS WHY
there appears to be an increase in the number of female police in Liberia and the pres-
ence of female Indian peacekeepers or why there are few Indian women in the police 
AND ARMY IN )NDIA ITSELF AND HOW THIS CONCRETELY RELATES TO THE GOALS OF 2ESOLUTION
1325. As with many of the texts of this nature, evidence is sparse and linkages often 
are not substantively thought through. 
The use of non-Commonwealth Afghanistan, although it seems rather out of place, 
OFFERS AN INTERESTING CONTRASTING CASE STUDY TRACKING WOMENS REPRESENTATION IN THE
management, prevention, and resolution of conflicts at different decision-making 
levels, (i.e., national and regional as well as international institutions and mecha-
nisms). Again, however, the author fails to adequately link this experience to that of 
the Commonwealth and the lessons that could be teased out. It also would have been 
interesting to assess the contrast between progress made in the implementation of 
2ESOLUTION  .!0S AND THE #OMMONWEALTH 0LAN OF !CTION ON 'ENDER %QUALITY AS
this was not entirely evident. What are the evidence-based challenges in the forty-nine 
#OMMONWEALTH COUNTRIES THAT HAVE YET TO ADOPT .!0S (OW CAN #OMMONWEALTH
COUNTRIES WITH .!0S PARTNER WITH THOSE WITHOUT .!0S AND HOW CAN THEIR IMPLEMEN-
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TATION BE MADE MORE EFFECTIVE 4HESE AND OTHER RELATED QUESTIONS SHOULD INFORM FU-
TURE RESEARCH FOR THE #OMMONWEALTH 3ECRETARIAT AND ITS PARTNERS 4HIS WILL ASSIST IN
CONTEXTUALIZING THE ADOPTION OF .!0S CEMENTING BUYIN FROM ALL STAKEHOLDERS AND
plugging implementation gaps.
4HE AUTHOR CONCLUDES WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE #OMMONWEALTHS MEMBERS
3ECRETARIAT AND STRATEGIC PARTNERS 4HESE INCLUDE ADDRESSING STRUCTURAL INEQUALITIES
AND ADOPTING A MULTISECTORAL APPROACH TO .!0S AMONG OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS PP
n	 4HE MONOGRAPH IS A SHORT READ PAGES OF TEXT WITH THE REMAINING 
COMPRISING REFERENCES AND AN ANNEX REPRODUCING 2ESOLUTION 
Policy makers and practitioners in need of a quick overview of women and peace-
BUILDING AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 2ESOLUTION  AND THOSE SEEKING A TOOL FOR
ADVOCACY WILL FIND THIS CONTRIBUTION BY -#ORMACK(ALE USEFUL )T FALLS SHORT HOW-
ever, in engaging the more substantive and theoretical issues on gender, peace, and 
security that this edition of the Africa Peace and Conflict Journal addresses.
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Awino Okech: What, in your view, is one of the central questions hindering the imple-
mentation of commitments to women, peace, and security at an international and re-
gional [Africa] level?
Monica Juma: Let me begin by sketching a couple of processes that have occurred 
at the AU [African Union] level. In 2011, the AU gender directorate validated a draft 
MANUAL FOR A TRAINING OF TRAINERS IN PEACE SUPPORT OPERATIONS ;03/S= !CROSS THE CON-
TINENT COUNTRIES HAVE COMMITTED THEMSELVES TO MAINSTREAMING GENDER IN 03/S !
number of countries across Africa have established institutes that have fully fledged 
COURSES OF A SIMILAR NATURE )N HIS REPORT TO THE 3ECURITY #OUNCIL IN /CTOBER  ON
WOMENS PARTICIPATION IN PEACEBUILDING THE 5NITED .ATIONS SECRETARYGENERAL OUT-
lined a detailed action plan that aimed at changing practices among national and in-
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ternational actors in order to improve outcomes on the ground. This plan had seven 
commitments to ensure that:
s 7OMEN ARE FULLY ENGAGED IN AND TIMELY GENDER EXPERTISE IS PROVIDED TO ALL PEACE
talks.
s )N POSTCONFLICT PLANNING PROCESSES INCLUDING DONOR CONFERENCES WOMEN SHOULD
play substantive roles, and methods should be used that ensure that comprehen-
sive attention is paid to gender equality.
s !DEQUATE FUNDINGBOTH TARGETED AND MAINSTREAMEDIS PROVIDED TO ADDRESS
WOMENS SPECIFIC NEEDS ADVANCE GENDER EQUALITY AND PROMOTE WOMENS EMPOW-
erment.
s $EPLOYED CIVILIANS POSSESS THE NECESSARY SPECIALIZED SKILLS INCLUDING EXPERTISE IN
rebuilding state institutions, to make them more accessible to women.
s 7OMEN CAN PARTICIPATE FULLY IN POSTCONFLICT GOVERNANCE AS CIVIC ACTORS ELECTED
representatives, or decision makers in public institutions, including through 
temporary special measures, such as quotas.
s 2ULE OF LAW INITIATIVES ENCOURAGE WOMENS PARTICIPATION IN THE PROCESS OF SEEKING
redress for injustices committed against them and in improving the capacity of 
SECURITY ACTORS TO PREVENT AND RESPOND TO VIOLATIONS OF WOMENS RIGHTS
s %CONOMIC RECOVERY PRIORITIZES WOMENS INVOLVEMENT IN EMPLOYMENTCREATION
schemes, community development programs, and the delivery of frontline services. 
Yet, these efforts at the national, regional, and international levels do not seem to 
translate into protection, assistance, or recovery measures that guarantee public safety 
AND SECURITY FOR POPULATIONS IN GENERAL AND WOMEN IN PARTICULAR (EREIN LIES THE DI-
lemma that we need to work through in our efforts towards securing and stabilizing 
the continent. It seems to me that central to anticipated outcomes, at all levels, is a 
common denominator, or threat, if you will. They are prescribed. Women are sup-
posed to receive these outcomes. Yet, a central feature of any transformation, whether 
it be at the personal, institutional, or societal level, is the involvement of the person 
concerned—ownership.  
Okech: Is the question of ownership and prescription a new concern in your opinion, 
or is it one that has circulated in peacebuilding discourses for a while now?
Juma ) DARE SAY THAT THERE IS NOTHING NEW IN TODAYS OWNERSHIP PROBLEM OR QUES-
tion. There is seemingly a consensus that local ownership is desirable. Local owner-
ship is rationalized as increasing effectiveness, reducing costs, growing legitimacy and 
responsiveness to the real needs on the ground, supporting local capacity, and guar-
anteeing sustainability. Yet, a number of examples over the decades challenges the 
rhetoric of local ownership. If we reflect on the discourse and practice of humanitar-
IAN ASSISTANCE RELIEF OR AID WE SAW GROWING EVIDENCE BY THE END OF THE S WHICH
showed that the massive aid injected in interventions not only shrank local ownership, 
but in some cases created parallel structures that profoundly undermined local own-
ership and legitimacy. In post-war, post-conflict, areas, which at the turn of the cen-
tury have become the new niche area of operations, in terms of firstly, peacekeeping, 
WE ARE INJECTING MORE THAN 53 BILLION ANNUALLY WITH LITTLE RETURN IN TERMS OF SUSTAIN-
able peace. Instead, this has been followed by the bourgeoning peacebuilding industry, 
seen as the twilight zone between relief and development. In my view, there is a pat-
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tern with some distinct characteristics. These industries are characterized by a domi-
nant northern imprint—characterized by the domination of northern-based 
organizations that articulate common norms, provide financial resources, and have 
developed institutions and strategies that both define and address problems of the 
3OUTH )N MANY WAYS ITS AN IMPERFECT MARKET WHERE THE DETERMINANTS OF NEEDS ARE AT
the same time purveyors of goods or mercy.  
Okech: You have pointed to a catalogue of challenges that bedevil the so-called devel-
opment industry generally and more specifically the nature of peacebuilding in Africa 
today. Do we need to return to some fundamental questions? If yes, what are they?
Juma: Indeed, in the first order of questions should be the role that local or south-
ERN ACTORS CAN AND SHOULD PLAY 3ECONDLY WHAT ARE THE IDEOLOGICAL QUESTIONS THAT DE-
termine both the content and scope of local ownership [stabilization versus sustainable 
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT= 4HIRDLY AND CONNECTED TO NUMBER TWO WHO ARE THE DRIVERS OF
THIS INDUSTRY #IVIC ORGANIZATIONS MOST OF THEM URBANBASED .'/S THAT HAVE AP-
propriated the language, ethos, and methodologies of the industry. I argue that it is 
critical to look at the political economy of this industry to determine the drivers in 
TERMS OF WHOSE INTEREST IS BEING PURSUED 7HAT POWER RELATIONS ARE FORGED AND HOW
DO THEY IMPACT ON LOCAL OWNERSHIP &OR INSTANCE THERE HAS BEEN A MASSIVE FOCUS ON
the state through public sector development and institution building based on the 
failed state framework, often losing sight of intraregional fragility or partial fragility 
IN A COUNTRY OR COMMUNITIES THAT MAY NOT RECOGNIZE THE STATE NOR THE .'/ INDUSTRY
that has been the foci of peacebuilding. Taking cognizance of knowledge and norms 
that are relevant reference points for action in a political arena or a public interest 
sector or subtle forms of institutionalization that may not be obvious to outsiders are 
often missed in externally driven processes.
Okech: Is the African Union pursuing elements of what you speak about above 
through its policy frameworks?
Juma: 4HE !FRICAN 5NIONS ANSWER TO THESE QUESTIONS IS CONTAINED IN THE FRAME-
WORK FOR POSTCONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT ;0#2$= WHICH PROFESSES THE
objective of these activities as attaining sustainable development and long-term trans-
FORMATION (ENCE OWNERSHIP IS ONE OF THE FIVE PRINCIPLES THAT CONSTITUTE @BASIC MINI-
MUM VALUES AND STANDARDS THAT INFORM ACTION ACROSS ALL 0#2$ ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMS
INCLUDING IN THE SECURITY SECTOR )F THIS IS THE BASIS FOR LOCAL OWNERSHIP THEN IT CANNOT
be business as usual. We must be able to frame the debate, and this calls for the right 
capabilities and engagement, the creation of a critical mass of players that can provide 
a paradigmatic shift in terms of how they perceive the problem and the solutions that 
are needed to deal with them
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